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PREFACE

The subject of this thssis was formulated In the

Fall of 1946 during a conversation with Principal John

Baillie, to whom I am indebted. The Senate of the University

of Edinburgh graciously granted me a leave of absence, which

stretched into four and a half years of work in the United

States, Besides theoretical work during these years, parti¬

cipation in two summer workshops on group dynamics and some

practical experience in counseling and the ministry gave in¬

creased meaning and substance to the subject# These were

formative years which gave depth and a vastly increased

scope to the thesis.

My purpose has been to explore and demonstrate the

usefulness of the Gestalt concept in psychology for the inter¬

pretation of religious experience. The thesis Is in no sense

an exhaustive study of Gestalt psychology nor criticism of it.

It is limited for the most part to Christian experience with

implications for religious experience in general. For each

theological book or statement quoted others could have been

substituted, but space would permit me only to establish the

trend of thinking. It is obvious that there are other psy¬

chological interpretations than Gestalt, but my purpose has

excluded consideration of or comparison to these other sys¬

tems, The interrelatedness of all parts In a Gestalt inter¬

pretation often left me with a feeling that everything must

be said at once, an obvious impossibility. The adequacy of
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the interpretation, therefore, will best be understood as a

whole•

The spelling and diotlon is according to current

American usage# Two German words, Gastalt and Pragneng.

have been used throughout the thesis without italics because

they are an integral port of the text and idea#

My grateful thanks go in many directions to many

different people. Dr# Charles S# Duthte as my first super¬

visor and a close personal friend, gave of his knowledge and

his spirit without stint, sustaining me at all times# My

second supervisor, Jr. William B# Inglis, carefully read

much of the rough draft and offered valuable suggestions.

Out of his long experience in the psychology of religion,

Dr# J# G# MoKenzle raised penetrating questions and suggested

many useful references# The Reverend W» B# J# Martin was a

friend indeed and read the manuscript In its entirety#

I am Indebted to the people of the Glenvlew Community

Church, Glenview, Illinois, U# S» A., who granted me a leave

of ai sence during the spring of 1952 to complete the thesis

and residence in Edinburgh# I sincerely appreciate the work

of my secretary, Mrs, Burton Schula, who not only faithfully

typed the manuscript but did so with great interest and en¬

thusiasm.

hast, but most Important, the thesi3 was only possible

because of the support of my wife, Phoebe, through her con-
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stant encouragement. Intellectual stimulation, and willing¬

ness to remain alone In the United States for four and a

half months during the Spring of 1952 while the thesis and

residence were completed In Edinburgh# This, the thesis la

a testimony to the Interdependence of all our lives, and I

am grateful for the help and opportunity that has been mine#
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CHAPTER I

THE MEANING OF RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE

A. Introduction

The history of Christianity testifies to the impor¬

tsnee of the religious experiences of individual men and

women. Indeed, all other disciplines of the Church are

essentially efforts to Interpret, foster, enhance, clarify,

and conceptualise the primary experiences which man has

termed "religious." These experiences have cone as man has

struggled to mai<e a ljustmcnt to his situation—immediate

and universal—and to find ultimate meaning and destiny in

his existence.

It may be that this primary experience is one of

belief or faith in God, as D. 14. Baillie suggests, when he

says that "faith and the religious experience are essentially

the sans thing."* Even If this Is the basic experience of

religion we are still left with the task of trying to inter¬

pret It. However the experience Is finally described, It has

been the basis of man's religion. As A. N. Whitehead said,

"The dogmas of religion are the attempts to formulate in pre¬

cise terms the truths disclosed In the religious experience

*D. M. Baillie, Faith In God and Its Christian Con¬
summation (Edinburgh* T. 6c T» Clark, '1927), p. 80'.
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of mankind."1

Again and again, Christianity has returned to con¬

sider the basic experiences of the religious man. In our

own generation such concern with the raw data of an experience

Is the central idea of Interpretative method In many fields of

knowledge. An illustration of the theological concern with

religious experience Is found in the general Introduction to

The Library of Constructive Theology. The editors say that

the authors,

... desire to lay stress upon the value and valid¬
ity of religious experience and to develop their theology
on the basis of the religious consciousness• In so doing
they claim to be in harmony with modern thought. The
massive achievements of the nineteenth and twentieth cen¬
turies have been built upon the method of observation
and experiment, on experience, not on abstract a priori
reasoning# Our contention Is that the moral and spiritual
experience of mankind has the right to be considered, and
demands to be understood.^

This attitude does not absolve us from thought, but rather It

should act as a stimulus. "No experience can be taken at Its

face value; it must be criticised and Interpreted."5
The task of our thesis, therefore, is to explore the

usefulness of the Gestalt concept In psychology as an instru¬

ment for the Interpretation of religious experience. The

present chapter will set the stage for that exploration by

sketching briefly the history of the ooncern for religious

1A, N. Whitehead, Religion in the Making (Cambridge*
University Press, 1930), p. 47.

R. Matthews and H. Wheeler Robinson, eds., The
Library of Constructive Theology in Evelyn Underbill. Worship
(London: tlishei L Co. Ltd. , iM), p. vl'il. ~ L

5Ibld., p. Ix.
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experience, and the problems involved in its definition and

interpretation# Our survey cannot be exhaustive but it will

be suggestive of the major points of emphases which any

instrument must consider if it is to interpret religious

experience#

B» A Brief History of Religious Experience
In Christianity

When we 3eek for the origins of Christianity, we are

driven back to the religious experiences of the disciples

end the early Christians. Dr. Hopwood has documented this

viewpoint very wall,* and concludes that the start of the

historical processes viewed as "Christianity" are to be found

in "the religious experience of the primitive Church.The

theologian and the historian must finally face "the religious

facts which In the first instance produced the phenomena."3
A new religious community sprang into being because of the

creative religious experiences centering In Jesus.

The central fact in Paul's life was his religious

experience, which he interpreted mystically as actual union

with Christ, the Crucified and Risen Lord. The indwelling

spirit of God Is the basis of religious faith.4 The individ¬

ual is saved by faith In Christ, and not through belief in an

2-P. G, S. Hopwood, The Religious Experience of the
Primitive Church (Edinburgh; T. & T. Clark. 1936). paaslmT

gIbld.. p. 324. sIbld.. p. 325.

4Cf. Gal. 4:6 f. 5 Rosa. 8*14-18, 26 f.
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Intellectual system# Thus, the important thing is an actual

experience of the Christ# The Fourth Gospel continues to

stress the authority of the Indwelling Holy Spirit in the

experience of each individual.3- We find further testimony

to the Importance of individual religious experience In the

testimony of these early Christians which rings with a vivid

personal quality of authentic freshness and spontaneity.

With the passing of time, the Christian community

began to formalize and finally dogmatize their conceptions of

religious experience# The guidance of the Inner light was

subordinated to ecclesiastical authority. Religious experience

became e mechanical process of redemption mediated through

the Roman Church in western Europe# In the East salvation

was regarded as a partly magical affair, in which the sacra¬

ments played an Important part# In general, we con say that

religious experience had come to be viewed legalistlcally,

with the Church structuring the relationship to Christ which

must exist, if the individual was to be saved#2 Obviously,

such a generalization is too sweeping to do Justice to all

the historical exceptions and variations, but for our pur¬

poses it indicates the progression from primary religious

experiences to a dogmatic interpretation of these experiences#

A new impetus to individual self-authentieating ex¬

perience was given by the Renaissance# The Renaissance, by

xCf, John 16:13 f#

2Cf# S, Mathews, The Atonement and the Social Process
(Hew York: The Ma©nilIan So•, 1936}, p• 38•
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its exposure of ecclesiastical forgeries, helped to under¬

mine the authority of the Church; and by its literary crit¬

icism of the Bible paved the way for the historical rela¬

tivism which was to treat the Bible as a record of former

religious experiences rather than as an authoritative rule

of faith and practice. At the same time the humanism of the

Renaissance increased men's confidence In themselvess partly

by a sentimental revival of the lusty vitality of the Greek

and Roman full-orbed human life; and portly by a sensitive

encouragement of the new scientific spirit that was spreading

abroad since Roger Bacon and which served to develop confi¬

dence In human thought. The old scholastic faith it man's

discursive reason was transmitted to the modern period to

becomes basis for philosophic criticism of theological dogmas.

This criticism in turn led to the separation of religious

experience from theological dogma. Thus it was that Kant,
son of pletlstlc parents, demolished classical theological

arguments for God on the one hand, and on the other hand

emancipated religion from rationalism and gave it Independent

status as an experience of moral obligation,*
In this setting the Reformation gave new emphasis to

the Individual experience of religion. In Luther's thought

salvation was by faith and a religious experience was one in

which faith showed Itself through an "ethical and spiritual

*B, S, Aubrey, "The Authority of Religious Experience
Reexamined." The Journal of Religion, XIII {The University of
Chicago Pp».,' 1433), 453 ff.
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fellowship with the living God#"3- On the subjective aid©, the

Individual soul cams into actual contact with the Divine

Spirit, But this experience cam about through the objectivity

of the Bible and the sacraments, In the years following Luther,

more and more emphasis came to be placed on faith as intellec¬

tual assent to certain doctrines. Calvinism Illustrates this

emphasis.

In reaction to thi3 intellectuallzation, the Pietists

said that will and feeling and not Intellect were the essen¬

tial marks of the religious experience,2 Salvation was holi¬

ness of life, inspired by the indwelling of the Spirit. This
holiness was interpreted not so much In terms of Christian

conduct in this world, as in terms of escape from the evils

present in this life. And here we approach the mystical con¬

cept of religious experience—actual union between God and

man—which has been a recurring theme in Christianity through

the centuries*

Following the Reformation came the rationalist

thinkers and the Deists who laid their stress on morality to

which any "religious" experience was subordinated. Reason,
not faith, was the essential mark of the experience.

However, Kant had set the stage for new developments

and the way was open for Schlelemacher, the romanticist, who

made religious experience a non-rational "feeling of absolute

*A, C, Knudson, Present Tendencies In Religious Thought
(New York: Abingdon Press, 1926), p, 151

2A. 0* McGlffert, Protestant Thought Before Kant
(Hew York: Chas, Serlbner1:?" Sons, 1911), p," 158,
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dependence;H1 and thereby Introduced a now trend in religious

thought* By this definition ha freed religious experience

from any aubordlnotlon to or iependence upon other types of

human experience. It was not to be confused with morality,

nor was It to be misinterpreted as Intellectual assent to

dogma# "Piety in Itself is neither a Knowing nor a Doing,

but a disposition and modification of Peeling, In

Schlalermacher we have the beginning of the modern theological

concern for religious experience#

Albrecht Hitachi with his distinction between judgements

of value and judgments of fact, sought to relieve religious

experience of the burden of scientific validation. Religion

VJ83 oonflned to the field of value judgments. The Chrlsto-

centric emphasis 1 oras large in his view, while the mystical

interpretation is definitely repudiated. Through revelation

in the historical Jesus, God is known to man#3 Fellowship

with the Eternal is possible not In any mystical union with

Him, but through this historical revelation and through

ethical conduct, In which one is obeying the laws of God.

Those views of Rltschl and his followers have had a widespread

effect on American theologians of the liberal school#

At the same time Hegel was developing his distinction

between the idea and its changing formulas, thus starting the

*F# Sehlelermacher, The Christian Faith In Outline,
trans,D. Bailli@ (Edinburgh: W. F. Henderson, 1922), p. 10.

8Ibld., p# 6.

^Knudson, op# clt#. pp# 169 ff#
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search for an essence of religion within the changing theo¬

logical forms. The close of the nineteenth century saw the

struggle between the growing prestige of scientific empiri¬

cism and the idealistic tradition in philosophy. Curiously

enough, theology, though steeped in the idealist tradition,

began to make claims to recognition as an empirical science

with its data the alleged foots of the religious consciousness

and religious experience* The popularity of science enhanced

this approach. Preacher and theologian talked of the

"scientific" theology of religious experience, and it became

the cornerstone of modernist theology,^
It was In this atmosphere, that psychologists turned

toward religion, either to defend it or deprecate It, Even¬

tually religion also turned to psychology for support. It is

interesting to note that the first systematic observation of

religious experience had really been done almost 150 years

earlier by Jonathan Edwards, In his book, Msrrotive of Sur-

r?r 1 a lap; Conversions, he showed amazing Introspective powers

and ability at analysts^ por iaore than a century no one

developed this beginning in experimental religion.

Toward the end of the nineteenth century, however,

psychologista were seeking something which could be investi¬

gated empirically according to their Ideas of what constituted

acceptable empirical data, "God" and "soul" were believed

Aubrey* op, clt,« pp, 455 f,

2A, Rudolph Uren, Recent Religious Psychology
(Edinburgh! T, & T, Clark, 1988), pp, 3 f.
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Incapable of examination and tended to bo looked upon as

term3 which belonged to a prescientIfio statement regarding

the nature of man and the universe* v.hat «as needed was a

specific event or experience which would be open to examina¬

tion by several investigators and hence a common ground of

inquiry would be available, "Religious experience" seemed

to suit the prescription, The psychologists seized upon

mystical experience and conversion as temporally delimitable.

The so-called "American school of religious psy¬

chology"1 bad its beginning in the work of Stanley Hall and

his students at Clark University, One of these students,

2dwln D, Starbuck concerned himself with religious questions

of adolescence and then In 1899 published The Psychology of

boll,; Ion." Another student, James H, Leuba published a num¬

ber of articles on conversion, followed later by two books,

A Psychological ftudy of hellgipn3 and The Psychology of

Myatlciam,- G, A, Coe's book on conversion and temperament,

The Spiritual Life,5 appeared in 1900, While Leuba's Initial

work was largely focused upon the immediate aspects of the

conversion experience, the work of Starbuck ami Cue Indicated

^Ibld.. passim, A comparative study of this whole school,

^Edwin D, Starbuck, The Psychology of Rellrlon (London:
Visiter Scott, 1899).

3James H, Leuba, A Psychological Study of Religion
(Sew York: Sfaomillan and Co., "lS12),' '

4Jamos H. .Leuba, The Psychology of Mysticism (New York:
Macmlllan and Co., 1925),

6G, A, Coe, The Spiritual Life (New York: Abingdon
Press, 1900),
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that conversion was related to a significant body of events

prior to the actual experience of conversion. They also be¬

came interested In the fact that many religious Individuals

had never experienced a sharp religious conversion but dis¬

played o more steady growth In their religious experience.

Thus the stage was set for the most famous exposition

of this early religious psychology, The Varieties of Religious

.xpTlence,! by William James. The title Indicates the grow¬

ing awareness of the complexity of religious experience and

the fact that Jeraes was willing to step beyond the restriction

that only the explicit could be studied empirically, though

in actual development he dealt only with the explicit.

In 1007 J. B. Pratt published The Psychology of Reli¬

gious Belief^ which made out a strong case for mysticism.

Later he published The Religious Consciousness^ a well-

balanced contribution to the growing literature. With the

publication of The Psychology of Religious Experience^ by

E. S. Ames In 1910, the new field of religious psychology

had moved from a concern with such specific ex'ents as conver¬

sion or mysticism to the whole wide range of human experience.

There was a growing realisation that not the least aspect of

^William James, The Varieties of Kellgleua Experience
(New York: Longmans, Green & Co., 1902).

2J. B. Pratt, The Psychology of Religious "ellef (New
York? The Macm11lan Co., 1907).

3 J. B. Pratt, The Bellgloua Consciousness (How York:
The Macmlllan Co., IOsSTt ~

(Chlcago^htTfil%tTO:RM6)!a"f;tQU3^9rt9nC9
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life was without religious significance. In fact, for some

of these men one might say that religious experience was all

of life. This early American school used largely descriptive

methods based on such devices as questionsIres, biography,

history, and comparison#1
After these early years religious psychology In Amer¬

ica languished for awhile until a now Interest In pastoral

psychology developed In the lete thirties# This new school

has been particularly Interested in the relationship of psy¬

chotherapy and Christianity, along with positive suggestions

for the work of the pastor with persons. It Is very much

alive today and Is represented by such men as J# S« Bonnell,2
Seward Hlltner,^ Frits Runkel,* sra Carroll Wise,5 to mention

only a few#

In Britain and Europe one might make a broad general¬

isation and say that there have been three interests in the

field of religion and psychology, though there la considerable

overlapping and variation# First, there never was such a con¬

certed interest in the empirical data of religious experience

as that shown by the early American school# However, there

^Uren, op# clt.. chap# il#

2J# S# Bonnell, Pastoral Psychiatry (New York: Harper
and Bros#, 1938)#

^Seward Hiltner, Pastoral Counseling (New York: Ablng-
don-Cokesbury, 1949)#

^Frits Kunkel, In Search of Maturity (New York: Scrlb-
nera, 1943)#

^Carroll Wise, Religion in Illness and Health (New York
harper and Bros., 194 2Tl
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were some studies represented by such men as A# C# Underwood1
and Santa De Sanctis2 and their work on conversion# T. H*

Hughes3 In his work on mysticism carried on the psychological

investigation of this phenomenon#

Second# there has been a great deal of work done In

attempting to relate religion to the so-called "new psychology,

represented by Ffreud and Jung and their followers# It Ms

often taksn the form of a defense of the faith against the

deprecation of religion made by the psychoanalytic school#

The group Is represented by such men as T# H# Hughes,4 g. w#

Grensted,® and W# B# Selbie#6
This second interest blonds into a third which we

might coll a general concern for the rapprochement of psychol¬

ogy and religion, particularly in theological terms# This

lias sometimes resulted in practical suggestions for the min¬

ister or the layman, but it usually carries more theological

considerstlon than much of the American work# Such men as

^A# C# Underwood, Conversion (Londons George Allen &
Unwin Ltd#, 1925).

2Sante De Sanctis, Religious Conversion (Londoni
Began Paul, 1927).

?5a?a°p^ic laals °r gafl&afatt(Edinburgh! T. & T, Clark, 1937).

miughae, The Hew Psychology and Religious Experience
(Londons George Allen & Unwin Lta#, 1933)#

%<# W# Grensted, Psychology and God (Londoni Longmans
Green and Co#, 1930)# *

%# B# Selble, The Psychology of Religion (Oxfords
The Clarendon Press, 1924)•
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J. 0. McKenxie,-2* Leslie Westherhe&d,2 Kenneth Edward,5
H. Balmforth,^ C, H. Valentine5 and W. F. Hall 1day3 are

representative of this general interest.

This historical survey can only be suggestive because

an exhaustive study of this literature over the past half-

century would be more than a thesis in itself. Though many

psychological schools are represented, to the best of the

author*s knowledge no writer has ever made more than passing

reference to the Gestalt concept in psychology, though as we

shall cone to see many writers hove used its attitude and

concepts implicitly.

C. The Problem of Definition and Interpretation

In order to proceed with any analysis it Is necessary

to define the object of your interpretation. This is extreme¬

ly difficult If not Impossible in respect of religious expe¬

rience for there seem to be as many definitions as there are

men who have sought to define the term. Furthermore, the in¬

terpretation which a writer brings, distinctly qualifies his

1J» G. McKenaie, Psychology, Psychotherapy and Evangel¬
icalism (Londont George Allen and unwin btd., ig4u}.

^Leslie Weatherhead, Psycholeny« Religion and Healing
{London? Hodder and Stoughton Ltd., 1951}•

®K# Edward, Religiona Experience (Edinburgh;
T. & T. Clark, 1926)":

1
*H» Balmforth, Is Christian Experience an Illusion

(London? S. C. M. Press, 1923).

5C. H, Valentine, Modern Psychology and toe Validity
of Christian Experience (London? S. P. C. K., 1926).

5W. F. Halllday, Psychology and Religious Experience
(London? Hodder and Stought on Ltd., 1929) • - -—>
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definition. Thus, If "feeling" looms large In his definition
of religious experience, then his Interpretation will also

emphasise "feeling" or vice versa. The interrelationship of

definition and interpretation must be kept in mind, as w©

seek to sort out the meanings of the term "religious experience.1

H« Ealmforth indicates something of the variety of

definition when he says that it ranges from a "consciousness

of God as well as of spiritual ideals," to a broad conception
that the

• • • artist's passion for beauty, the scientist's
devotion to research, the philosopher's quest of truth,
the reformer's zeal for social justice, are all, from the
Christian standpoint, facta of religious experience# For
each lias to do with the spiritual world of truth and
beauty and goodness, whether or no In any given Instance
there is a conscious realization of God as the ultimate
ground of spiritual Ideal,1

J# H# Leub© collected forty~©lght "definitions" each of them

significant ss far as It goes.2 Such variety led C, C# J. Webb

to conclude that definition of religion or religious experience

in the strict sense of the word "definition" is impossible.3
With this word of caution about our probable results, let us

review some of the definitions and Interpretations which have

been mad® of religious experience. Our method will be to

raise certain questions which will help us to classify the

various statements.

# clt», pp. 11 f»1Balmforth,
2Leuba, Psychological Study of Re

3C» C* J, Webb, Problems in the Relation of God and
Man (London! NIsbet and Co., Ltei,, 1911)", p. 4.

llglon. Appendix,
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1# How Much of Human Experience Should Bo Included
in the Category of Religious Experience?

There are two possible answers to this question! a

limited area of experience or all of the experience of man

can be religious, if rightly Interpreted, The 'majority of

present-day writers would subscribe to the latter view,

W* C, Bower expresses it this wayi

Wherever any experience of any sort is seen and Judged
in its relation to the total meaning and worth of life In
terms of Its responsible relation to God, be It In the
family, in Industry, In vocation, tn recreation, In intel¬
lectual pursuits, tn aesthetic enjoyment, or In moral con¬
duct, there experience taSces on the religious quality,1

F» R, Berry expresses a similar view when lie says that "re¬

ligious experience cannot In fact mean anything but the life-

experience of a religious man, his total response to his en¬

vironment as directed and sustained by his religion,1*2 His

skepticism of the possibility of setting off certain areas

from the rest of human experience and calling them "religious"
Is shared by Balmforth when he says: " man*s religious experi¬

ence Is his experience of life when seen steadily against a

spiritual background, viewed, that is, in relation to God and

the unseen world,"®

John Macmurray agrees with this inclusive use of the

term* Science, art and religion deal with the same common field

of experience, but only religious activities combine and syn-

. C, Bower, Character Through Creative Experience#--*«« a a m < M»a n«.||fi»"ila..li' I—II""glfill"■1 •■»»'«». ■■ I t torn —I' MWii.m .1

{Chicagoi -nlwsSty or Chicago Press, 1930}, pp. 243 f,

'"B. F. Barry, CUrlstlanlty and the Mew World {New Yorkt
Harper & Bros*, 1931), p*' &5.

3
Balmforfch, op* clt*. p* 8*
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thesizo the opposing utility-values of science and the In¬

trinsic-values of art. In the field of religion we are both

transcendent of the experience and immanent within that expe¬

rience. "The field of religion is the whole field of common

experience organized in relation to the central fact of per¬

sonal relationship.Tims the religious attitude Is beat

expressed In terms such as fellowship or communion.

F. E» England states a similar viewpoint.

Immeasurable confusion Is introduced Into religious
discussion, also, when It Is assumed that the field of
reality v/iih which the religious mind Is confronted la
other than the field with which the m'nd of the man of
science,the mini of the poet or the mind of the "man
In the street" Is confronted, ... Reality Is one,
whatever be the differentiations within lt.~

The special sciences view this field from their particular

standpoints. What Is the place of religious apprehension In

this scheme?

God is the datura to the religious mind. It Is this
•"given" element, this sense of direct contact, this
consciousness of objectivity, that Invests the religious
experience with its peculiar Intensity.^

William James was Inclusive In his use of the term.

Religious experience for him was the response of the whole

personality to the Impress of that quality we call divine.

Religion, therefore, S3 I now ask you arbitrarily to
take it, is the feelings, acta, and experiences of indi¬
vidual man in their solitude, so far as they apprehend

"^John Macraurray, The Structure of Religious Experience
(Haw Ravent Yale University Press, 1936), p. $0.

gF. E« England, The Validity of Religious Experience
(Hew York: Harper Bros., 1938), pp. 22 ff. ' *"

5Ibid., p. 27
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thastaelves to atand la relation to whatever they may con¬
sider divine

Religion is a man's total reaction upon life.2
Martin Bubor now stands within this group who use

the tern "religious experience" in an inclusive fashion.

However, he testifies to the fact that there was a time when

"religious experience was the experience of an otherness which

did not fit into the context of life."3 Tims there were these

mysterious times when Buber experienced the "religious." But

the "illegitimacy of such a division of the temporal life,"4
was brought home to him on a day <a§ien be experienced the

"religious" In the morning and then had a visit from a des¬

perate young man in the afternoon. Buber had failed to ask

or guess the real questions on the man's mind. Not long af¬

terwords, Buber learned the truth from a mutual friend. The

young man was no longer alive. Buber describes his transfor¬

mation In almost poetic prose.

Since then I have given up the "religious" which Is
nothing but the exception, extraction, exaltation- ec¬
stasy? or it has given me up. I possess nothing but the
everyday out of which I am never taken. The mystery la
no longer disclosed, it has escaped or it has mad© its
hero where everything happens as it happens. I know no
fulness but each mortal hour's fulness of claim and re¬

sponsibility.
I do not know much more. If that Is religion then It

is just everything, simply all that is lived In Its poa-

1James, op. cit.. p. 31.

£Ibld.» p. 35*

%artln Buber, Between Man end Man, trans. Ronald Gregor
Smith (London! Kegan PauIT'"TSWT^ PP. ' ll f •

4Xbid.- p. 14.
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sibllity of dialogue# Her© is space also for religion's
highest .forms • As when you pray you do not thereby re¬
move yourself from this life of yours but in your praying
refer your thought to It, even though it may be in order
to yield to Itj so too In the unprecedented and surprising,
whan you are called upon from above, required, chosen,
empowered, sent, you with this your mortal bit of life
are referred to, this moment is not extracted from it,
it rests on what has been and beckons to the remainder
which has still to be lived, you are not swallowed up
in a fulness without obligation, you are willed for the
life of communion#*

Tims, Ouber provides an illustration of the two an¬

swers to our question, and we turn now to the second, narrower

ones religious experience la unique end entirely set apart

from the rest of human life# This view Is preeminently held

by the Barihiana# What is commonly spoken of as "religious

experience" Is not, according to Barth, a genuine experience#

He differentiates between what he calls actual and alleged ex¬

periences and Implies that the ordinary views of religious ex¬

perience belong to the latter class.2
The so-called "religious experience" is a wholly de¬

rived# secondary, fragmentary form of the divine# Even
in Its highest ©nd purest examples, it la form and not
content#3

"Experience" to Barth means only reference to God, a

fact which makes It form, and God is "never experienced as form"

but as content# Actual experience, on the other hand, "begins
where our alleged experiences cease, in the crisis of our ex¬

periences, In the fear of God#'4 Only when we go beyond our

*Xbld#» p. 14.

%arl Barth, The Word of God end The Word of Man.
trans# Douglas Gorton (Ksv/ York: harper & Bros#, 1931), p* 94#

5Ibld«. p# 285# 4Ibld#. p. 94#
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ordinary experiences of Ufa, and are wet by God In an "exis¬
tential encounter," can we have a really religious experienced

In contrast to the Inclusive view, the Barthisna hold

that ordinary experiences instead of leading one to God are

either no help at all, or actually hindrances* Men may find

a subterfuge in worship, or in theology, or In ethics but they

are not being met by God, or having a genuine religious expe¬

rience In these forms of activity, for they are merely hiding

In them from God1a presence*2 Only after men are driven be¬

yond their common experiences into a desperate crisis does

God break through to meet them* Any Christianity which Is

based on experience or history or metaphysics Is false and

doomed to failure*

Apart from the Barthiana, Rudolph Otto and his followers

set religious experience off from ordinary experience. Stress

Is laid on the quality of the feeling which Is present in the

experience* Otto judges an experience to be religious when

it la diffused with a consciousness of the "numinous" or a

sense of the holy*5 in this experience the person Is gripped

by "tremendum," a feeling of fear which differs from "natural
fear" not In degree, but In kind, so that It really Implies
an element of awfulnoss and uncannlness, which Is closely re¬

lated to "daemonic dread*"^ There Is a "unique emotional rao-

•^A* Keller, Karl Barth and Christian Unity (New York:
Macmiliaa Co*, 1933), p* 47*

gIbld*. p. 50

^Rudolph Otto, The Idea of the Holy, trans* John W*
Harvey (Londonj Oxford Univ. Press, 1928), pp. 6 ff*

4Ibld*. pp. 13 ff.
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ment In religious experience, a moment whose singularly

daunting and awe-inspiring character"* is baffling to those

■who think of God only in terms of lex*© and gentleness# Hot

only this uncanny fear, but also an overwhelming sense of
the majesty and absolute superiority "of a power other than"

oneself, and a sens© of energy or urgency belong to this

state# "Mysterlura" is used to signify the "Wholly Other"

element which is present# In addition to this "daunting aw-

fulness and majesty," the element of fascination is present,

combining with the fear in a "strange harmony of contrasts#"2
There Is no such thing as "varieties of religious experience"
for Otto# Rather he assumed that all normal and developed

religious experience would conform to the pattern he described—

a unique experience set apart from ordinary experience—thus

giving us a foundation for theological construction#

C# G# Jung, though differing in some respects, also

characterizes religious experience by a specific kind of emo¬

tional experiences surrender to a higher power, whether this

higher power is celled God or the unconscious# He has built

upon some of Otto's work# Jung states that religion

• • • is a careful and scrupulous observation of what
Rudolph Otto aptly termed the "numinosum," that is, a dy¬
namic existence or effect, not caused by on arbitrary act
of will# On the contrary, It seizes and controls the hu¬
man subject which is always rather its victim than Its
creator#®

These Illustrations of the Inclusive and exclusive an-

1Ibld#. p# 19. 2Ibid#, p. 31.

3C# G# Jung, Psychology and Religion (Hew Havens Yale
University Press, 1933), p# 4.
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swers to our first question concerning the area of religious

experience could be multiplied, but our primary purpose has

been fulfilled, namely, to see that there ts no easy agree¬

ment# Though interpreted in various ways, one them© runs

through these definitions# Somehow, whether Implemented

from man*s side or from God1a aide, religious experience is

trying to establish a relationship between man and the rest

of his world, and primarily with God# With this in mind we

turn to a second question#

2« Whet is the Outstanding Aspect
of this Relationship between Man and God?

A classification of definitions and interpretations

of religious experience can also be made In terms of the

aspect of the relationship most emphasised# These are not

hard and fast divisions, but they are Instructive for our

survey of representative thinkers#

a# The moral aspect of religious experience is stressed

by S# S, Brlghtaan# "Any consciousness of the presence of God

is religious experience,"^ but there must be real acquaintance

with God, actual comradeship between God and man# "Religious

experience is always a 'Thou' experience in Its meaning if

not in its fora#"s This characteristic is what distinguishes

prayer, for example, as a genuine religious experience, from

prayer as "mere meditation on high Ideals or even on God*""5

^S# S# Brightmon, The Finding of God (New York?
Abingdon Press, 1931), p# 94. ~

gIbld#. p* 101# 3lbid». p. 102#
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The mors moral we are, the more we are our best selves,

and the more adequately we are our beat selves the closer we

are to God.

The rule Is that moral goodness deepens religious ex¬
perience and that religious experience strengthens moral
goodness. Morality leads to God and God commands and
supports morality.1

The result of religious experience Is e sense of needed reform.

From this experience with God we come to see clearly how out

of harmony with God*s purposes la the world of man.

b. The mystical aspect of the relationship Is often

singled out for emphasis as the essence of religious experi¬

ence or as a type thereof. Evelyn Underhlll defines mysticism

... the reaching out of the soul to contact with those
eternal realities which are the subject matter of religion.
And the mystical life is the complete life of love and
prayer which transmutes those objects of belief Into living
realities: love and prayer directed to God for God Himself,
and not for any gain for ourselves.2

Hufus Jones defines It S3 "a direct way of vital Intercourse

and correspondence between man and God."3 It Is a "type of ex¬

perience In which a parson feels an overmastering conviction

that actual contact is attained with a divine, life-giving,

joy-brlnglng Presence."4 There are all degrees of this experi¬

ence of contact, from a simple awareness of the surge of

"updwelllng life" to a rapturous cense of complete union with

1Ibld., p. 83.

2Svelyn Underbill, Concerning the Inner Life {New York:
E. P. Outton & Co., 1926), p. 35.

3R«fus Jones, Pathways to the Reality of God {Hew York:
Macmillen Co., 1951), p. 2$. '

4
Ibid., p. 24.
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God*

Mysticism Is an experience of the Inner world of man

whore ho responds to spiritual values In contrast to the

space-time world described by science. The result Is e uni¬

fying religious experience#

When the powers of the mind are fused and unified,
overbrimming end revitalized by intense mystical concen¬
tration and unification, the whole interior self becomes
an immensely heightened organ of spiritual apprehension
in correspondence with the real world to which It belongs#!

o. The practical aspect of religious experience Is

sane times singled out as the outstanding feature# The Oxford

Group Movement synbollzes this attitude. In contrast to mys¬

tical or theological interests, religious experience for

them is much more concerned with gaining help through communion

with God for use in daily life# Guidance and sharing are the

typical religious experiences. In guidance the individual

soaks "direct and specific Instructions from God Himself for

every detail of dally life and speech#"2 The chief require¬

ment for clear guidance is "ccaplote surrender of everything—

will, time, possessions, family, ambitions—all to God#"3
Confession and witness enter Into sharing# Sins, which

are anything that comes between persons or between man and God,

©re confessed to God and at least one other person, or to a

1Ibld.. p# 41.

2H, P. Van Dusen# "The Oxford Group Movement." Atlantic
Monthly. CLIV, (No# 2), 244#

3A# J. Russell, For Sinners Only (New York: Harper &
Bros#, 1932), p# 19#



group. God is thought of as the one who forgives but sharing

helps many to come into thi3 relationship with Him. Resti¬

tution, whom possible, to the person against whom one has

sinned, la required.1 Convei'sion la a progressive affair of

Increasing guidance and sharing until complete surrender to

God is possible. Rollgious experience Is a means toward

practicing the better life here and now.

d. Jesus Christ as the essential factor in the rela¬

tionship between man and God is another emphasis. Mschen

suggests that salvation, and Jesus* significant role in it,

are the primary facts in the religious experience of man.

The Divine Savior and Lord, for the love wherewith
He loved us, bore all the guilt of our sins, made white
and clean the dark page of our account and reconciled
us to God. There is the center of our religion.2

T. F. Lockyer would agree with this central fact of

Christ in religious experience. "Salvation, through all its

process, is nothing other than the love of Christ."3
... each one's salvation, though mediated histori¬

cally by such Information concerning Christ as nas Game
down through the ages, is yet effected immediately by
the power of Christ present with men today.*

W. A. Brown suggests a broader approach to the place

of Christ in the rallgious experience of man. Jesus Christ

3-Ibld., pp. 16 ff.

Aachen in J. F, Newton, ed. My Idea of God (Boatont
Little Brown & Co., 1927, pp. 48 f.

3t» F. Lockyer, Religious Experience. Its Reality and
Value (London? Chat. L. Kelly)', "p.'"S3. * "*

4Ibld,, P. 66.
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through His life and death la the supreme revelation of the

nature of Cod as love, "the outgoing spirit that manifests

Itself In creation and renewal and that has its most signal

manifestations In the Cross of Jesus Christ."1 It is Christ

Who Is able to satisfy the moral and spiritual needs of man,

to solve the social problems, and to fulfill all thalr deepest

longings, and because lie Is at the same time the Revelation

of God to men, He stands as the central fact In their religious

experience.2
e. i'he value aspect as the essential factor in the re¬

lationship between God and man is suggested by many writers

today. D. M. Edwards illustrates this view for us when he

says, "Religious experience is the apprehension of the Supreme

Reality under the form of worth or value."3 The values which

enter Into religious experience are the ones customarily re¬

garded aa universal and ultimate: the Good, the True, and the

Beautiful.

Religious experience aa a unique experience possesses

a value all Its own. Edwards come® to agree with Rudolph Otto

that the idea of the holy Is the unique element in religious

experience, the richest of all mends experiences. Edwards

states that the sense of the Holy is its chief characteristic,

and thus concludes that the "Holy Is the richest and most in-

*?i» A. Brown, Pathways to Certainty (Hew York: Ches.
Scrlbner's Sens, 1930), pV 217.

2Ibld., p. 23.

®D. M» Edwards,"Religion as a Value-Experience,"
The aibbert Journal October, 1929-July 1930), p. 493,
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elusive of all values."3- The Holy is "so to say, the caramon

protoplasm from which all the other values of life have been

differentiated," and since the Good, and True, and Beautiful
are"emanations from the Holy, they may be sources for experi¬

ences of God."2

f. The faith aspect of religious experience Is singled

out by John Balllie as the essential factor, when lie says,

We can have no religious experience prior to and In¬
dependently of the practical experience of religion—
because religion Is faith and there is no religious
experience of which faith is not a constitutive part*
... The deepest of all religious experiences la just
the experience of believing.3

Faith la religious experiencej the experience and the act of

believing are Inseparably bound together.^
A. C. Knudson shares much of this attitude when he

► '

says "Religious experience Is the concrete expression of

faith and as such stores in Its self-evldeneIng character."3
Faith Is a "basal and elemental activity of the human mind,"
and Is "something deeper, more universal, more fundamental,
than anything that can be assigned to the independent actlvl

ties of the Intellect, will or feelings."3 Faith Is the factor

which conditions religious experience just as other factors

condition sense experiences# It Is the source of both mystical

1Ibld., p. 504 2Ibld,, p. 509.

3John Balllie, The Interpretation of Religion (Hew York:
% ***** * m WAU'Mg'lg't"1" '"*■ ..**.! ninrn.nn. mm*mm
Chas. Scrlbno^a Sons, 1928), pp. 231 f.

4Cf. Dm M. Balllie, op# cIt., chap. 111.

3:*nudson, op. clt«. p. 184

6Ibld., p. 103
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and practical religious experiences,

g# A "feeling; of limitation" aspect as the essential

factor In religious experience la suggested by W» £# Hooking#

"Primary religious experience Is so burdened with this con¬

sciousness of limitation that we may almost say »What man

faces, that he worships#*"3* ^his feeling originates from two

types of experiencess Crises In 30clal experiences, such as

war, death, marriage, sickness, and experiences of nature

which are awe-inspiring, are most apt to be conducive to a

special awareness of God for they make man conscious of his

own limitations. Hocking believes that behind these experi¬

ences there Is something more elemental, and this Is a "sense
of mystery," which man has acquired. If this element Is

present In man, then the special aspect of nature and of so¬

cial experience unite with this sense of r^ystery, to produce
an event which has religious significance. The feeling of

limitation is summarised by man»s awareness that he does not

know, but God does#S
The classic expression of this feelIn; of limitation

and finlteness as the basis of religious experience appears

In the work of Kierkegaard# The significance of the existen¬

tial dialectic lies In the final religious stage that ai m©

gives meaning to the whole# Hie aesthetic la trivial, the
ethical merely transitory? only In the religious stage does

3-W# S# Hocking, The Meaning of God in Human Experience
(New Havens Yale University Press, 1927), p#

gIbld#. pp# 235 ff.
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subjectivity come Into its own* But what Is this religious

life which Kierkegaard exalts?

It Is the life of what he himself cells "an Intensive
point*" Subjectivity can be truly subjective only In the
confrontation of the Individual with God, since only the
absolute Is completely Indescribable, completely beyond
the Inroads of abstraction and objectivity* Only before
God is a man really himself, because It Is only before
God that lie Is finally and irretrievably alone. But
before God the finite Individual Is as nothing5 end it
Is the bitter realisation of that nothingness that marks
the religious stage of existence*3-

Religlous experience for Kierkegaard, in other words, lies

wholly in the self's awareness of Its infinite distance from

the God when alone it loves* And the quality of that aware¬

ness, the way It feels to the self, is pure and unmixed suffer*

!ng*

In concluding this section, we must note again that

we have not by any means exhausted the possible aspects or

the advocates of these viewpoints. We can see, however, that

if there Is this variety of emphasis on various aspects of the

relationship between man and God, then no final solution to

the problem of definition is to be found here, unless there

Is some more inclusive arrangement which can Include the var¬

iety* With this in mind we ask another question*

3* What Faculties Within Man Are Involved
In Religious Experience?

What are the roots of religion in the individual?

What are the psychological factors in religious experience?

These and similar questions have been used as another approach

^Marjorie Greene, Dreadful Freedom (Chlcagot University
of Chicago Press, 1948), p* 37*
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to the problem of definition and Interpretation# It Is Im¬

mediately apparent that they ere very closely related to the

Ideas we surveyed in the previous sections# The three ele¬

ments most often cited are feeling, thinking, and volitional
or active factors# Historically, there have been partisan

exponents of each one of these theories or derivatives there¬

of and we will briefly sketch something of the viewpoint un¬

der each# However, It Is fair to anticipate our conclusion

In this section by saying that there has been a steady move¬

ment toward an appreciation for all of thorn, working together#

a# The feeling factor has probably received the most

emphasis for it has seemed to get beyond dogma, theology, and

ritual to the heart of religion# Schleiermaeher certainly

fostered this view, and most of its exponents would agree with

Hoffding's statement that "religious experience la essentially

religious feeling."1 W# £# Hocking describes the movement by

saying, "The whole apparatus of reason in religion has re¬

treated in importance, in favor of a more substantial basis—

which we have agreed to call feeling*"^
John Beilll® has criticised this use of feeling, but

partly by narrowly defining the term as "the one subjective

state that la purely 'affective,1 as feeling of pleasure or

pain,"2

1Herald Hoffding, The Philosophy of ReUnion, trans#
B, E, Mayer {Londonj MacmIllan & Co., 1914), p# 102.

blocking, op« clt*. p. 37.

3John Baillle, op* cit., p. 209, Cf# pp. 202-234#
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But most exponents of the tern have not thought of It In any

such narrow terms, but rather as undifferentiated conscious

response. However, when this Is done It becomes increasingly
difficult to Isolate the feeling factor from the Intellectual

and volitional activities of the person* Rudolph Otto was an

exponent of the unique place of feeling in religious experi¬

ence though ha rejected Sehleiermaoherf» idea that It wis a

feeling of dependence. Otto prefers the term "creature-

eonsclouaness" to help describe this special religious emo¬

tion of the Individual. Awe, fear, a feeling of mystery and

a sense of fascination are the emotions which lead to a feel¬

ing of the numinous which characterises a religious experience.1
The description of this feeling is even more complicated by

the fact that this fear la not like ordinary fear at all.

Other writers have tried to clarify their ideas of

feeling as the Important factor by talking of intuition or

presentiment. However, two questions seem to remain. First,

the variety of feelings and Interpretations thereof has mad©

agreement Impossible and 2 to other understanding Is necessary.

Second, whereas, feeling may com© more readily In religious

experience, some kind of reflection or thinking about that

feeling Is usually not far behind.

b, The thinking factor has often been emphasised

though not made the sole element in religious experience.

It Is only through the functioning of this factor that theol¬

ogy and concepts of Interpretation about religious experience

^Ofcto, oo« clt.. pp, 12-41
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have coma Into Christianity# Hocking goes so far as to say,

"dissolve out the Idea tissue of religion, and no feeling, and
so no religion la left#"-1' Knudson states that all experience

Is Interpretative and religious experience Is no exception to

this* Though there are exceptions In persons of a mystical

bent, he believes that for the average person God's presence

la known, not as objects are known to the senses by direct

presentation, but rather through analytical Implications
drawn from his religious consciousness#2

From this emphasis upon reason as essential in reli¬

gious experience we pass to those who view it as decidedly

secondary or even non-essential# The mystics are represented

by Rufus Jones when he says, "The Intellect possesses no mas¬

ter key which unlocks all the secrets of the Soul*"s Evelyn

Underhlll agrees that although reason may be Important It is

not primary, in fact, "A painful cleansing of the Intellectual

life Is necessary*"^ This does not mean that one should cul¬

tivate a holy stupidity, but that one must remember that the

concepts supplied to us by our Intellects are only symbolic*

The Barthlans repudiate any purely human means as being

in any way helpful to the religious experience* Thus Berth

^•Hocking, on* clt*# p* 39*

2Knudson, op* clt*# pp. 144 f#

®Rufu» Jonas, The Inner Life. (Hew York: The Maemillan
Co*, 1916) p» 102*

^Evelyn Underbill, The Golden Sequence (Hew Yorkt
E* P# Dutton and Co#, 1926), p# 119*
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says, "reason sees the small and the larger but not the

large# • • It sees what is human but not what Is divine#B1

Brunner, too. Is constantly on guard against the Idea that

reason can be essential In religious experience# Thus he

says,

Since thinking is easier for us than practical obedi¬
ence in faith and love, the danger of willful specula¬
tive developments is always with us, and these lead all
too readily and in unforeseen ways to transformations in
the Gospel#®

We have seen two extreme viewpoints towards the power of rea¬

son in man as a way to religious experience# With such diver¬

sity, thinking must not be the touchstone of Interpretation#
♦

c, The volitional or active factor in human personal¬

ity as the mainspring of religious experience has been sug¬

gested# Religious leaders ore generally aware that feelings

must bo moved if action is to take place. While this view

seems to place feeling at the center of experience, since It

regards it as the originating factor, it may also be observed

that it values feeling simply as a means to activity. Thus

action cornea to be regarded as the essential factor In reli¬

gious experience#

A derivative of this view is the idea that religion

has Its origin In some particular instinct or drive within

human personality which compels it to action* W# P. Patterson

3-Barth, op# clfc.. p* 9#

23mil Brunner, The Glvlne-Iiumen Encounter, trans.
Amandus W, Loos (London"?* S# C# M# Press, 1944), p# 11.
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represented this view In his GIfford Lectures when he de¬

fended the position that there is a religious instinct along

the lines of McDougalll8 definition of instinct# The defense

is made on the basis of the universality of religion#1 How¬

ever, It does not follow that there is a specifically reli¬

gious instinct, and the immense variety of religious mani¬

festations stands in the way of such e concept#

Sex and gregarlouanesa have also been suggested as

the origin of religion, as well as the desire for the good

life. But to assume that such desires or instincts are al¬

together innate or fixed or invariable within man, without

consideration for other factors or for environmental and cul¬

tural Influences Is to oversimplify the whole Issue#

d# The person as a whole as the unit to be dealt

with In considering man and religious experience, has been
a growing concern In the last few years# The complexity of

religious experience has been more and more recognised, and

It is in seme such totality containing emotion, intellect and

volition that the answer lies. One writer goes so far as to

suggest that "the approach to religious experience is motivated

by some special interest,"2 whenever a. particular psychological

factor Is stressed#

Kenneth Edward was probably one of the first to begin

"Hv# P» Patterson. The Stature of Religion {lew York:
George H# Goran and Co., 1986), pp. 96-1M.

2John M# Moore, Theories of Religious Experience
{Sew York: Round Table Tress, Inc., 1938), p# 180#~"
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considering the person as a whole, though in o somewhat Un¬

ited way. He speaks of the religious sentiment, using the

word as meaning "an organised system of emotional dispositions

centered about the Idea of some object#"* xn Sdwerd^ view

the "emotional and Intellectual keep step In their develop¬

ment, each lntsrplaylng with the other through the agency of

the sentiment In which they unite together In an Integral

mental function#"2 E* S. Wataphouse was another early writer

saying that religious experience involves the whole of con¬

sciousness# Ho assigns functions to various elements such as

feeling, thought and action but they are not Independent of

each other#®

Other writers could be cited, but they all contribute

to this trend of considering the person as a whole# The com¬

plexity of experience and of the person seems to doom all

attempts to single out certain features in the person as more

determinative than others# J# 0# McKanzie has voiced this

present day viewpoint in this fashion, recognising

« # « the most fundamental need of personality# It
Is the Heed to realise the Personality as a Harmonious
Whole £oth~!n Its lunar anI outer relations# Original
human nature has a need to develop so that conscience,
behaviour-tendencies, emotions, and thought will be in
harmony# Experience must harmonize with feeling,4

1Edward, op# o&t.. p# 99#

2Ibid., p# 106

®E# W# Waterhouse, The Philosophy of Religious Ex¬
perience (London! The Epwarth Press, iwaaj, pp, 5^-72#

4J# G, MeKsnsis, Nervous disorders and Religion
(London! George Allen end Unwln Ltd#, 1951), p# 29.
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In their equally recent books, Leslie Weatherhead* and Gor¬

don Allport& would agree with this concern for the person as

a whole#

4# What Effect Does the Idee of God, that Is
the Objective Reference of Religious Experience,

Have on Definition ani Interpretation?

This question could take us far afield into meta¬

physics and theology# We can only briefly Indicate its rela¬

tionship to our concern for religious experience and the

problems It raises for any Interpretation of that experience#

If an Important or primary aspect of the experience

of religion Is relationship to God, then It beeonea obvious

that the kind of God which a person conceives will effect and

largely determine his experience# We have already raised the

prior question as to whether the Idea or the experience comes

first# But let us note here that If an Individual conceives

of God in Bartiiian terms as Wholly Other, completely transcen¬

dent, then the kind of religious experience possible Is cer¬

tainly limited# Only when man Is driven beyond his ordinary

experiences to a place where he is helpless does the Transcendent

God "break through" to meet him, and only then is man experi¬

encing something which can rightly be called religious* No

sons© of comradeship, no consciousness of man*s working to¬

gether with God, no ecstatic enjoyment of beauty, no comfortable

1Leslie Weatherhead, op# olt.. passim.

^Gordon Allport, The .individual and Bla Religion
(New York? The Maomillan Co#. jgisd). passim# """""
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morality characterizes this experience of God* It is in the

fear of God and In fierce inner conflicts and In total sur¬

render of oneself that there Is the beginning of a religious

experience.^-
A sharp contrast to this idea of God would be the

easy approachability to God stressed by the Oxford Group.

The chief emphasis here would be the imnanence of God. The

individual can approach God for help in ©11 his problems.

The Big rotherly qualities of desus are transferred to God

and thus religious experience is this intimate,, everyday com¬

munion with God.

The mystics1 conception of God would tend to be in¬

conclusive of both transcendent and immanent ideas. Under¬

bill speaks of this double aspect of God, by saying that the

Inner life

requires not merely the acceptance but the full
first-hand apprehension of the ruling truth of the
richly living, spaceless and unchanging God5 Massing
in the spiritual sky? yet intimately present within"
the world of ©vents, moulding and conditioning ©very
phase of life.2

Thus the mystical idea of God allows them to achieve union

with God in their religious, experience.

An even more pressing problem concerning the objective

reference Is the challenge that it might all be Illusion.

Freud gave impetus to this k'nd of criticism, by trying to

Berth, op. clt., p. 94 and p. 24.

~ovelyn Umierhill, Concerning the Inner Life, op. clt.,
P. 23.
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show that the Idea of God was just a projection by man of

his father Image* Any interpretation of religious experi¬

ence must handle thl3 problem*

Wleman Is representative of one answer when he says

that all experience is experience of something; and this Is

as true In the realm of religion as In other areas, "Absolute

skepticism concerning existence of tho objects of experience

la impossible*"-
Baron Von Hugel felt that Inasmuch as we accept ex¬

pert opinion in other areas of experience there was no rea¬

son why we shouldn't accept it In the religious field*

It Is Impossible to see why Plato, Aristotle,
I.oibnitz end Sent, and why again Pheidas and, Michael
Angelo, Raphael and Rembrandt, Bach and Beethoven,
Homer anl Shakespeare, ere to be held In deepest
gratitude, as revendors respectively of various kinds
of reality and truth, if Amos and Isaiah, Paul, Augustine
and Aquinas, Francis of Asstssi and loan of Arc are to be
treated as pure Illusionists in precisely what constitutes
their specific greatness#2

Such illustrative material will suffice to Indicate the fact

that the idea of God Influences the definition and kind of

religious experience which is possible for any individual*

^H* H. Wietaan, Hellpious Hxperlance and Scientific
Maomlllan Co#, 1938}, pp# SO f.Method {Hew Yorks The

o
'Baron Von dugel, Quoted by Bulraforth, op* clt#,

P* 100
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D# Conclusions

Our outstanding impression from this survey Is tha

variety of interpretation, meaning and definition which has
centered around the term "religious experience#" Yet man¬

kind^ experiences of tha things of religion is an ever-

present and age-old concern. We turn, now to the Qesfcalt

concept in psychology as a possible instrument for the in¬

terpretation of religious experience, seeking understanding

of the following issues#

1# The variety of definitions and the manifold mean¬

ings of religious experience,

2# A general interpretation of experience and its re¬

lation to religious experience#

3# Religion as relationship and the experiences where¬

by the individual establishes his religious orientation#

4, The nature of the person Involved in religious ex¬

perience, and his development#

5# The possibility of types of religious experience#

6. The objective reference of religious experience.

In subsequent chapters we shall utilise our instrument

aa a possible interpretation of these and related issues#



GI&PTER II

THE GSSTALT CONCEPT III PSYCHOLOGY

A# The Historical Set tin; of the Ggsfcslt Concept

In common with ell new schools of thought, Gestalt

theory began as a revolt against the established order. It

grew out of efforts to understand and to see relationships

between various problems in the field of psychology, race

psychology, logic and epistemology. Increasingly, the work

done In these fields seemed to indicate one problem common

to ©11 of them.

"The fundamental and central problem," stated by Max
Wortheimer before the lent-Gesellsehsft in Berlin in 1924,

was that Involved in the assumption (borrowed from the nat¬

ural sciences) that to understand a psychical complex one

should analyze it into its component parts and then discover

the laws of their sssoclation. When the psychologist had

dutifully and laboriously done this, lie had

* * « the distinct feeling that he held in his hand
© great deal, and yet actually nothing# Somewhere in the
process he had lost what seemed to him the value, the
essence, the heart of the matter#-5-

Out of acute dissatisfaction with this state of things arose

Hlax Werthelmor, Uber Geatalttheorle. (Leipzig! Sonder-
druek dec Byrnposion, Welt-Krols VgViag," 1025), p. 39

39
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the Gostalt concept, which proposed a radically different

approach#

What Is the Geaialfc concept? It would be convenient

if we could define our terms tmmodlafcely » However, Oastalt
has so many aspects to Its meaning that m shall postpone a

definitive statement until the end of the chapter and shall

try at this point to understand it within context# A note

about terminology is in order, unsuccessful attempts have

been made to translate the German term Gcstalt into the Eng¬

lish language# Form, s/^dc. figure, and configuration have

all been used and finally rejected on the grounds that they

limit the concept too narrowly and are often misleading. The

practice today,which -m shall follow, is to use the German

word#

Let us try to understand the Gestolt-thcorlst*s dis¬

satisfaction with earlier psychological theories which cul¬

minated in their search for something better# As stated by

Wsrtbelmer,^ these earlier theories were two In numberi (1)

the "mosaic" or "bundle" theory, and (2) the theory of asso¬

ciation# The first assumes that all psychical complexes are

primarily and fundamentally the sua of their constituent psy¬

chical elements, mere "mosaics" or "bundle^" chiefly of sen¬

sations or their derivatives} the second assumes that conti¬

guity in space or time (simultaneous end successive association)

xMex Werthelmer, "Onterauohungen «ur Lshre von der
Geatalt 1," Pavehalo;- lechc Forschunr:. I (1921), 48 ff.
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is the sols bond -which holds these elements together# Kohler

proposed that there was a third faulty hypothesis, "the con¬

stancy hypothesis," which assumes "that the sensation is tied

fast to its stimulus, that to every stimulus corresponds a

sensation determined once for all#"1

The Gestalt-theorists grant that earlier psychologists

were awere of the obvious deficiencies of these hypotheses,

and had made various attempts to supplement them by the addi¬

tional concept of a "unifying soul," or of some unifying

process at a higher level of consciousness than that of more

sensation# Tims, for example, Wun&t spoke of "creative Syn¬

thesis," the Graz school of "production," and G# E, Muller of
"attention#" All such auxiliary hypotheses had in turn to be

supplemented by others, until, so to speck, the original gar¬
ment was almost hidden by patches, and yet, in spite of all

efforts, was still going to pieces# Time to discard it en¬

tirely, said the Gestalt-tbsorists, and get something better

able to stand the wear#

Opposition was voiced to the school and its habitual

use of a "trained introspectionlat" in a special laboratory#

This method ignored soma of the facts# The Oestalt-theorlsts

insist on working with the naive experience of common sense,

and a return to unprejudiced seeing#

T?o behaviorism, the Gestalt-theorists objected first

to the needless discarding of consciousness which, they hold

1Wolfgang Kohler, U-estclt Psycho-logy (New York8 Horace
Llverlght, 1929), p# 49#
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ia a fact of experience just as much as the physical world is.

The second objection is that behaviorism builds up larger

wholes from, elementary processes. The monotonous formula,

Stimulus—Response, is 3terile of positive and useful concepts,

Gestalt psychologists insist that the formula should read:

Stimulus—Organization—Response ,

The chief objection of the Cestalt school to all these

theories has been implied: the practice of .taking their material

piecemeal, of assuming that their larger units are nothing but

smaller ones put together In specific combinations. The Ges¬

talt psychologists called this a brick and mortar psychology,

with emphasis on the brick, because the trouble was to find

the mortar. What holds the elements together? Various kinds

of "mortar" had been proposed by previous psychologists as we

have seen, and others had not even recognized the problem or

else had been content with the mere word, "associations." The

Gastalt theorists found all of this to be clumsy, artificial,

and just not true to the facts. It is simply and absolutely

not true that conscious experience is made up of elements

which are somehow or other synthesized into wholes. They de¬

clare that the so-called elementary sensations are mere arti¬

facts, and that the supposed need for higher processes of syn¬

thesis is therefore artificial, too* A return to "unprejudiced

seeing" will reveal that the primary fact of sensory experience

(and indeed of all mental life) is spontaneous and compulsory

grouping of data.1

^Ibld.. chap, v and p. 148 ff.
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It Is not the purpose of this thesis to treat the de¬

velopment of Gestalt psychology exhaustively or to trace Its

historical roots definitively. To Indicate Its beginnings,

someone has sold that Gestalt was In the air of Germany around

the turn of the century# There were then Important antecedents

and suggestions looking towards a solution of the problem we

have sketched along Gestalt lines# However, most historians

now recognize Max Werthelmer as the father of the movement,

both because of his pioneering, work on perception and formu¬

lation of Gestelt laws, and because of the strong and militant

group of disciples which rallied to his side. Werthelmer,

Koffka, and Kohler became the ultra-radicals of their day,

abandoning practically all the axioms and postulates of estab¬

lished psychology with the exception of the naturalistic stand¬

point and the appeal to experiment# At the same time, most

psychologists, even though they shared many of the views and

furnished much of the supporting material for the Oestalt-

theorlsts* most trenchant criticisms, protested against their

extremism and clung to the traditional methods and Interpreta¬

tion. The Gestalt psychologists wanted to make a clean break,

and criticized others for attempting to patch things up#

Other authors have developed the historical antecedents

in far greater detail,- and It la not within our purpose to

^Cf# George Hartmann, Gestalt Psychology (Hew York:
The Ronald Press, 1935), chap# lj Richard Muller-Prelenfels,
The Evolution of Modern Psychology (Hew Havent Yale University
Press, 1935)? WITtlred, fochl¥Sat is Gsstalfc-Theory? (Hew York;
George Grady Press, 1935), pp. 45-06Y J# 5,' fft'ugol. A_ Hundred
Years of Psychology (London: Duckworth, 1933), pp# 241-250#
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make such an analysis here, beyond mentioning and recognizing

that Gestalt theory grew out of and beyond the work of others#

Such men as Mach, Ehrenfals, Dilthey, and other Germans at

the turn of the century had an interest in the concept of

totality but they approached It by way of association!am.

Rubin1s experimental phenomenology, growing out of the sugges¬

tions of Edmund Husserl, culminated in his figure-ground ex¬

periments which supported the Gestalt-theorlst*s contentions#

Throughout the methodological spirit of Gestalt one senses a

tacit agreement with Bergson's claim that "the relation be¬

tween the 'phenomenon1 and the 'thing' is not that of appear¬

ance to reality, but merely that of the part to the whole

Ward and Stout in the %iglish speaking world along

ith William James skirted the edges of the totality concept

but never stated it in as revolutionary a manner as the Gestalt-

theorlsts# James, particularly, seemed to state the problem
in such a way as to lead to Gestelt conclusions, but he always

returned to atomism and associatlonism.2 General Smuts' work

bears a close resemblance to that of the Gestalt-theorists,

although the author was presumably unacquainted with their

work# At least he makes no mention of them or It anywhere in

his book#® The similarity Is shown in this sentences "The

■^Henrl Bergson. Matter and Memory, English trans.
(Londont Allen & Unwin, X&19')

^Focht, op # pit., pp# 52 ff#

®J, C. Smuts. Holism and Evolution (New York? Macmillan
co#, 1923).
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whole Is not a mere mechanical system* It consists Indeed

of parts, but it Is more than the sum of Its parts*"2- How¬

ever, his use of creative synthesis would not be accepted by

the Gestalt psychologists#

Christian von Shronfals established the clearest sign¬

post pointing the direction for the later Gestalt-theoriats#

In his essay Uber Gestaltqualitatan, published in 1890,2
Ehrenfels defines "Gestalt-quallty" thus*

By Geatalt-quallty we mean that positive phenomenal
something which is occasioned by the presence In conscious¬
ness of complexes of Idea® (Vorstellungsn); which com¬
plexes ©re, for their pert, made up of elements separable
from one another (that Is, capable of appearing in con¬
sciousness without one another)# The complex of Ideas
necessary for the presence of Geotalt-quolity we will
call the base of the Gestalt-quslity.S

The often-cited two criteria of Gestalt-quality which

Ehrenfels mentions are: first, the requirement that all elomenta

of the base must be present together In one consciousness}

second, the requirement that the elements of the base may be

transposed without essentially altering the Oestalt-quality#

The best known illustration which Slirenfels used con¬

cerns Itself with melody. He first pointed out that a tune

cannot be comprehended as a mere sum of its constituent notes,

but must possess a particular form quality. To transpose a

1Ibld., p# 103

2In Vlerteljahrsachrlft fur Wlssenschaffcllche Phllosophle
XIV, 3, (1890)'# tfhls article" was reprinted in E'lrenfeld * book.
Das Primzahlengasets. published in 1922#

3Bhrenfels, Das Primsahleng:eaetg« p. 19#
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tuns means to shift It higher or lower# 'That result may be

that the original turn has not one single note In common with

the transposed tuns# Yet the tuna Itself Is retained. It is

the form-quality that remains the same when such shifting

takes place#

The Gostnlt-theorists differed from uhrenfols and go

beyond hin In several respects* First they said that ha had

merely added a now element to the complex, (i*e* tho Gastalt-

quallty) which does not solve tho problem* Second, they

denied that sensational elements are primary and fundamental

whether perceived or not. Rather, Werthelmer stresses pri¬

ority of the whole with various gradations of data and degrees

of organization* Kohlar emphasizes the dynamic Interaction

of the so-called sensational elements* Both of these concepts

are alien to Shrenfels#

Thus we have sketched something of the setting into

which the Gsstalt-theorlste came with a radical answer to

the problems confronting psychology#

B* The Geotalt Concept

Briefly, the Gestelfc concept says that the primary

fact of sensory experience (and indeed of all mental life) is

spontaneous and compulsory grouping of data# What the baby

sees when he opens his eyes upon tho world is not the "gray
chaotic indlacrimlnateRsss" or the "one unanalyzed bloom of

confusion*1 to which William James in varying moods condemned

him, and which he has to put In order by acts of selective
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attention, creative synthesis, production, association or

what not# Sven the Infant*s world Is a world figured, laid

out In patterns, a world not of isolated elementary sensa¬

tions, but a world of segregated wholes, of Gestalten# These

Gestalten acquire "meaning" It is true, through experiencet

I learn what I can do with e book or a pencil and how they

react to what I do by using thorn# But they do not come 1. to

existence through experience; they are there as a segregated

whole when first perceived#

Werthslraer summarizes the Gestalt concept in this manner#

The fundamental "formula" of Gestalt theory might
be expressed In this wayj There are wholes, the be¬
haviour of which Is not determined by that of their
Individual elements, but where the pert-processes are
themselves determined by the intrinsic nature of the
whole# It Is the hope of Gestalt theory to determine
the nature of such wholes# With a formula such as this,
one might close, for Gestalt theory Is neither more nor
less than this#1

The proper unit for study in psychology Is the organised whole?

not elements or compounds or Isolated stimuli# The whole is

something other than and different from, the sura of Its parts,

and It Is functionally prior to them# The Illustrations of

this whole principle are legion# Kohler suggests a very

common one#

Take all units consisting of separate parts!
If we look up at the sky on a clear night, scmie
constellations of stars are seen Immediately as be¬
longing together and ©a detached from their envi¬
ronment # Cassiopeia is an example, the Dipper la
another. In past ages people saw the same groups
as belonging together and st the present time children

1 W# D# Bills, A Sourcebook of Gestalt Psychology (New Yorkt
Iiarcourt, Brace and Company, 1939), p# g
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do not need instruction In order to perceive them
as units.*

This stress on organized wholes is characteristic.

A soap bubble is a good example of a Gestalt, that is, a

whole in which the parts are dynamically interrelated and

determined by the whole. If you break one little part, the

whole structure collapses. Another example is the human face.

There is a sense in which the ports of the face—eyes, mouth,

chin, forehead, etc.—-must be considered; but they must be

seen in relation to the total. The whole face determines

the parts, for if you first see only the eyes and then sud¬

denly the whole face is revealed, the eyes will seam to have

changed their expression. Yet analysis will show that they

have not, but their relationship within the wholemakes them

seem to change.2 in like manner wo get no true picture of a

person's character by adding up all the traits in hie person¬

ality, Such addition fails to show which trait is central and

dominating in the Individual's personality. It does not show

the role or function of each single -crait in the total person¬

ality. The personality is not a mere sum of traits, tut an

organised whole, a Geatalt.

The Gastalt-thaorlsts' original work was done in the

area of perception through experiments conducted in Berlin

1Kohler, Qp» olt», p. 154.
2
R. Arnbeia♦ Paycholor;iache iorscnun--. XI (1923), 1-132.
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between 1911 and 1014Uertheixasr stated Ms findings In

classic form in essays in tits Psychoior; 1 ca 1 Fora chung *

Hartmann has summarized tills work as follows t

The burden of Worth#!®®?*# study is that we do not
react In uniform or constant ways to spoolflc stimuli
as though they war© always Insulated, but that the
nature of the setting in which they are found deter¬
mines the mode of organ!smlc response. In psychology,
the right formula is, Constellation of stimuli—
Organization—Reaction to results of organization,
rather then the usual S—R type. The organism is not
barren functionally, it is not a box containing con¬
ductors each with a separate function; it responds to
a situation, first, by dynamical events peculiar to
it as a system and, than, by behavior which depends
upon the results of that dynamical organization and
order. This is the cardinal principle of all Gestalt
psychology. The whole is something other than the sum
of its parts—It is genetically and functionally
prior to them. This is the Leitmotiv.*2

Having established the fact that the rsw data of the

world are perceived as Gostalten, the determination of the

conditions which favor the perception of Gestalten became

the next problem. Many Ingenious experiments have beon de¬

vised In th® attempt to distinguish these principles of or¬

ganisation, Werthaimer outlined nine laws of organization

in perceptual forms in 1923,3 denying the reality of haphazard

perceptual combinations which psychic atomism advocates.

Whan we are presented with a number of stimuli we
do not as a rule experience "a number" of individual

*For a simplified description of those experiments see
R, S, Woodworth. Contemporary Schools of Psychology (London;
Mathuen & Co., Ltd., liiSll. pp. 101 If.

Q
enn, op. clt.. p.- 100,

3.?ax Werthelmer, "Hntersucbungen zur Lehre von der
Oestalt,n Payohologlache Vorsohung. II, 4, (1923), 301-350,
trans, in Hills. op» clt.. pp. 71-88
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things, this one end that snd that, Instead larger
wholes separated from and related to one another
are given In experience; their arrangement and
division are concrete and definite,^

This essay sets out to answer the problem why we perceive

one arrangement rather than another. Here is a summary of

the nine factors.

1) The factor of proximity or nearness. The
nearness of elements to each other makes for their
perception as parts of a pattern. That form of
grouping is most natural which involves th9 smallest
interval.

2) The factor of similarity or likeness. This is
the tendency of like parts to band together. Elements
which are alike tend to be perceived as belonging to¬
gether.

3) The factor of uniform destiny or common fate.
Elements which have been shifted against the orig¬
inally dominant factor of proximity share a common
fate and therefore tend to form a separate pattern,

4) The factor of Pragnanz. Elements tend to be
perceived together in a pattern which gives figural
stability and equilibrium to the situation. There
are regions where the stability is greater and we
tend to group elements around these regions. Pre¬
cis ion la established. All experienced fields tend
to became as articulated and differentiated as pos¬
sible .

5) The factor of objective set (Einstellung)•
Anticipation or expectancy may determine the struc¬
ture of our percepts. We see what we want to see.
Any compelling interest to a pattern will cause it
to gain over other perceptual factors,

6) The factor of direction. One has a feeling
how the arrangement should go, the direction it
should take in order to achieve a sgood Gestalt,"

7) The factor of closure. Segregated but imper¬
fect wholes (such as perceptions) tend toward com¬
plete or closed forms. Incomplete systems demand
equilibrium.

^Ellis, op. clt.. p. 72
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8) The factor of past experience or habit• We
tend to sea objects which are familiar end wholos
which we have previously experienced. (Wertheimer
denies the \ ehavlorista1 claim that this factor un¬
derlies the others.)

9) The factor of figure-ground. The perceived
figure is dependent upon the character of the sur¬
rounding field. Segregation is dependent upon
strong differentiation between the field and the
figure.

The summary law of Gestalt, In which all of these are

comprehended, is the law of Pragnanz. (The German word Is

Inadequately translated as "pregnancy.") It has the meaning

of "knapp, und doch vielsagend" (compact but significant).

Psychological organization tends to move In one direction

rather than another, always toward the state of Pregnane,

toward the "good" or "precise" Gestalt. Every Gestalt la

as good as possibles that Is, under the given conditions It

possesses the greatest possible simplicity, stability, equil¬

ibrium, regularity, closure, etc.1 "We might say that in

psychological organisation either as much or as little will

happen as the prevailing conditions permit."2 The soap bub¬

ble Is an example of a "good" Gestalt. This tendency toward

Pragnanz la also illustrated by the fact that under ordinary

conditions we do not and cannot see a black figure on a white

field as anything but a whole segregated from a background)
It Is quite impossible for us to perceive any such arrangement

^Kurt Koffka, Principles of Gestalt Psychology (New Yorks
Horcourt, race eni Conpniiy, 1SSS), pp. 171 ft.

8Ibld.. p. 108
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as a figure part black and part white on a ground also part

black and part white. This would only happen under extra¬

ordinary conditions where we forced ourselves by means of the

factor of objective set to "see" a part black and part white

figure. Even than It would probably be a very unste le,

"weak" Oastalt#

We have developed our concept enough now to Indicate

some of the generalized definitions of Gestalt# Gestalt

refers to the theory that all experience cernes organized In

the form of structures, which when relatively Incomplete,

possess an immanent tendency toward their own completion as

functional wholes. Gestalt rejects the assumption that iso¬

lated local determination of psychic processes ever occurs

and maintains that all organic and inorganic stresses tend

to\vard an end—the state of equilibrium of the whole# Organ¬

ization is the process that leads to a Gestalt, that Is, the

process dynamically distributes and arranges Itself in accord¬

ance with the constellation of determining circumstances In

Its entire field# This organization Is in accordance with the

law of Pragnanz, along with the other factors of organization.

The following definition Is a good summary statement#

The Gestalt, as opposed to a mere sura of elements,
Is the typical and basic datura with which psychology
as a science has to deal, whose counterpart Is also
to be found In the physical world; It Is a spontane¬
ously and coerclvely appearing, self-regulating whole,
the so-called parts of which are determined dynamically
through interaction from a center out. In accordance
with structural laws of the whole#1

■^Focht, op. c11., p. 28
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Though the original experimental work was done In the

limited area of perception, the leaders of the movement—

Wartheimer, Kohler, Koffka—were quick to generalize the

Gestalt concept Into a universal method of interpretation.

Kohler sayst

The concept of Geetalt may to© applied far beyond
the limits of sensory fields. According to the most
general definition of gostalt.the processes of learning
of reproduction, of striving^ of emotional attitude,
of thinking, acting, and so forth, may be included as
subject-matter of geatalt-theory Insofar as they do
not consist of independent elements, tout ©re deter¬
mined in a situation as a whole.1

Koffka puts the claim for the school in even stronger

words, indicating that the Gestalt psychologists believe that

they have uncovered a universal principle, a philosophic way

of looking at the world that will Interpret all experience.

The external universe, life and mind are composed of Gestalten.

The term Gestalt Is a short name for a category of
thought comparable to other general categories like
substance, causality, function. But Gestalt may be con¬
sidered more than s Imply an addition to preexisting
conceptual principles} Its generality Is so great that
one may ask whether causality itself or substance does
not fall legitimately under It,2

Such optimistic claims for the Gestalt concept grew

out of the concrete work of these psychologists as they worked

out the ramifications of the Idea. We can see this enlarg¬

ing field of application developing whan we consider one of

the problems which they early had to face# Our mental life

■'•Kohler, on. elt». p. 193

2Kurt Koffka, "Gestalt Psychology," The Bncyclopedla
of the Social Sciences, vi, 643.
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and experience Is organized into Gestalten# The problem now

arises, how do these Gestalten come about, or, more correctly,

how are new Gestalten formed when the organism is confronted

with e problem or when ne\f factors are Introduced into the

field of the organism which do not fit Into the existing Ges-

talt? Wsrthaimer attacked this Issue by wondering what hap¬

pens, for Instance, when we solve a problem, when we under¬

stand (in the sense of passing from the uncomprehended to the

comprehended), when we "see through" a problem—what happens

which does not happen when Ideas merely drift through our

mlnds?^

Werthelmer used the concept of "centering" in his

interpretation of this issue# He characterizes tills as the

grasping of some one factor which opens the way to an ordered

whole, so that Gestalt appears where previously organization

was lack* ng or a new Gestalt is formed after the old one had

been upset# When we understand, we understand "from a center

out," to which center all other parts of the "togetherness"
are related In hierarchical order# To this concept of "cen¬

tering" he later added that of "recenterlng," which indicates

the dynamic nature of Gestalten# The world Is In process and

there Is a constant need for "recentering" In order to maintain

the "good" Gestalt#

A simple illustration of this process occurs in the

jigsaw puzzle# The task of putting the puzzle together becomes

^Werthetmar, "Ontersuchungen zur Lehre von der Gestalt
I."op# clt,# pp# 56 ff.
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relatively simple once you have an idea of what the whole

picture is going to be, that is,a "canter" to which all

parts are related# Knowing this, the ports and their rela¬

tions can be daterrained# Without this idea of the whole, the

pieces con only be shuffled in a random manner# Or if the

idea of what the picture is intended to represent happens to

be a mistaken one, there will be no satisfactory progress

until "recenterlng" has taken place#

Worth®iraer applied this concept to such things as

logic and the syllogism# In later years he spent much of

his effort on the problem of thinking as interpreted by the

Sestalt concept# His book, Productive Thinking3- summarized

this work#

What happens when one Is thinking? Werthe later de¬

fined the process as a movement from situation 1 to situation

2# The problem is to determine what happens in order to get

the person^ thought from 1 to 2. His thesis is that con¬

tains certain stresses and strains and tensions for the

thinker, which ere making; the Gestalt of 3^ unstable and weak.
These very structural features of Sj yield vectors in the
direction of Improvement of the situation# The law of Pragnanz,

the tendency to the good Gestalt, and the other Gestalt laws

operate to determine this development• Thus 3* changes to Sg

Warthe later. Productive Thinking {New York? Harper
& Bros#, 1945)# ~~ ~ "
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which Is a good Sestalt, and one In which the tensions have

bean resolved, Sg la a harmonious organisation In which the

parts are determined by the structure of the whole, and in

which the parts are dynamically Interrelated,1
A simple illustration Is found in the Individual

thinking about his car. The tensions of Include the fact

that the car has hrokon down; new cars are expansive but so

are repairs; new cars are not easily available; the amount of

money ha has is limited, etc. These structural features of

the first Gostalt establish a direction and set a process In

motion until S2 13 reached where lie ha3 deolded to repair the
old car once more, This 13 the bast possible Gastalt in the

light of all features.

Thus, all relations within a whole are not equally im¬

portant, but there Is always a determinative "center" which

however, varies with varying conditions. Hence, in the attempt

to solve a problem, it Is often necessary to ^recenter;" to

look at the situation from a different point of view, to take

hold of it in a different way, to achieve what G^stalt-theoriata

have come to call inslght, in order to find the pattern which

establishes the "toad" Oestslt,

Hartmann defines Insight as "appropriate or meaningful

behavior and experience in the presence of any life situation,"®

1Ibld,, pp, 194 f,

^Hortmann, op, ctt,, p, 312,
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The process may be characterized by sudden perceptual recon¬

struction of the field, but this is not essential. Insight

is the how and why of a situation, an understanding of the

innermost nature of the field, the stresses not merely appre¬

hended but coniprelanded. It la the operation of the factor

of closure. The gap is closed and the pattern of the Gestalt

falls into shape#

Kohler used the idea of insight in describing the

learning of apes when faced with problem situations. This

work grew out of his extensive experiments with apes during

the first World War# For example, when the ape could not reach

the banana outside his cage with hi3 arms, he went around in

a kind of random activity until suddenly he seemed to liter¬

ally "see" that the stick at the back of the cage would close

the gap between the banana and himself, and ran to that side

of the cage and proceeded to nudge the banana within reach

with the stick.1

Growing out of further work with apes, Ysrkes made a

list of the criteria thereby the process of Insight could be

identified# When wo perform an act with insight, we are fa¬

miliar with certain characteristics#

These features are? (1) Survey, inspection, or per¬
sistent examination of problematic situations# (2) Hes¬
itation, pause, attitude of concentrated attention#
(3) Trial of more or lo3s adequate mode of response#
(4) In case Initial mode of response proves inadequate,

1Wolfgang Kohlsr, The Mentality of Apes (New Yorks
Harcourt, Brace & Co*, 1925)#
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trial o. some other node of response# the transition
from one method to the other being sharp and often
sudden. (5) Persistent or frequent recurrent atten¬
tion to the object or goal and motivation thereby.
(6) Appearance of critical point at which tho or¬
ganism suddenly, directly, and definitely performs
required adaptive act. 17} Ready repetition of
adaptive response after once performed. (3) Notable
ability to discover and attend to the essential
aspect or relation in the problematic situation and
to neglect relatively, variations in non-essentials.

The Qostalt-theorists have used tho idea of insight extensive¬

ly in their discussions of learning.2
Another important conceptual tool within the Gestalt

concept is the field theory. We can understand this best if

we come now to a consideration of the person who is also a

Gestalt. Tiie behavior of this parson is determined by the

whole and Its Intrinsic nature and not by individual elements

operating in an insulated fashion. Thus, to understand the

behavior and experiences of any individual, it Is necessary

to understand the nature of the whole uhoroin that individual

finds himself. This "whole" within which the individual op¬

erates has been termed the "field#* Xoffk© has used the field

theory extensively as a means of more adequately describing

tho operational aspects of the Gastalt concept. Ho askss

Can we Introduce the field concept into psychology#
meaning by it & system of stresses and strains which
will determine real behaviour? If we can, wo have st
once a general and scientific category for all our ex¬
planations and we should have the name two kinds of
problems which the physicist encounterst viz., (1)

1York©a, The Groat Apes (New Haveni Yale University Press,
1929)# p. 156.

2Kurt Koffka, The Growth of the Mind (London? Routlodge,
1925), pp. 154-230.
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whet is the field at a given time, (2) what behaviour
must result from a given field?1

Koffka differentiates between the physical field of

on Individual (the geographical environment) and psycho-physical

or psychological field (the behavioral environment)• This lat¬

ter field is the individual^ perception of the "whole in which

he lives." The Individual believes in terms of this psycho¬

physical field (an internalized world) regardless of other

factors which an external observer might see in the field.

An Interesting example of th© distinction between

these two fields is given by Koffks. A driver in the desert

suddenly stops his car when he perceives a huge rock rolling

onto the road in front of his car. After some seconds he

realizes that the object is not a rock after all, but a huge

bramble bush which could not possibly hurt his car# Thus the

actual geographical environment was harmless, but Individuals

always operate In terms of their perception of the field, the

psycho-physical field. It is this latter "whole" which we

shall mean by the term "field" in later sections of the thesis.

It Is out of these considerations that Koffka formu¬

lates the task of Gestslt psychologys "the study o behavior

In its causal connection with the paycho-physicsl field."2
To achieve this task the following steps ere necessary*

1) We must study the organisation of the environ¬
mental field, meaning, (a) we must find out the forces
which organize It into separate objects end ©vents,

-Koffka, Principles of C-estalt Psychology, op. cit..
p. 42.

2Ibid., p. 67.
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(b) the forces which exist between these different ob¬
jects and events? and (c) how these forces produce the
environmental field as we know It In our behavioral
environment#

2) Wq must Investigate how such forces can Influence
movements of the body#

3) We must study the Ego as one of the main field
parts*

4) We must show that the forces which connect the
Ego with the other field parts are of the seme nature
as those between different parts of the environmental
field, and how they produce behavior in all Its forms#

5) We must not forget that our psychophysical field
exists within a real organism which in its turn exists
In a geographical environment# In this way the questions
of true cognition and adequate or adapted behaviour will
also enter our program#1

It Is extremely Important to notice here that the

stresses and strains of the ego are just as much a part of

this field as are features of the external environment# Thus

the dualism of heredity and environment become Irrelevant In

this "whole" as do the old divisions of mind and body# To the

extent that features in all of these areas are perceived by

the Individual as parts of his field, they are gathered up into

as stable a Gestalt as possible*

Though Koffks spends a great deal of time analyzing

perception in terms of his stated task, he also enlarges the

application of Gestalt theory to Include such items as be¬

havior, the ego, memory, learning, recognition, thinking, and

finally social psychology* Through all of these areas of in¬

vestigation, Koffka uses the concepts of the psychophysical
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field, consisting of ego and envlmoment; the laws of field

organization and the establishment of Gestalt; and field re¬

organization} to deal with each new problem.2-
Kurt Lewln utilized the field theory to a great extent

in his experimental theory and work.2 He used the term "indi¬

vidual's life space" to describe this field. He applied

dlagramatic schemes In which ha sketched the individual's

field and the stresses and strains within it, and the

forces pointing toward possible solutions, and reestsblishnent

of a "good" Gestalt, For example, a need for food within the

individual sets up tensions within the present Gestalt which

can only be resolved by action and reorganization of the Ges¬

talt to include the acquisition of food. Lewin also founded

a school for the study of group dynamics, which in recent

years has explored the "field" and the interaction therein,

of a group of persons. The Gestalt concept has offered a the¬

oretical background for this growing understanding of group

life. Hera the same laws of organization seem to be operating

and Gastalten are established and reestablished.

The client-centered counseling movement in the United

States acknowledges Its indebtedness to Costalt theory, and

has made extensive use of some of its concepts, such as the

field, reorganization, insight, and the individual's unique
T * "" ' " ' """'"

Ibid., passim.

2Kurt Lewin, A dynamic Theory of Personality (Hew Yorks
McGraw-Hill, 1935); Principles" of "lopolop:leal'''Psychology (Now
York: McGraw-Hill, 1936):' Resolving Social d'onflicts. ©a. G, W»
Lowin (Hew Yorkj flsrper and ^ros.. l64a)t Plaid Theory In Social
Science, ed. D. Cartwright (Hew York: Harper and ros., 1951).
We will refer to these ook3 in more detail later in the thesis.
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pgrcaption of his field.1 A recant book, Individual Behavior,2
uses the term "phenomenal field," meaning the entire universe,

Including the individual, as it is experienced by the individ¬
ual at the instant of action. This way of looking at the In¬

dividual represents a personal frame of reference as opposed

to the objective frame of reference which has been utilised

by physics, chemistry and the other physical sciences. The

phenomenal field represents an internal consideration of the

Individual as compared to external observation. Another ap¬

proach to therapy with the C-estalt concept is reported in a

volume entitled, Gestalt Therapy.3 mak'ng particular use of

the individual's perception of his situation, his unique

Gestalt, and the figure-ground distinction# Therapy can be

viewed as a 3hlft whereby new factors come into the individ¬

ual's perception as figure, and the old maladjuating factors

recede Into ground.

The Gestalt concept lias also been utilized in social

psychology,4 attempting to understand various problems in

this discipline by looking at the psychophysical field of an

individual from the point of view of that individual and not

1Sqq especially, Carl Rogers, Client-Centered Therapy
(New Yorkt Houghton f^ifflln Co., 1051).

^Snygg and Combs, Indlvidua1 ehavior (New York: Harper
and Bros., 1949).

®Perls, Hefferllne and Goodman, C-estalt Therapy (Hew
York: The Julian Press, Inc., 1951).

4D. Krech and,R. S, Crutchfield. Theory and Problems
of Social Psychology (New York: McGraw-Hill Co., 194B).
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from an outside objective and quantitative viewpoint. Krech

and Crutchfleld define this whole as the immediate psychological

field of the individual. This field is produced through influ¬

ences arising from throe sources: 1) the external physical en¬

vironment of the person; 2) his Internal physiological state;

and 3) neural "traces** of past experiences. The field at any

given moment is a dynamic unity of these various effects, for

Interaction among these effects is the rule.

These examples of the application of Gestalfc theory

in a variety of fields will suffice to Indicate that It Is a

promising instrument of Interpretation. In concluding this

chapter wo return to our primary interest In the person. The

person Is a Oestalt. Perception, thought, behavior, feeling

all belong to one great whole, and any separation of them Is

artificial. On the basis of the Individual^ perception of

his field comes the organization loading to a Gestalt. In

the light of this Gestnlt the Individual thinks and acts. Out

of action comes new perceptions and thus ell through the pro¬

cess and the product Gestalten are being formed and reformed,

and the individual is seeking new organizing centers for his

Gestalten.

What is behavior in Gestalt terms, then? In the be¬

ginning there Is tension, © lack of equilibrium, disturbance,

or a gap in the organization perceived by the Individual. Per¬

ception, thought and behavior operate to achieve closure and

a new Gestalt which brings equilibrium, the "good" Gestalt.
The laws of Gestalt formation operate, particularly the law
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of Pragnanz, In bringing about new Geat&lfcen# Total-behavior

thus resolves itself into a series of dynamic Gesfcalten,

which In turn constitute, in the whole of personality, one

great Gestalt# Very simply, the formula might be put as

follows:

1} The organization of a Gestalt is upset#

2} The laws of organization operate as the organ¬
ism seeks a restoration of equilibrium#

3) Insight into the situation occurs#

4) A new Gestalt has been established#

A very simple illustration occurs when a men is given

a letter by his wife with Instructions to moil it# His Gesfcalt

Is upset# As he moves along the street, the sight of a mail

box causes the laws of organization to operate in such a way

that insight occurs, and he drops the letter Into the box.

Equilibrium has been restored and his new Gestalt is no longer

disturbed by this letter tension#

At a far more profound level, Gestalfc theory suggests

that meaning in life is possible when there is the grasping

of an inner coherence, and a center of organization In the

life of the individual# Life as a whole becomes meaningful

when it Is determined by a true belonging together of all

:arts# The parts of the personality as of any Gestalfc do not

stand in haphazard relationship, but each is in its own place,

that place being determined by a non-surametive structural

principle of the whole# It Is in the "good" Gestalt In which

all parts of th® total field of the individual are inter¬

related to the greatest degree of equilibrium, that meaning
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occurs# Thus, the Ceatalt concept has become a worthy in¬

strument of interpretation for all experience*

G* Summary of the Gestalt Instrument

The following sumary will be utilized in tha balance

of the thesis as o possible Instrument for interpreting reli¬

gious experience*

1} The proper unit for the analysis of behavior or
experience is the whole—the psychophysical field of the
organizing center of that experience#

2) Behavior is determined by the stresses and strains
of all properties within this field in its totality, in¬
cluding those within the ego or self# Each Individual
perceives its field uniquely, that Is, those things In
Its field which are functionally significant for It*

3) This psychophysical field Is organized ani mean¬
ingful to the Individual* That la, a Gestalt Is es¬
tablished and maintained by the Individual or organiz¬
ing center* The following principles operated to or¬
ganize this field#

a} The factor of proximity or nearness*

b} The factor of similarity or likeness*

c) The factor of uniform destiny or connon fate

d) The factor of Pregnane*

e) The factor of objective set#

f) The factor of direction.

g) The factor of closure.

h) The factor of past experience or habit#

1) The factor of figure-ground*

4) Reorganization of the field takes place whenever

tensions or instabilities enter Into the field and destroy

the equilibrium or balance of the Gestalt* This change or
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reorganization Is In the direction of establishing the best

possible Geatalt—-the most stable structure or form which

will Include all of the properties within the psychophysical

field* lbs term insight has been used to describe this

resolution of tension within the field*



CHAPTER III

THE GENERAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE GESTALT CONCEPT

FOR RELIGION

Our teak for the remainder of our thesis is to re¬

late the C-estalt concept to religious experience. To this

end we will explore the general Interpretation of religious

experience and some of the key Ideas suggested by the Gos-

talt concept in this chapter. The Inference that Gestalt

psychology could contribute anything to an understanding of

religion may seem presumptuous to many, and yet, curiously

enough, Geatalt psychologists as well ae religious writers

have male the suggestion.

Kurt Koffka suggests that science has forgotten its

original base and feels that the Qostslt concept has a role

to play in integrating our entire life again,

Is It the tragedy of the human race that for every
gain It makes It has to pay a price which often seems
greater than the gain? Must we pay for science by a
disintegration of -ur life? Must we deny on week-days
what w© profess on Sundays? As a personal article of
faith I believe that there Is no such inexorable must#
Science, In building rational systems of knowledge, had
to select such facts as would most readily submit to
such aystematlzation, This process of selection, in
itself of the greatest significance, Involves the
neglecting; or rejecting of a number of facts or aspects.
As long as scientists know what they are doing, such
procedure la fraught with little danger. But in the
triumph over Its success science is apt to forgot that
It has not absorbed all aspects of reality, and to

67
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deny the existence of those which It has neglected.
Thus, Instead of keeping In mind the question which
gave rise to all science, "what God is, what we are, « "
It holds up such questions to ridicule, and considers the
men and women who persist In asking them ©a atavistic
survivals#1

Plainly, Or, Koffks hopes that his science of Gestalt will

encompass all the aspects of life, Including religion. He

rejects the attitude of neglect and ridicule on the part of

some scientists.

Allport documents this neglect of religion by science

by recalling that during the past fifty years religion and

sex have reversed their positions. In the Victorian age It

was religion that was written about while sex was hidden away,

"Today, by contrast, psychologists write with the frankness

of Freud or ftinsey on the sexual passions of mankind, but

blush and grow silent when the religious passions come into

view."^ Surely such neglect Is patently unfair when re¬

ligion is a vital part of the lives of the majority of peo¬

ple, Psychology cannot hope to fulfill Its task if It persists

in omitting; part of the experience of people. As we saw earlier3
Kohler believe that the Geatalt concept is a universal method

of Interpretation applicable to all subject matters that "are
determined in a situation as a whole.

^Koffka, Principles of Geatalt Psychology, p, 8,

2Allport, op, clt,, p. 1,

3Ses above, chap, ii, p, 47,

%ohler, Geatalt Psychology, p, 193#
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In his William James Lectures at Harvard in 1934, he dis¬

cussed a subject with very definite kinship to religion,

"The Place of Value In a World of Pacts."- Max Werthelmer

lias also been interested in the question of values for many

years.

George Hartmann gives us an indication of the kind

of Interpretation possible In his comments on ethics, an area

bordering on the religious.

The domain of morality has so long been associated
with religious instruction that any effort to deal ob¬
jectively with it is still greeted with suspicion. Evan
highly scientific minis view ethical conduct as an ex¬
pression of human irrationality and consider it a hope¬
lessly subjective matter; yet strangely enough, from the
Gestalt point of view, it may represent the culmination
of man's rational nature.

The latter position is made tenable by a simple ex¬
tension of the notion of insight to an appreciation of
the social consequences of one's action. A "good" act is
one which takes into consideration all the Immediate and
long-distance effects which It may draw after it, end is

?erformed only if it leads to a better group organizationin the sense of Wertholmer's "goal" Gsstalt). A "bad"
act, on the other hand, is one executed out of relation
to the setting in which it occurs and thereby inevitably
creates tension or conflict between the offender and the
society of which ha is a "member." Society, however, is
not absolved of at least partial responsibility, for
there must be something "wrong" with It that one of Its
parts should react In a way which defeats its own inte¬
gration.

Certain advantages which inhere in this interpretation
are i

1. It Is optimistic, for by Identifying goodness with
the operation of Prarnanz it suggests a steady evolution
toward Improved and more harmonious behavior. Symmetry
as an end-state In memory and perception is matched by
an equivalent drive toward "balance" in action. The

"Wolfgang Kohler, The Place of Value in a World of Pacts
(Hew Yorki Llveright, 10381
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possibilities which this conception holds for a scientific
basis for happiness ere obvious.

2. It is rational and supports the Socratlc view that
the wisa man is also the virtuous one. A young child or
a mentally deficient adult are Incapable of ethical con¬
duct because the structures which must be apprehended
exceed the limitations of their insight. It Is for the
opposite reason that Arnold's praise of Sophocles may
be considered the height of esteem—"He saw life steadily
and he sew It whole."" The ethical significance of the
mental liygienist'"s emphasis upon an "integrated person¬
ality" is likewise revealed in a new light,

3. It Is just and humane. "Society and the individual
share in the ethical responsibility for the deeds of rnanj
society because it Is the whole from which man derives
his moral standards, and the individual, because he la
the immediate agent of the deed, executed in terms of
his judgment. The individual is simply the figure, sub¬
ject to all the field-forces which the ground exerts
upon him.l

Though we cannot share the optimism and all of the con¬

clusions of Jr. Harfcmann, the potential interpretative power

of the Gestalt concept is suggested by this passage, as well

as the Interest of some of the Gestalt psychologists.

Religious writers for the most part have not developed

the Gestalt concept but have utilised many of the ideas found

in Gestalt psychology in many cases without realizing where

they have come from. Por example, the whole tone of Gordon

Allport'a The Individual and His Religion2 is congenial to

the Gestalt concept without using the specific terminology.

His earlier definition of personality suggests the connection:

"Personality Is the dynamic organization within the individual

of those psycho-physlcsl systems that determine the unique

-ITartmann, op, clt„« pp. 274 f.

%llport, op, clt«, passim.
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adjustment® to Ma environment#"1
J# G# MoKensle 1® another writer in the field of re¬

ligion and psychology whose work Is congenial to the outlook

of Gastalt psychology without using the terminology* In his

book Nervous Disorders and Religion he speaks in hollstlo

terns#

The emphasis today Is upon the self or subject#
That self or subject has a telos like every other
organism, a nlsus towards c person as a self-conscious
harmonious WHoT©#" I believe that this telos Is to be
identified with what is called the "image of God"s
and when the telos is thwarted or repressed, s dis¬
turbance of tKo personality follows, although not
necessarily a mental breakdown# Human nature is
Holistic, and when the holistic tendency is thwarted
personality In the true sense of the term may never
develop at all#^

G# Van Der Leeuw utilized the idea of Gestaltung

throughout his work and particularly in the volume, Religion

in Essence and Manifestation#

The term "Form," G©3talt. is one of the more im¬
portant in the present work. It is best understood by
referring to recent "Gestalt Psychology," which main¬
tains that every object of consciousness is a whole
or a unit, and is not merely constituted by the ele¬
ments that analysis may discoverj the English nam©
of this system is usually "Conflgurati on Psychology#"
"Endowment with Form," and again "Form Creation" in
this sense, will appear in what follows as equivalents
for the allied term Gestaltung# But it is vitally im¬
portant to observe that, throughout this volume, all
Forms are visible, or tangible, or otherwise perceptible?
and thus Endowment with Form, or Form Creation, indicates
the gradual crystallisation of the originally formless

^-Gordon Allport, Personality; A Psychological In¬
terpretation (Hew York: Henry Holt £ Co#, 193^), p# 43#

%cKensla, Nervous Disorders and Religion, p# 6.
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feelings and emotions into seme kind of perceptible and
unified forma. 1

With this Gestalt concept as one of his major instruments of

interpretation, Van Der Leeuw makes a large-scale study of

religious practices in many different ages and cultures.

From the theological side of interpretation come

similar Instances of congeniality with the Gesfcalt approach.

II, H, Farmer reveals a concern with the whole and the self

within its environment.

In religion the personality of man synthetically
grasps Its environment as a totality; it grasps the
"ultimate" of its world, that -which holds togetner
its apparent discord and confusion In a final and
unalterable unity of meaning,2

In analyzing Protestantism's current situation, Paul

Tlllioh calls attention to the need for a "Protestant Gestalt,"3
He feels that we have been one-sided In our development, and
must now recall the fact that a "protest cannot exist without

a 'Gestalt» to which It belongs,"4 Protestantism con only be

creative as It seeks to live in a "Gestalt of grace, in a

sacred structure of reality,"5
These examples will suffice to show that both Gestalt

0, Van Der Leeuw, Hellglon In Essence and Manifesta¬
tion (Germanyj 1935), trans. S. Turner (hew /ork: Macmlllan
^ToTT 1938), p. 87 f.

%. H, Farmer. The World and God. (London? Nisbet &
Co., Ltd., 1935), p, 42,

3Paul Tillich, The Protestant 5ra (Chicago? University
of Chicago Press, 1948), trans. James Luther Adams, p. 207.

4Ibid,, p. 206. 5Ibld.. p. 209.
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psychologists and religious writers have not boon unaware of

the potentialities of the Oestalt concept as an Instrument

for interpreting religion and religious experience# 10 turn

now to the general requirements Gestalt psychology would

place upon religion and the subsequent interpretation of

religious experience#

1# Religion Must Consider the Person as a Whole

The Gestalt concept does not allow us to dissect the

personality into parts, such as feeling, will and volition,
or any of the other schemes for isolating factors which seem

particularly relevant to religious experience# In so doing,
we violate their basic Cestalt postulate that the whole is

more than the sum of its parts# The person is a system of

energy# The parts constituting the person as a whole react

reciprocally upon each other because nature exists in struc¬

tured fields In which tho activity of each port Is determined

by Its pattern or arrangement#

t We noted In chapter I the variety of methods which
had been suggested as approaches to religious experience•

Religious writers had picked one or another of the factors

within the person and attemptod to make It the significant

factor for religious experience# The Gestalt concept suggests

that we must begin with the person as a whole and not introduce

any dichotomies Into the analysis.

This is the way the person functions, not only in

religious experience but in all behavior, as a whole. There
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Is agreement here with psycho-sometic findings, for they in¬

sist thet tho mind-body division does violence to the manner

in which the person really functions# Personality Is a

Gestelt# It functions as a whole. These are the conclusions

of a long study on expressive movements3- as well as being

general Gestolt theory#

The evidence Indicates clearly that the expressive
movements of personality ere not specific and unrelated?
on the contrary they form coherent, if perplexing pat¬
terns# • • From our results it appears that a man's
gestures and handwriting both reflect an essentially
stable and constant individual style# His expressive
activities seem not to bo dissociated and unrelated to
one another,but rather to be organized and well-patterned#
Furthermore, the evidence indicates that there is con¬
gruence between expressive movement and the attitudes,
traits, values, ani other dispositions of tho "inner0
personality#^

According to McKenzle this represents a general trend

today, to get away from the idea of personality as "no more

than a sum of its parts, or a bundle of Instincts, or an array

of conditioned reflexes, or a conglomeration of complexes

created by a ruthless 'superego#,n5
It would seam that Jesus dealt with the person as a

whole# It was not enough to have agreed intellectually to

his teaching, one would be known by the fruits of his actions
as wall# And sin was not only the overt action? it was also

the inner thought of misdeed# In later chapters we shall

^G# W# Allport and P# .3, Vernon, Studies in Expressive
Movement (Hew York? Henry Holt & Co#, 195&)#

2Ibid#, pp, 247 f,

%cKenzie, Hervous Disorders and Religion, p. 118#
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consider the self which is the organising center of the person

aa a whole*

2* Heliglon Must Recognize the Individual Person
as Authoritative for Himself

Bach person exists within a unique field of his own*

In a very real sense that individual person is the only one

who can ever fully know his field and the organisation he

has made of it# Perception, that is the person*s total

awareness of his field including thought, will, feeling, and

seeing, is functionally selective* The outsider may see

things in this Individual^ field wiiich the person seemingly

has ignored* From the Gestalt point of view the factors of

organization are operating and the particular perceptions of

any Individual will be unique* He may choose to Ignore cer¬

tain factors, consciously or unconsciously, for good reason—

at least to his own Gestalt#

Some recent writers in psychology ore recognising this

unique aspect of each person and emphasising it#1* Religion

must also accept this uniqueness of the person* This glve3

us an interpretation of the great variety of definitions of

religious experience which we found in our first chapter#

There is variety of definition because each person is finally

authoritative for himself# A definition evolves from the in-

^Cf* Snygg and Combs, op# clt,» passim# Krech and
Crutchfield, op* clt#. passim* Carl Romra. op* clt** passim*
Lawrence Franks Nature and~'Hu.man Nature (New Brunswicks
Rutgers University' 'Press1"* 19£>1?, passim.
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dividual1s own unique experience and is thus tinged with

autobiographical reference# Because of the uniqueness of

each person, the locus of definition of religious experience

resides with each individual. Even the acceptance of a

definition suggested by an authoritarian Institution will

not give uniformity. Each Individual will perceive and in¬

terpret that suggested definition In his own way. In the

words of Allport,

An experience is what you have. While It may con¬
ceivably distort reality, It can scarcely distort it¬
self, The error of Schoen, and of the majority of
writers on religion in its subjective aspects, Is that
they do not refer the teak of characterizing the reli¬
gious consciousness to the only authorities capable of
knowing what it is—namely the individuals who experi¬
ence it.

This uniqueness—though not necessarily all of Its

consequences—is also recognized by some theologians, for ex¬

ample, H, H, Parmer,

But, or* the other hand, when I get into my home,the
one tning I am interested in, that I clamour for, that
I delight InTlscovering and "hold on to1' In the persons
with whom I have the distinctively personal relationship
of love and trust, is their individuality—all that
makes each one of them his own unique, unrepeatable,
distinctive, irreplaceable self,2

The Gestalt concept gives us an Interpretation of why and

how each person la "individual,"

But, say our critic®, isn't this a hopeless relativism?

Yes, It Is a relativism but it is not hopeless. Rather, it Is

•^Allpart, The Individual and His Religion, p, 6. Cf. al
so MoKenzle, Nervous" Disorder's and fe'ollrllon. P. SO*

2h, H, Parmer. God and Men (Londont Ntsbet & Co.. Ltd..
1940), p, 42.
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psychological underatending of the flnlteness of ell men*

Though we may argue In the heat of debate as If our posi¬

tion regarding the nature of God was absolute and authorita¬

tive, In moments of silence when we are alone with God we

recognize our own flnlteness and limited grasp on eternal

verities* Sither other persons have an equal claim to truth,

or we have fallen victim to the sin of pride*

This Individuality and its dependence upon the unique

field In which each person finds himself, Is discussed theo¬

logically by Richard Mlebuhr*^ For him Bthe problem of Christ

and culture oan and must come to an end only In a realm be¬

yond all study In the free decisions of Individual believers

and responsible communities * • • *"2 And these free decisions

are relative*

The conclusions at which we arrive individually in
seeking to Its Christians In our culture are relative in
at least four ways* They depend on the partial, incom¬
plete, fragmentary knowledge of the Individual? they are
relative to the measure of his faith and his unbelief?
they are related to the historical position he occupies
and to the duties of his station in society? they are
concerned with the relative value of tilings*3

Those within the Christian faith may accept this

finiteness of man? but those who are critical may see it as

proof of their claim that religion is only e projection on the

part of man* Paul Tilllch answers this criticism In a review

of Erich From* 3 book, Psychoanalysis and Religion*

^Richard Nlebuhr, Christ and Culture (Hew York: Harper
and Brothers, 1951), passim*

8Ibid** p. 233* gIbld*. p* 234.
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Freud*s theory of projection, like every theory of
projection since Fauerbach, confuses two things; that
which Is projected and that at which it Is projected—
"the pioture and "the screen#" There can be no doubt
that the concrete material out of which the Images of
the gods are made Is rooted In healthy as well as In
distorted experiences, in childhood and later. But this
does not mean that the screen, namely, the ultimate of
being and meaning, the ground and aim of existence, is
Itself a projection# The question, therefore, for the¬
ology and psychotherapy Is not the removal of the screen,
but the Interpretation and the purification of the sym¬
bolic expressions of our relation to It.I

Thus, the Gestalt concept doe3 not suggest that the

screen, that is, God, Is Illusory or unreal or a projection#

It doss affirm the uniqueness of the individual's insight and

perception of God, leavlr^- the question of religious objectiv¬

ity and authority open, a question to be settled on other than

purely psychological grounds# However, any theological posi¬

tion must reckon with t :is understanding of the unique individ¬

ual, for it will be created by the unique perceptions of one

or more Individuals end if it 13 dogmatized without leaving

room for future Individuals, it has violated this principle.

Gestalt sustains the dignity, worth and sacredness of each

person. D. M# '3a 1Hie quotes V# Solovyof In this connection,
The reality of the Deity Is not e deduction from

religious experience, but the content of it— that
which Is experienced. If this immediate realiTy of
the 'higher pri'no'lplo be taken away, there would be
nothing left of religious experience.2

It is this immediate experience which Whitehead believes to

1Pattl Tillich, Pastoral Psychology. II, Ho. 15 (June,
1951), 63 f.

D# "I. Balllle, op# c11.» p« 91.
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bo Infallible, Gestalt reminds us that the Infinity of God

will be perceived uniquely by oach finite person,

3, Religion Must Be Equally Aware of the Process
as well as the Content of Religious Experience

It follows from the previous description of the

unlqienoss of each person that the content and essence of a

religious experience might well be different for each person.

The effort at uniformity of experience and content that is

dogmatism either violates the individual or causes revolt.

Dogmatism may set up a dichotomy in a person's life wherein

religion Is not integrated into his total organization but

is set apart in a separate compartment• This would frustrate

the development of the person as a whole.

Our first chapter described many different attempts

to be definitive about the content and essence of religious

experience# But for every position taken there are those who

will debate the Issue and claim a different essence. The

Gestalt concept suggests an analysis of any experience, that

Is the process, and allows the content to be filled in by

the experlencer, the self# The content or nature of the

objective reference is not suggested. The Gostalt concept Is

neutral In this respect#

A further ramification of this emphasis on process

brings ua to a dynamic concept of religious experience rather

than a static one. As we shall see later in more detail the

person Is constantly reorganizing his field in order to es¬

tablish equilibrium in the midst of new stresses and strains.
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Thus the experience of religion cannot be completed once and

for all at any one point In time# Though seme experiences raay

color all subsequent ones, there is s constant reorganization

going on if the person Is to continue to develop as a whole#

The "paradigmatic experiences" suggested by Karl Mannheim

would be such an instance#*- David Roberts develops a "dynamic
view of salvation"2 as opposed to a static view. In a recent

volume, and this would be in agreement with the Gestalt sug¬

gestion# He feels that If religion Is to make men whole then

theology must pay "more attention than It has In the past to

the widely divergent needs and capacities of different individ¬

uals#"3 Roberts goes on to emphasize the Importance of process

as well as content#

The movement of thought should be from the operation
of healing power In life—love replacing egotism and In¬
ward harmony replacing conflict—to a resulting formula¬
tion of belief in doctrine. An attempt to reverse the
process, to force experience into the confirmation of
doctrine, shows a lack of confidence In the power of
the Gospel to illuminate, persuade and convert men«4

*-Karl Mannheim, Diagnosis of Our Time. (Hew Yorks Ox¬
ford University Press, 1044), passim#

2David Roberts, Psychotherapy and a Christian View of
Men, {New Yorks Charles i>crlbner'*s' Sons, 1951), chap. Ix. "See
below, chap# v, section E#

3Ibid., p, 137#

4Ibid#. P# 142. See below, chap, vl.
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4. Religion Must Determine end Understand
the Hature of the Field of the Individual

Which Includes the Self as the Organising Center

What la the nature of the field of that man in the

pew? It isnU what the minister or his neigh or Imagines it

to be, but rather it is the entire universe, including him¬

self, as it Is experienced by him at the Instant of action.

It Is simply the universe of naive experience in which each

Individual lives, the everyday situation of self and surround¬

ings which he takes to be reality. The minister may be con¬

vinced that the field of "that man in the pew" Is filled with

error and Illusion and is an Interpretation of reality rather

then reality Itself. Rut to the Individual his field Is

reality, the only reality he con know. This field, as per¬

ceived by each individual, is the one with w loh the minister

and religion must reckon.l
No matter what the man in the pew Is told, his own

field will always seem real, substantial and solid to him.

It is the only field and the only reality he can directly

experience. It Includes all the universe of which he is

aware—physical objects and environment, psychological en¬

titles, Ideas, opinions, past experience, etc. There are no

dichotomies in this field; It Is one field, not only In terms

of mind and body, but also In terms of consciousness and un¬

consciousness. It Is a unified field of figure-ground phenomena

of which the individual la more or less conscious. Furthermore,

^Snygg and Combs, op, clt., pp. 15 ff.
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this unique field of the Individual Is constantly In process#

His Gestalt is not permanent but fluctuates# This Increases

the minister's difficulty for he cannot ever be finally sure

ho knows where the other person stands# But this is also the

minister's hope, for the Individual can change.

This unique field of the individual sounds reasonable

enough,but does this bring us to an Impasse as far as communi¬

cation and fellowship Is concerned? Hot at all, say the Ges¬

talt psychologists, but It does make us face the reality of

the situation# The Idea of the relationship of this self

In his unique field to other salves, the world, and God will

concern us in the next chapter#

Has Christianity and the church been sufficiently

awere of this field concept? Hasn't the preacher naively

assumed that the field he handled and organised so adroitly

In hl3 sermon was shared by the man in the pew? Now to be

sure there may be similarities and considerable overlapping

of fields, but finally that man In the pow is going to perceive

his field In a unique way# Awareness of this fact might save

the minister from being so concerned with the content of re¬

ligious experience which the man in the pew cannot perceive

in a similar way, that he does not foster the process whereby

every Individual is able to arrive at his own Gestelt of the

world and God# The preacher must declare the content of his

own Gestalt, but tie must also help the individual to begin

where he Is to establish a relationship with God#
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5. Religion Must Understand Behavior
as Determined by the Forces of the Field

The behavior Involved In experiencing religion is

not the result of any instinot or innate disposition toward

religion. "The total field, and more particularly Its rele¬

vant ports, set up the stresses In the Ego which determine

behaviour according to the properties of the whole field."1
The church long ago recognized the importance of the

times of stress and strain in the behavior of tin© individual#

It provided sacramental celebration and Interpretation of the

common crises in the life of persons* Thus, birth, adolescence,

marriage, death—the times whan life seems xao3t real, and in

need of a new orientation—became part of the churchfs ritual.

These are obvious times of stress and strain, and com¬

mon sense suggests how our behavior is "determined by the

forces of the field." But this is a general principle appli¬

cable at all times,and thus the religious experience of an

individual is also determined by the forces of the field# The

evangelist is probably intuitively aware of this Gestelt

principle when he Introduces the stress of an eternal hell

into the field of each member of his congregation. The result¬

ant behavior of the congregation is determined by this new

force interact in; with the properties of the whole field of

each person#

These forces in the field might also be designated as

^Eoffka, Principles of Gestalt Pavehoiagy. p# 663
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ne9ds perceived "by the person as necessary to his development.

Behavior would then result In the same fashion that wo have

described, J. G. McKenzie-*- describes behavior In this fashion:

(Human nature) . t. . begins with certain specific needs
in the interests of which we acquire behaviour-tendencies
by which we satisfy these needs. These needs are not
separate instincts independent of the organism and the
personality as a whole. They find their meaning in the
organism and personality which they subserve. In man
these become personal ends and not simply something that
belongs to the "flesh." In virtue of man's capacity to
perceive relations, he can subordinate both the needs and
behaviour-tendencies to his own selfish pleasure or ends.
Immediately he does so there is se^i up either a conflict
which may result in neurosis or a Condition in which the
possibility of realizing a personality at all is under¬
mined.2

Has Christianity been sufficiently aware of the multi¬

tude of forces playing upon the individuals to whom it min¬

isters? Is this awareness one of the factors which has gone

in to preaching at its best? This ability to understand the

stresses and strains of persons and to provide interpretation
IV ' •

for them through the Christian message, has surely marked the

minister who wa3 truly a "shepherd to his flock."
■

The concept of field forces offers an interesting

analysis of the current theological differences between the

European continent and the American churches. Continental

theologians share the forces in Europe today, including pessi¬

mism and a hopelessness as far as any man-ma'de schemes are con¬

cerned for extricating themselves from political, economic and

cultural problems. With such forces in their field, is it

^McKsnzie, Nervous Disorders and Religion, pp . 60 f.

2Ibid., p. 60. I j \
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strange that theology has cora© to dwell on ©schatology and a

hope tifolch comes from the wholly other God and from nothing
that man con do?

On the other hand, America and the so-called "younger
churches," have an optimistic field. Hew horizons are still
opening up. Economics, politics and cultural farces are pre¬

dominantly enthusiastic about the possibilities of progress

and a future of hope# It Is easy to see that theologians

with such forces In their field would be optimistic and dwell

on social action and religious development, God Is at work

In human history and man can cooperate with Him or not, as

they choose. The World Council of Churches Is faced with
these twoviewpoints,1 and the Gestalt concept suggests at

least one means of understanding them and their proponents#

6, Religion lust Understand the Principles
Which Organize a Field into a Meaningful Whole—a Gestalt

His field la organized and meaningful to the person,

even though It may seem a bizarre or abnormal organization to
the outsider. The theologian spends considerable time making

his theology a Gestalt, that is an organized and logically in¬
terrelated system. The layman la far less explicit about his

organization, but his field Is not "a blooming, buzzing confu¬
sion;" it Is somehow organized Into a pattern which makes sense

to him.

xCf. Ecumenical Review. (January, 1952),
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As we have seen,1 Worths1mar In his original work In

visual perception, discovered that the groupings "seen" by a

person were not just random or chance organizations, but

seemed to Indicate that some definite principles were operating

to produce the resulting configuration# In transferring these

principles to the totality of perception by a person as we are

doing, we find that they are not all equally useful# Subse¬

quent Gestalt psychologists have emphasized one or the other,

as for example Koffka in his central emphasis on the Law of

Pragnanz#2 However, the principles are all suggestive for

our task of Interpreting religious experience, so we shall

elaborate them In this chapter on general implications#

a# The factor of proximity# The person perceives those

elements which are nearest to each other as parts of a pattern#

Thus, the growing child Is likely to understand God as somehow

like his earthly father# The child will also perceive the

church and religion as an integral part of his configuration,

If his parents hove taken him to church regularly# Church and

self are near to each other# Parents, chureh and self are al¬

so grouped together. In adolescence the self may reject the

parents In its struggle to attain Independence, and because

of the close proximity of parents and church, lie may also re¬

ject the church# Religious writers confirm this analysis of

^-See above, chap# 11, p# 47 f#

%offka, Principles of Oeatalt Psychology, pp# 171 ff#
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the rebellion of the adolescent#1 An excellent Illustration

of just this development Is found In the book, Father and Son*2
Edmund Gosse describes how proximity operated and he was com¬

pletely Identified with the church of his father, but eventually
he found It necessary to affirm his own Individualism and re¬

ligious Independence# He rejected his father's authority

and then the church too#

b# The factor of similarity# The person perceives

those elements which ore alike as parts of a pattern# Again

the growing child gives us an Illustration In the pre-adolescent

age, when he becomes aware of the fact that the world Is divided
Into boys and girls# Boys are part of one configuration! girls

ore part of another configuration#

In the religious experience of the early Christian

church, the members perceived themselves as belonging together

because of their similarity and likeness# They had had an

experience of the Risen Christ which set them opart from the

rest of the world# Thus their Gestalt of the total world in¬

cluded two groupings: Christians and non-Christlans#

c# The factor of uniform fate or common destiny# The

person perceives elements which have been shifted from a pat¬

tern of similarity, as sharing a common destiny or uniform

fate# Whereas the early chur h member, originally saw himself

•^Allpnrt, The Individual an i His Religion, pp. 32 ff#

"Sdmund Goase, Father and Son, (London: William Heine-
mann Ltd#, 1907)#
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as part of all people In the world, whan he became a Christian

ha saw himself In a naw configuration, sharing a different des¬

tiny, Though he was In the world, yot he was not part of the

world because he shared a new destiny,

d» The factor of Pragnang# The person tends to per¬

ceive elements In the field together if they give stability,

equilibrium and precision to the configuration# In the process

of conversion, the person la in an upset condition, seeking

stability for himself In relationship to God# He will perceive

those elements together which give him stability# For example

the cross of Christ or the example of the Jesus of history

may become the focal point of Ills conversion experience,

around which all other factors will tend to group#

The factor of Pragma z or the tendency toward the

"good" Geatalt means that the field of the person will tend

to become as articulated and differentiated as possible#

From the Initial conversion experience (with its change to a

new center of organization) the person will discover Implica¬

tions for many areas of his life# Every Gestalt Is as good as

possibles that Is, under the given forces In the field, It will

possess the greatest possible simplicity, sta llity, equilibrium,

regularity, closure, etc#

e» The factor of objective set# The person may perceive

elements of his field la a particular configuration because of

anticipation, expectancy or Interest# How often in our experi¬

ences of religion, do we "see what we want to see#" In the

reading of the Bible, one can elicit very different interpre-
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tatloris from a fundamentalist and from a liberal Protestant.

Does this not suggest an interpretation of the difficulty of

religious debate? The parties In the debate arrive with pre¬

conceived expectations, interested in seeing things in their

own way, rather than entering freely into discussion from

which their convictions and decisions will spring.

Lot ua return to our mythical "man In the pew" for a

moment* Could this factor of objective set be an interpre¬

tation of why worship and prayer and preaching are so often

ineffective? We approach these potentially life-changing ex¬

periences with a rigid Oestalt* Our minds are made up; they

are not in a fluid state casting about for a Gsstalt with more

stability or greater precision. The author's own experience

with an actual man in one of the pews of his church Is illus¬

trative* This man was of a particularly conservative nature,

and he had a strong "objective set*" Whenever the minister

tried to point out the Implications of the Gospel for our

day-to-day relations with our fellow men, this particular man

"eloaed ills ears*" This was his statement to the minister In

a moment of candor*

The masters of prayer have told us to approach prayer

expecting great things* Jesus seems to have been sware of

this factor when lis rebuked his disciples, "Oh, ye of little

faith#" Expect nothing en 1 you will receive nothing*

f* The factor of direction* The person may have a

feeling about the arrangement of the elomenta, the direction

that events whould take in order to achieve a "good" Gestalt*
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For example, in Biblical criticism once a principle Is es¬

tablished for Interpreting some part of scripture, a direction

has been established* One has the feeling that the rest of

the Bible should bt looked at in the same manner. In order to

establish a "good* 0©atalt,,rfch©t Is, © harmonious, symmetrical

Interpretation In which all the parts are determined by this

whole*

Conversion carries something of this factor, when the

person feels that a direction for Ms life has been established

and subsequent experiences as well as all relationship ought

to go In this direction In order to establish the "good" Cos¬

taIt ,

R« The factor of closure* The person perceives the

elements In his field ©s separated and Incomplete, demanding

completion and the est© llshment of equilibrium* Prior to

conversion, a person may perceive the ©laments of his field

as isolated and unrelated, but tending in e direction of unity*

He te restless mi unhappy over this disequilibrium* The self

cries for unity and completion of the GeMelt which will

bring wholeness to the parson* In the ultimate religious sense,

Augustine*a phrase, "Thou movest us to delight In praising Theej

for Thou has formed us for Thyself, and our hearts are restless

till they find rest in Theej"1 expresses the religious demand

for closure* In the experience of conversion, closure Is

achieved and the person feels a sense of completion, of whole¬

ness*

1Angustine, Confessions. Book I, chap* 1, p* 1*
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0'. G# McKsnzie describes this need for closure end

therefore wholeness as

« « « the most fundamental need of personality# It
la the Need to Realise the Personality as a Harmonious
Whole both In Its inner and outer relations. Original
human nature has a need to develop so that conscience,
behaviour-tendencies, emotions and thought will be in
harmony#1

That moment when closure Is achieved has been desig¬

nated the moment of "insight*" We shall discuss this ex¬

perience of Insight In section seven.

h# The factor of past experience or habit# The per¬

son perceives objects which are familiar and configurations

which have been experienced before# The difficulties of the

Christian missionary are Illustrative of the power of this

factor In the formation of a Gestalt# The missionary If

preaching a new orientation to life, but his congregation

will tend to perceive in what he says, Ideas which are fami¬

liar to them#

Christianity la often handicapped by this factor#

Too often those who enter the church Integrate old familiar

patterns with a part of the Gospel, thus establishing only
a partially new configuration# Literally, they cannot sea the

totally new pattern, because previous habit and thought pat¬

terns have come crowding In, and the person believes them

to be part of the new configuration#

i# The factor of figure-ground# The person perceives

his field as structured In terms of figure and ground (short-

•^McKensle, Nervous Disorders and Religion, p# 29
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ened from background). "Figure" is the focus of interest—

an object, pattern, etc,—'with "ground" as the setting or

context, Depending upon other factors of organisation pre¬

viously mentioned, the figure may shift, as different ele¬
ments become differentiated in the totality.

The sin of pride might be described as a situation

where the self is figure end all the rest of the world in¬

cluding God la ground. In religious experience the figure

shifts until finally God is the figure and the self is part

of the ground#

We have now explored the principles of organisation.

Any one or all of them may be operating as the person

achieves a Gestalt of Ms field,

7* Religion Must Recognise and Facilitate
the Reorganization of the Individual's Field

into a Hew Gastalt When Tensions
Introduce Disequilibrium,

In e very reel sense this reorganization is constantly

taking place In the person as a whole. Religion must reckon

with a dynamic situation? one that is always in process.

From the Geatalt viewpoint, revelation is a progressive matter

with God being perceived in ever new manifestations by finite

men. Hew glimpses of God's truth are yet to break forth.

This attitude is equivalent to Allport's statement that mature

religion Is essentially heuristic In character, always held

tentatively pending confirmation or a more valid belief,1

^Allport, The Individual and His Religion, pp. 72 ff.
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This constant process of reorgan!rati n car, be sim¬

ply Illustrated In the area of humor# When a friend tells us

a joke and we cannot get the "point" of the story, our field

undergoes considerable tension and is in e state of dis¬

equilibrium# Our own estimation of our ability In questioned

and we tend to worry about what our friend will think of us#

Then suddenly through the operation of one or wore of the

principles of organization, we "get the point" of the story#

Our face lights up end wo share the laugh with our friend.

Our field has been reorganized and a good Gestalfc established#

This is the moment of inelght#

Certainly the profound experiences of religion are not

on a level with a Joke# Yet Gestalt psychology would insist

that the process—disequilibrium, Insight, reorganization-
is the same# The difference Is one of degree and not of kind#

As we shall see In chapter V this process Is often a part of

religious experiences (both the Immediate, ©# g# prayer, and

the life-determining experiences)# The conversion experience

is that moment of insight when the Individual suddenly feels

confident that a now configuration of his life has beon

achieved, or he perceives a new center of organization for

his life In God, or the church, or the Bible, or In Jesus

Christ* This Is the best possible Gestalt for him*
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8, Religion Must Seek the Good Gestalt
For All Individuals and for the Total Field,

These Gestalt demands upon religion, have been aimed

at the individual person and his religious experience. The

demands, however, apply also to groupings of individuals in
the church fellowship and finally to the world as a whole•

Jesus mms insistent that love of God and love of neighbor

were parts of the same whole and could not be separated with¬

out jeopardising the entire religious experience. In the

next chapter we will explore this central theme of relation¬

ship in religious experience; relationship to self, others,

world, and God#

These requirements of the Gestalt concept upon religion

form the basis of our general interpretation of religion. In

subsequent chapters we will U3e them as an instrument for In¬

terpreting specific experiences of religion.



CHAPTER IV

RELIGION AS RELATIONSHIP

A# Introduction

Our survey of definitions of religious experience

and methods of approach to that experience In chapter I pro-

iuced a variety of opinion# Yet we were left with one over-

recurring thread in each definition! each author was trying

to describe the relationship of the self to God primarily,

and secondarily, to other selves and to the world# How can

the individual relate himself to God, other selves and to the

world? What is the nature of this relationship, and how does

it come about? Relationship is one of the concerns of re-

1Iglous axperlance•

This emphasis is noted also In current theological

writing. The very title of Sail Irunner*3 book, "The Divine

Human Encounter.^ suggests his concern with relationship,

which lie moat often specks of as "the relation of personal

correspondence between the Word of God and human obedience-

ln-faith#"2 He finds the truth of which the tble speaks

"Is always a happening and indeed the happoh^G

*SniX Brumwr, on# olt.

2rold#. p. 146
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of the meeting between God and man, an act of God which must

be received by an ©ct of nan#"1 And this "happening" be¬

tween God and man will result In a "new relation with fellow-

men#"^

Another recent theological title, God and ,Tcn. also

suggests relationship# Indeed, Dr# Farmer places it "right
at the center of the picture# This Is what may be called

"the world of persons*—the world of persons In reintlonohip

with one another#"® He goes on to say:

Christianity says that whatever else may be true of
God, and much else no doubt Is true, It certainly Is
true that He is personal# And whatever else may be
true of us as men, and much else no doubt la true, it
certainly is true that God has created us persons and
has set us In a world of personal relationship both to
Himself and to one another#^

Martin Buber's X and Thou has given fresh understanding

and almost poetic expression to this central religious concern

of relationship# He sees the world divided Into two primary

dimensions, the personal dimension of I and Thou, and the Im¬

personal dimension of I and It# Impersonal relations are

governed by calculations of use# I use things and relate my¬

self to impersonal things# The danger Is in considering a

person to be a thing, on "it," to be brought into my service#

1Ibld#, p. 147. 2Ibid#, pp. 74 f#

^Farmer, God and Men. (Londonr Nisbat & Co., Ltd.,
1948), p.. 33.

*Ibld#. p# 33#

%artin Buber, I and Thou, trans# K. G# Smith
(Edinburgh: T. & T# Clark,' 1937),
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In the personal relationship all this disappears and two

subjects are face to face, not to use each other nor to seek

domination, but In the freedom and community of love*
Daniel Williams emphasizes the importance of relation¬

ship and Its basic nature In the following paragraphs

God the Creator we know as the power which binds trie
surging variety of life into richer and wider societies
of mutual enjoyment and sup:-art. To be anythin ' is to
enter into social relations. Perhaps this is even true
of electrons} It certainly Is true of oil living things,
and supremely of men# But the good life la woven Into
theso social relations# A purely Individual end absol¬
utely isolated enjoyment of appreciation is nothing at
all# Sail Brunnor defined hell in a recent lecture as

being "the state of absolute loneliness#"1
Such examples of theological concern with relation¬

ship might be multiplied many times# These will suffice for

now, giving us a basis for referral later in the chapter#

Not only theologians, but all people concerned with

the state of man and the world, are emphasising the relation¬

ships of the person as the source and the solution of man1©

difficulties#

Dr# Ian Suttie In his book, Origins of L .ve and hate,2
traces all emotional breakdowns in men to e disturbance of re¬

lationship In which the need for love has been rejected or

spurned# The early relationship of the child to the mother

and father often set the pattern for a stunted development#

Karon Harney agrees with this analysis that all break¬

down is due to a disturbance in personal relationships# If the

1

Daniel D. Williams, God>3 Grace and Man*s Hope (New
York: Harper & Brothers, 1949), p. 52#

^lan Suttie, The Origins of Love and Hate (London!
Rout ledge, 1935)# ~~
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child does not receive love, his whole life will be dominated

by a compulsive seeking for love* Insecurity in our personal

relationships gives rise to what Or# Harney describes as

basic anxiety, the breeding ground of all neurosis#1
In a memorable passage Or# Homey describes the

abasement of personal relationships with consequent lock of

true fulfillment because of the competitiveness In our culture#

It must be emphasised that competitiveness, and the
potential hostility that accompanies it, pervades all
human relationships# Competitiveness is one of the pre¬
dominant factors in social relationships# It pervades
the relationships between men and men, between women and
women, and whether the point of competition be popularity,
competence, attractiveness, or any other social value,
it greatly impairs the possibilities of "©liable friend¬
ship, It also as already Indicated disturbs the rela¬
tions of men and women, not only in the choice of the
partner but in the entire struggle with him for superior¬
ity# It pervades school life* And perhaps most impor¬
tant of all, it pervades the family situation, so that
as a rule the child is inoculated with this germ from
the very beginning#2

Hollo May in an exhaustive study of anxiety discovers

its roots in the various kinds of relationships which the in¬

dividual must develop and elaborate through his life# For

example, in discussing the conflicts which underlie anxiety

he finds a common denominator In

The dialectical relationship of the Individual and
his community# On the one hand the human bein, develops
as an individual; the fact of individuality Is a given
datum in the respect that each person Is unique and to

^MoKenxle, Hqrvous Disorders and Relirlon. p# 41

2Karen Harney, The Neurotic Personality of Our Time.
(New Forks W# W# Norton end Co#, Inc., 1937), p# 234#
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an extant discrete from other individuals. Actions, no
matter how much conditioned by social factors, aro still
actions by an Individual. At the point in development
at which self-awareness emerges, there also emerges a
measure of freedom and responsibility in each individual
action* But on the other hand this individual develops
at every moment as o member of a social nexus, upon
which he is dependent not only for the early meeting of
his biologies! needs but also for his emotional security.
It Is only In Interaction with other Individuals In a
social nexus that the development of a "self'5 and the
development of personality are understandable

His explorations of the mutual interests of theology

and psychotherapy have led David Roberts to a position em¬

phasizing the crucial Importance of relationships. He feels

that we have tended to build "phony" relationships ©nd cha¬

meleon-like personalities, selling ourselves to the highest

bidder. Thus

Inward conflict Is so directly related to estrangement
from others that whatever intensifies on® will intensify
both. Because most of us do not have an adequate oppor¬
tunity in family life, In school, in business and In
community relationships to "be ourselves" we develop
false fronts which conceal the truth concerning our" own
behavior and motives from ourselves as well as from
others .£

Srteh l>oram's "market-place personality"® and Arthur

Miller's brilliant description in "Doeth of a Salesman"^ are

further examples of this abasement of relationship*

William James emphasised personal religion and rela-

^Hollo May, The Meaning of Anxiety, (He-© York: The
Ronald Press Co., 1950T, pp* 2i2 fr.

^Roberts, on. cli*. pp, 23 f.

s2rleh Praam, Man For Himself. (London: Routledge &
Regan Paul, Ltd., 1949}, of, pp. 67, 81, 136, 222.

^Arthur Killer, Death of e Salesman. (Hew York: The
Viking Press, 1949). ' '
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tionshlp to God almost to the exclusion of other* relation¬

ships, yet In his summing up of the characteristics of tire

religious life, the final Item indicated the direction which

religion and psychology were to explore more and more in tire

next fifty years? nAn assurance of safety and a temper of

peace, and, in relation to others, a preponderance of losing

affections*Ml

The Interrelatedness of all -nan*o relationships has

become a significant clue for theology and psychology# John

Balllle lias stated this fact in connection with his analysis

of man13 search for knowledge of God*

I believe the view to the capable of defence that no
one of the four subjects of our knowledge—ourselves,

- our fell wa, the corporeal world, and God—is ever pre¬
sented £o us except In conjunction with all three of the
others#®

We have seen that the problem of relationship la a

central concern of religion* Our problem for the remainder

of this chapter la to consider what light of interpretation

the Gostalt Idea can throw on this central concern# To do

this we shall discuss the nature and development of the self,

and Its relationships to other selves, to the world and to

God as suggested by our instrument* Though it Is necessary

for us now to proceed In analysis we must never lose sight of

the fact that all of these aspects make up a Gestalt, and In

■Hfilliam James, op# clt». p. 475 ff#
2John Baillie. Oar Knowledge of God (Hew York? Charles

Scrihner *s Sons, 1939), p# 1W»
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this respect have a dynamic lntorrolatedness.

B. The Nature and Origin of the Self1
The self Is a Geatalt. This Is the conclusion of

Koffka,8 and subsequent writers In the Geotalt tradition

have supported this view and have gone on to analyse what

it means in greater detail. The self Is the person as a

whole, differentiated and articulated from the total field.

By the self we mean those aspects of the field which we refer

to when we say "X" or "me." Physical aspects of the body are

Included and also an Infinite number of other aspects such as

strength, honesty, good-humor, sophistication, Intelligence,

capability, etc. Indeed, the self may even Include other

persons at times, when for example we feel that an attack on

our children is really an attack on us. The old saying,
"Love me j love my dog," may well contain more truth than fic¬

tion under this definition. In fidelity to our Gestalt in¬

strument, the self includes all those ports of the field
w ich the Individual experiences or perceives as part of or

characteristic of himself.3

Fi»om the very beginning at birth the basic human need

We will use the term "self" in preference to "ego" or
"personality." Though Koffka preferred ego (Principles of
Geatalt Psychology, chap# vili), the term is likely to be con-
i'usad wlth -reudian terminology. Furthermore, 3ince Koffka's
writing, the term self has more and more been used. The term
"personality" la also not as sharply defined in present day
literature.

2Koffka, Principles of Gestalt Psychology, pp. 676 ff«
^Snygg and Combs, op» clt.. pp. 56 ff.
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Is the preservation and enhancement of this self, that la the

maintenance of a Geatalt. This organism is an energy system-

organizing and creating Itself. Its fundamental striving is

for organization, integrity and wholeness. The Gestalt con¬

cept of growth Is an increasing differentiation of the field,

-von In the new born Infant, after only a few hours the amount

of stimulation necessary to bring forth a response may be ob¬

served to decrease rapidly.1 At first this maintenance of

organization la primarily In relation to physical needs, tout

vary quickly all other aspects of the person as a whole, such

as emotional needs, become a conscious part of the organiza¬

tion. This Is born out by such studies as Margaret nibble's,

The Rights of Infants,2 avowing the tremendous importance of

love In the relationship of mother and Infant,

Thus we see from the very beginning the fundamental

importance of reletionshlps the child in relation to Its par¬

ents and particularly its mother. Harry Stack Sullivan sum¬

marizes this importance.

I have spoken of the functional Interaction, In in¬
fancy and childhood, of the significant other person,
the mother, as a source of satisfaction, as an agency
of acculturation, and finally as a source of anxiety and
Insecurity in the development of social habits which is
the basis of development of the self system.^

Her© In the matrix of family relationships, the child increas-

1Ibid., p. 01.

%argar®t nibble, The Rights of Infants. {Hew Yorkf
Columbia University Press, 1943.

3H**ry Stack Sullivan, Concept 1 ana of Modem Psychiatry.
(Washington D. C.j The W, A. White Psychiatric Foundation, 1947),
p, lb.
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ingly differentiates himself from his parents. And his own

unique organization of self proceeds utilizing the Gestalt

principles of organization. Always the self is in search of

the best possible Gestalt, the "good" Gestalt,
All through life this refinement and maintenance of

the self goes on. Dr. Rogers-5- has summarized his findings

about the self in these two statements!

As a result of interaction with the environment,
and particularly as a result of evaluational interaction
with others, the structure of the self is formed—an or¬
ganized, fluid, but consistent conceptual pattern of
perceptions of characteristics and relationships of the
"I" or the "me," together with values attached to these
concepts.

The values attached to experiences, and the values
which are part of the self structure, in some instances
ire values experienced directly by the organism, and in
some instances are values introjected or taken over from
ottiers, but perceived in distorted fashion, as If they
had been experienced directly.

In Gestalt psychology we find an interpretation of

the vital importance of the family relationships for the de¬

veloping child. Intuitively and in some cases experimentally,

religion has understood the importance of the family In forming

the self. In the child the process of organizing his world

goe3 on constantly, and though this world may be very agoeen-

trlcally organized, yet it is forever expanding and integrating

new forces from the enlarging field.

In this process our particular concern is religion

which Is also finding Its way into the child's field, and pri¬

marily through the family. As Allport says, "The standardized

■^Carl Rogers, op. clt.. p. 498.
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theology and morality of ills culture slowly seep through and

gradually replace some of the self-centered thinking#"^ All-

port also gives an excellent Illustration of a six-year old

boy struggling to maintain the organization of hla Gestalt.

One day the boy suddenly refused to say "Our Father" in be¬

ginning the Lord*s Prayer. Under pressure he finally gave

hla reason that God, who was presumably good, could not be

like his earthly father, a drunkard and renegade.2 The self

of the child had found it necessary to reorganise its field

In order to find a meaningful Gestalt which included all of

the factors of Its field.

Thus the self of the child takes over from Its envl-

re—.mt many of the values and Ideas found there, though al¬

ways remaining the final authority as to just what kind of

Gestalt will result. we sew earlier3 Gestalt psychology

says that each person*s field Is organized In a unique way.

However, this organization can Incorporate too much of the

parent1s Gestalt If the child finds It necessary to bargain

for love by accepting uncritically religious or other Ideas.

It Is also true that the expanding field of the child may well

incorporate new factors which the parents have not had to cope

with. Oestalt would say that each person must be his own

true self, and not frustrate this full development of self by

^Allport, The Individual and ills Religion, p. 31.

2Ibid., p. 31
3See above, chap# 111.
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over-dependence upon parents or authority, failure to face up

to the self^ true nature, hiding In conventionality, or any

number of other dodges#

The self In a meaningful relationship to the eldest

possible Gestalt Including the world, other selves and God Is

certainly a goal, If not the goal of religion# Kierkegaard

was concerned with this problem of the self# To will to be

oneself Is man^ true vocation# He felt that one cannot de¬

fine specifically this self one la going to be, for the self

Is freedom* but at considerable length he points out how peo¬

ple try to avoid willing to be themselvest by avoiding con¬

sciousness of the self, by veiling to be some one else or

simply a conventional self, or by willing to be oneself defi¬

antly, which is a form of tragic, stole despair and therefore

doomed to fall short of full selfhood# This willing is a

ere tlve decisiveness, based centrally on expanllng self-

awareness# "Generally speaking, consciousness, 1# e# conscious¬

ness of self, is the decisive criterion of the self# The more

consciousness, the more self# # # nl
Perhaps we have Indicated enough'about the self In

general to allow us to state more concisely certain principles

growing out of Geatalt psychology which describe the nature

and development of the self* Because of our concern with re¬

ligious experience wo would like to be able to speak about the

■^Soran Kierkegaard, Sickness Unto death, trans# Walter
Lowrie. (Princeton, N# J#t Princeton iiniverslty Press, 1941)#
p. 43#
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development of the religious personality. It must be evi¬

dent by now, however, that Gestalt will not allow any such

arbitrary division of the self. We must indicate principles

applicable to the self as a whole. The implications and illus¬

tration of these principles we will take from the area of re¬

ligion in so far as that Is possible.

1. The Self is a Gestalt, Dynamically Organised,
Ever Striving to Enhance and Maintain Itself

Ho list of character traits or sum of Instincts would

ever adequately describe tine self. The whole is more than the

sum of its parts, and the whole Influences the parts. The in¬

dividual does not expand through a summation of the products

of knowing, feeling, end willing. Growth is a unitary evolu¬
tion with ell parts dynamically Interrelated, The desire to

preserve the organization of the self is the genesis of such

things as defense mechanisms, aggression, submission, subli¬

mation, etc. Thus, the self responds as a whole to the forces

In its field.

Hellglously, the self must respond as a whole, allow¬

ing the orientation provided by religion to permeate the self*

In Its Insistence on a change In the Inner man, religion has

recognized the necessity of this whole response on the part

of the self. Gestalt w^uld confirm our suspicions that the

man who only gives lip service on a Sunday morning, has not

reorganized his self as a whole in terms of a religious com¬

mitment, but has reorganised his religion In terms of some

other commitment of his self.
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2. The Self Grows Through Increasing Differentiation
and Articulation of Itself In It3 Total Field#

In the infant responses are very general, but in¬

creasingly the child is able to dlstintulsh refinements in

its field, until finally it sees itself distinct from the

rest of the field# Through adolescence and maturity this

process of differentiation goes on, as the self makes adjust¬

ment to the largest possible field# This is a way of describ¬

ing the uniqueness which finally distinguishes each self from

every other self#

Theological refinement is possibly the highest differ¬

entiation in the religious field# The religious sentiment

In childhood is surrounded by egocentricism, magical thought,

and anthropomorphism# Through this process of differentia¬

tion it passes through many stages until finally the individual

can say such things as "God is love," and "Not my will, but

Thy will be done#" Dr# Allport illustrates this long process

of differentiation for us#

Tommy, at the age of five, entered a church with
his mother and noticed the cross upon the altar# "What's
that?" he asked# "A cross," whispered his mother# "Red
Cross?" he asked. "No, just a cross." "Oh, I know,"
said the boy, "T for Tommy#" It will be many years
before Tommy will be capable of understanding the re¬
verse interpretation of the symbol—that It represents
"the I, crossed out#"l

1
Allport, The Individual and itla Religion, p. 29
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3, The Self Is a Theatre of Stresses and Strains
Which Demand Resolution Within Its Gostalt

In the child these tensions are often of a physical

nature, such as the disequilibrium created when the child

sees a new toy just beyond its reach. The tension is re¬

solved by crawling over to the toy. The adolescent may ex¬

perience tremendous tension over his changed outlook toward

the opposite sex, and the successful resolution of these

stresses and strains may take many years. Always the self

is in search of the "good" Gestalt,

The tensions of adolescence and maturity In the form

of suffering, death, war and a multitude of other strains

bring- the self face to face with the religious orientation.

The Gestalt which wlllglve meaningful organization to all

of these tensions must be something powerful and enduring

enough that within It one can meet whatever comes without

disintegrating Into chaos and anxiety,

4, The Self Is a Part of Larger Wholes-
Family, Community, Culture, and Universe

The self cannot ultimately refuse membership in these

larger wholes. In fact, these totalities determine the part,

that is the self, to a great extent. Always remembering that

the self will make a unique response, we must take into account

the properties of these larger-wholes, properties which deter¬

mine the parts and the whole: such things as customs, public

opinion, morality, language and a host of other common forces.

Ultimately everything in the universe can become a force In
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the field of the self# However, wo must always remember that
Individuals vary widely In the ways in which they form their

own Oestalt. ff® have already Indicated the influences of the

family upon the child, and In the following pages we ©lull in¬
dicate these other relationship®#

It la in the largest of wholes that the self Ms dis¬

covered the religious need of achieving & relationship with

some greater-then-self power# Tlia self lias sought for

another organizing center around which to build a picture

and point of view about the world impinging upon it# The

self must needs acquire time perspective on this life-space

which binds past, present, future Into one organized whole#

Krieh Frown lias said it in. these wordst "Because the need

for a system of orientation and devotion is an intrinsic part

of human existence, w© can understand the intensity of this

need# Indeed there is no more powerful source of energy in

man*n3"

Having established these four principles of the nature

and development of the self, with special reference to the im¬

plications for religion, we are now in © position to look at

the stages in the life of a self# Again, we cannot be exhaus¬

tive but merely suggestive of the interpretation that Oestalt

would give to the religious development of the self in child-

Frcnm, ban for Himself# p# ISO#
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hood, adolescence and maturity. These stages are not sudden

transitions but rather areas on a continuum stretching from

birth to death, with a genuine interrelatednasa between all

parts.

a« Childhood. Her© we must not© again th© importance

of th© properties of tin© child*a field, originally within th©

family and later In the school and gang. The Gaatalt which

th© child achieves will of necessity include all of these

forces in some manner. Meaningful organisation is there and

the struggle of the self through childhood Is to maintain

and enhance tbo organisation at ell costs. IV© saw this in

the case of the little boy and the Lord * a Prayer. S. H.

Mellon© has recognised the importance of the field in these

words.

The Incomparable importance of socialisation be-
comas as It were concentrated when socialisation takes
th© group form, as It always tends to do—the family
group, the play group, the school group, the "set" or
gang," the civic group, the national 0c*oup, th© church
group, the world society, the Kingdom of God# The so¬
cial principle which has Its culminating definition In
the conception of an ideal society or family inclusive
of God and men, applies throughout.2-
It is instructive to note here that this field is

composed of persons and things. We have indicated something

of the great importance of the emotional atmosphere into which

the child comes. The child's behavior pattern established to

maintain Its Gestalt In relationship to his parents will be

1
S. H. Mellon©, The Bearings of Psychology on Religion.

{Oxfords Basil Blackwell, 1939), p. 143 f.
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carried over into other relationships all the rest of hlo

life* Thus, the adequacy of the parents In all areas, in¬

cluding religious orientation, will color the self of the

child,1
b* /idolcsoonoc, Religion has always looked upon

adolescence as a time when the self was undergoing change

and seeking a more inclusive orientation to its world* Con¬

firmation and often the conversion experience have occurred

at this time* Gestelt would indicate at least three Inter¬

pretations of tho adolescent experiences of religion*

First, the field of the adolescent is rapidly chang¬

ing and expanding* Physically and emotionally the alolsscont

is now able to go far beyond the family field, encountering

many new stresses and strains which must be integrated into

his G-estelt, If this enlarged field is dominated by secular

forces to the exclusion or serious curtailment of religious

forces, it becomes understandable why the new Gestalt is

quite likely to exclude a religious orientation* It seems

clear, then, that the church should foster group life for
adolescents *

Second, the old Oestalt, including the comfortable

factors of the family, la no longer adequate, Hew relation¬

ships with parsons, things and God must be established, al¬

though tho pattern may be similar to the one already as-

•^Lewis J* Sherrlll, The Struggle of the Soul (Hew York:

The Macmlllon Co#, 1951), chap, 11,
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tabllshed with the parents. Lewin suggests that "one can

view adolescence as a change In group-ba1ongingness."~ For

example, the adolescent leaves the school group and joins an

occupational group. This change in group-belongingness brings

many new problems and a great deal depends on how society

provides for the transition. Adequate preparation can help

avoid much adolescent tension. The situation is fluid and

the adolescent is groping for an orientation which will

gather up all of the new relationships impinging upon him

into an organized whole.

Third, adolescence is preeminently the time of stress

and strain in the field. Allport sums it up in this manner!

Usually it is not until the stress of puberty that
serious reverses occur In the evolution of the religious
sentiment. At this period of development the youth is
compelled to transform his religious attitudes—indeed
all his attitudes—from second-hand fittings to first¬
hand fittings of his personality. He can no longer let
his parents do his thinking for him. Although In seme
cases the transition is fluent and imperceptible, more
often there Is a period of rebellion.

Various studies show that for approximately two-
thirds of all children there is a reaction against par¬
ental ar^l cultural teaching ... the average age for
conversion, like that for the rejection of parental
systems of belief, is sixteen, although there is evi¬
dence that in recent years the trend is toward an
earlier age.2

r

The Gestalt interpretation of these adolescent tensions

gives us an understanding of the situation; and for religion

•^Lewin, Field Theory in Social Science, p. 137.

^Allport, The Individual and His Religion, pp. 32 f.
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It ought to give sane suggestions for coping with the prob¬

lems* Primarily, the church ought to develop the k'nd of

youth groups where there is acceptsnee of a great variety

of ideas, and an over-all feeling of belonging. In such a

group the adolescent can stay within the church while going

through necessary explanation in his quest for a new Gsstalt.

c, Maturity* The Geotclt interpretation of religious

experience seems to make two suggestions here* If the self

is dynamically organized In the way we have suggested, then

reorganization of the individual's Gestalt must be a con¬

tinuing process throughout life* Too often religion has al¬

lowed the opposite to be the case* Having achieved closure

in terns of a conversion experience in adolescence, adults

often tend to look back longingly at this experience ever

afterwards* It Is possible that the conversion experience

Itself may wall have given them an ultimate outlook on life,

but considering all of the new stresses of adult life, new

Insights ought to occur until death# Particularly In America,
adults tend to glorify adolescence and try to maintain It

and return to It. even when they are far beyond its physical

and chronological age limits, William Sims1don has called

this "the progressive dying back of the brain*Religion

should encourage constant growth on the part of adults#

The second suggestion builds on the first; not only

^-William Sheldon, Psychology and tho Promethean Will
(Hew Yorki Harper & Brothers, 1936), p, 3*
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should adults be continually reorganizing their field, they

should also be constantly expanding Jt, Maturity will come

only as the adult moves beyond his adolescent Gastalt, in¬

corporating such new experiences as vocation, marriage, com¬

munity responsibilities, parenthood, and a search for the

meaning of his life within his Gestalt* For the religious

person, the Gestalt here must include God as the organizing

center and the self as servant* Allport summarises these

avenues of growth open to a human being as

the avenue of widening interests (the expanding self),
the avenue of detachment and insight (self-objectification),
and the avenue of Integration (self-unification)• I
doubt that any scientifically supported criteria of ma¬
turity would differ substantially from these three*

His last avenue includes our concern for an ultimate

relationship to the totality \ie can know: God and ills uni¬

verse *

Such, then, is the nature of the self as a Gestalt;

constantly reorganizing and differentiating itself from the

field# This Is a life-long process fulfi lling the need of

the self to maintain and enhance Itself. We now turn to an

examination of the relationship of this self to the other ma¬

jor entitles in its field*

2-Allport, The Individual and His Religion, p. 53*
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C» The Self In Relet!onshlp to Other Salves

We turn now to the consideration of two or nore

selves In relationship, that Is to say a group# Though there

may be differences In the relationship of Just two persons

as compared to several persons, we must treat both situations

as a group experience# Following Koffka* our basic premise

la that "a group Is a Gestalt," and as such, subject to the

Gestalt principles we have been considering# Koffka feels

this la true of both sociological and psychological groups#

In recent work which follows in the Gestalt tradition

many people have concerned themselves with the relationship
I

of persons# Dr# Carl Rogers has emphasized the counseling

relationship existing between two persons} through this em¬

phasis lie has come to feel that the dynamics operating be¬

tween two persons has application In the relationships of many

persons# His latest book takes up "group therapy" and "group-

centered leadership and administration#"2
Dr# Kurt Lewln Is more responsible than any other per¬

son for the development of the Gestalt Implications in group

reletlons# As the late director of the Institute of Group Dy¬

namics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, he in¬

augurated a movement that has continued to this day# Two

Koffka, Principles of Oaatalt Psychology, pp# 649 ff#
Also chap# xiv, "Society and Personality.""

2Rogers, op# clt«» chaps, vll and vlll#
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posthumously published books- have gathered together a wide
*

variety of papers by LewIn and Indicate hla prolific Imagi¬

nation and concern with a wide variety of relationships be¬

tween selves# It is beyond the scope of the present thesis

to analyse or utilize all of the suggestions which he made,

though we shall refer to them from time to time# We must

content ourselves hers with an application of the Gestalt

principles which wo have already established#

Here in this matter of relationship between persons

or selves we are discussing a problem which is often e main

question If not the main question In the issues of life#

Glance at any newspaper and almost every report displays a

concern with personal relationship* Marriage and divorce;

education; law, crime and police; government and constituents;

capital and labor; war or peace in International affairs#

And as we approach our concern with "religion as rela¬

tionship," we find Christianity primarily occupied with this

main question of the human predicament rather than with eso¬

teric or side Issues# Throughout his writings John t'acmurray

emphasizes relationship as the central concern of psychology

and religion#

The basic fact about human beings, In virtue of
which they are human, is that they know one another and
live in that knowledge# • • If we wish to discover the

^-Lewln, Resolving Social Conflicts and Field Theory
in Social Science. - ■ — ■ . ~
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new elements which have to be represented In the descrip¬
tion of personality, and so In the unity-pattern of psy¬
chological thought, we have to reflect upon the nature of
personal relationships in their completely personal char¬
acter. • • The main characteristic which reflection re¬
veals Is the mutuality of the conscious relationship.1

Wo must necessarily anticipate here our later section

of the relationship of the self to God, because in the teach¬

ings of Christ we cannot separate our relationships with our

neighbor and with God. Dr. Parmer has expressed this very

well whan he says;

In other words, every finite person—by the very
nature and constitution of the personal world as God
has made It—stands In e dual personal relationship
of claims he is related at the same'' time and all the
time to the claim of the infinite Person and to the
claim of other finite persons. It is important to
grasp that it la a dual relationship in which he stands,
and not two relatlonsHl'ps# It Is one relationship with,
as it were, two poles—the claim of God and claim of the
neighbor. The two claims are distinguishable in thought,
but In actuality wholly Inseparable from one another.
The claim of my neighbor is always part of God's claim
on mes God's claim on me meets me always In and through
the cla m of my neighbor. These truths find concrete
expression and Illustration in our Lord's teaching that
it is no use worshipping God when we are In a state of
enmity with one another? or asking the forgiveness of
God when we refuse to forgive one another; or expecting
acquittal at the judgment seat of God when we Ignore
the claim of a thirsty man for a cup of cold water.
And moat Impressively of all they find expression In
the words He puts Into the mouth of God—words which
might well make us tremble If we really believed them
or were not so familiar with them; "Inasmuch as ye did
It not to one of the least of these, ye did It not to
me." In such words there comes to expression, not a
piece of romantic sentimentalIsm, but a very profound
philosophy of personal relationships.**

1
John Macmurray, Interpreting the Universe (London;

Faber and Fabar, Ltd., 1935), pp. '135
^Farmer, God anl Men, pp. 53 f.
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Christianity has insisted that man must find a new

relationship, bast described perhaps in Buber's terms. There

must be the radical change from an wI-lt" relationship to an

"I-Thou" relationship. Emil Brunner would say that this new

relationship with other persons only comes about after a

radical meeting with God.

Man stays concealed in his secure hiding place,
secreted behind the walls of his I-castlej and nothing
can really entice him out until one meets him who over-
comas all the mistrust and anxiety about his very ex¬
istence which drives him into self-security and there
imprisons him. Man remains imprisoned within himself
until one meets him who can free him, who can break
down his system of defences, so that he can surrender
himself, and in this surrender of self receive what
he needs to enable him to abandon his securities} that
Is to say, until that one comes who gives man the life
for which he was created# Only unconditional Ijvs,
which brings man to self-fulfillment and therewith
gives him true selfhood and eternal life, can coll out
in hlra complete unconditional trust.1

One of the distinctions between Parmer and Brunner

appears here* Parmer feels that persons can share this ex¬

perience with one another and thus come to understand bat¬

ter the relationship to God. frunner feels that the only

Parson that can mediate this love is our Lord, and then the

new relationship with our fellowmen occurs,

o As we said in our preface, Gestalt psychology, being

an empirical science, would have to side with Farmer in this

discussion because it presupposes the validity of natural

theology. However, we will not embroil ourselves in this

debate which has been going on for centuries, but rather say

•^'runner, op« clt.. p. 51.
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to those fern) men and Christianity In general, that our Gea-
talt principles may well suggest ways of Implementing the

Christian desire for now relationship# Too often the min¬

ister as well as the theologian calls forth in his listener

a commitment to establish new relationships with God and

other selves, but falls to help that listener decide just

how lie shall respond and think and act as a now self#

This Is not to overlook the fact that both Qestalt

and Christianity agree that the moot Important fact Is a

change of attitude#* Let us proceed therefore to explore the

Interpreted Ion of relationship between persons which our

Gestalt principles give us# It may be that such interpreta¬

tion con give Christianity specific suggestions for imple¬

menting "love of God and lova of neighbor#" We will proceed

with our analysis by following the implications of the Gas-

talt suggestions for religion discussed In Chapter III#2

1# Religion Must Consider the Group as s Whole

When a self relates to one or more other selves, a

new and unique Geatalt has been created, In which "the whole

Is more than the sum of its parts#" You co not assess this

group by merely adding up the number of selves present or

even by possessing an exhaustive understanding of each mem¬

ber# This new Gestalt is dynamically Interrelated and func-

*Cf# Lewin, Resolving Social Conflicts and Rogers,

2See above, chap# ill, pp# 73 ff#
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tloning and thus erect as new form far beyond the more sum of

Its member parts# In fact the parts tend to become different

because the whole determines the parts to some extent. Here

then we have an Interpretation of community and fellowship#

Membership In the fellowship can alter the member, as religion

lias always Insisted#

In relationship to another person, the self must see

himself as part of a new whole, not aloof from it, but an in¬

tegral part of it# Perhaps this Is nowhere more clearly Il¬

lustrated than In the marriage relationship when two indepen¬

dent selves create a new whole, unique In all the world# Over
the years this marriage relationship intertwines itself until

we very commonly speak mora often about a family as a whole,

than about the individual members thereof#

Membership in the church fellowship ought to catch a

parson up into a new whole, greater than the sura of tho peo¬

ple present# Too often this does not happen in the Christian

Church# The church has failed to provide the experiences of

interrelationship between its members which would get the group

beyond being a mere geographical Gestalt# A high degree of

dyanmlc interrelatedness and differentiation would be necessary

before a group had become a spiritual Gestalt, in the world

yet apart from the world#
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2. The Group Must Recognise Each Member
Aa Authoritative for Himself#

If we accept the Gestalt Intsrprctation of each par¬

son as being unique, whet la the relationship which must

exist when two or more of these unique persons come together

to form a new whole? Each self in the group is unique and

independent, worthy of respect end tolerance. Each self has

dignity and worth in his own right. Here is psychological

undergirding for the equal treatment of democracy, but more

important for the Christian conviction of the brotherhood of

all man and their love for each other*

When the self relates to things lie manipulates thorn

for his own benefit and In any way he chooses. But, whan the

self enters into relationship with anoths1" self, he is in a

different world# Or. manner lias described the difference

thus i

... my will now undergoes a new and altogether
different check or limitation, the limitation of meeting
other Intelligent, self-dlroot lag, self-conscious, per¬
sonal. wills besides my oval# The will of another person
'confronts rae with an independent and Inaccessible source
of activity which I know I am not able, and ought not to
try, to manipulate and control Into an Instrument of my
om will} and the other person himself knows that X can¬
not and ought not to do so. • « in proportion as the
highly personal relationship of love and trust Is present,
it is not felt as a limitation at all# I do not desire
to man!puisto a person when I really apprehend him as a
persons 1 rejoice in his independence, and most of all
I rejoice when a harmony of trust and co-operation is
achieved In and through his independence and mine.1

Farmer, God and Men, pp. 43 f.
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The recognition that each self Is authoritative for

himself suggests the Inner attitude with which each self

should enter into relationship with other selves. Respect

for and trust In the other selves grows out of the Gestalt

understanding of the unique field In which each self lives.

As we shall see later, manipulation rather than co-operation,

domination rather than genuine sharing set up tensions In a

group which frustrate the "good" Gestalt.

3. The Group Must Concern Itself with the Process
of Its Relationships as well as
the Content of Its Discussion

A relationship between persons is by Its vary nature

a dynamic thing and not static. If religion emphasises rela¬

tionship, then It, too, must be dynamic and not static. In

so doing it must be concerned with the process of the rela¬

tionship occurring when the self meets other selves, as well

as with the content of the meeting.

The words we use to describe the religious relation¬

ship of persons—love, trust, understanding, faith—are not
static terms but Ideas which must be lived out in action.

These are also the terms we commit ourselves to in Christian¬

ity. Yet In the actual experience of a religious group we

often forget the persons present as well as the process of our

relationship In our concentration on the objective content of

the business. Gastalt suggests that when the religious self

meets another self, It Is the Inner attitude of respect and

trust in this other self which will build the religious fel-
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lowohlp and not mare concentration on the business at hand.

Church groups presumably exist to foster this new

relation among men, and yet how many of the boards, committees,

meetings and discussion groups are so concerned with the bus¬

iness at hand that the process of relationship and the effect

on persons Is almost never mentioned. Are the decisions of

a committee the result of honest sharing of the real feelings

of the members or the passive acceptance of ideas expressed

by the leader or dominant members of the group? Do the mem¬

bers leave the meeting feeling more adequate in themselves or

have old patterns of relationship merely been reinforced?

Will all the members take responsibility In carrying out the

decisions because they shared In making them, or will some of

them "drag their feet" outside the committee because they

really didn't agree end didn't feel free to express themselves

in the existing relationship? If religion Is a "new relation

with fellow men,"1 then such questions con be Ignored only at

the expense of the very crux of Christianity.

4. The Group Must Determine and Understand
the llstura of Its Field, Including
the Private Field of Bach Member

Bach member of a group perceives this new whole—the

group—in a unique fashion, and rarely with perceptions iden¬

tical to those of the other members. In fact It may be that

depth of community and fellowship only come to the extent

1Brunner, on. clt., pp. 74 f•
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that the Individual members share a common perception and

understanding# If a group could be self-conscious about

these unique perceptions end expectations of eeoh member

It would have taken a long step toward common ground and

understanding#

Bach self sees and organizes every situation by the

dynamic of its need and by its way of seeing things. For ex¬

ample when a family approaches their common meal In the eve¬

ning, there may be three perceptions of the field. Father

considers it a time vtien he can completely relax and ignore

others after a hard day at the office. Mother may see It as
f

a time when she can talk with an adult (father) for the first

time that day. The children consider this group as a time to

eat and have fun. Unless they come to some common ground and

understand each otherfs private field, difficulties will snsue.

Or consider the church committee in which the minister

is perceived as the leader. He comes with a private world

completely organized about the church, and sees this group as

a means toward furthering the work of the church. He may al¬

so come well prepared and organized. Other members of the

committee have spent the day in their own secular work; their

private world organizes this new group differently. They may

"see" the minister as too aggressive or ignorant in money

matters# Or they may see the work of the church as completely

concerned with "spiritual" matters, having no voice In secular
matters or judgment upon them#
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Only as the group becomes sclf-^onsclous about Its

field Including all of these private fields of the members

can the honest sharing which leads to true community take

place.

5. The Group's Deliavlor is determined
by the Forces of the Total Field

It would be well to comment here on the word "de¬

termined" as used by Gestalt psychology. In general usage

It would Imply the mechanical determination of an Individual

by forces beyond his control. However, Geatalt speaks of

"forces of the total field" including all aspects of the

self (the Internal field), as well as the external field,
dach individual creatively organizes his total field into a

unique Gestalt. Man, as Christianity has said, is free to
decide for himself.

When the self enters Into relationship with other

selves, the new whole which is formed will act In terns of

all the forces In the field of individual members as well as

the field forces of the group. We have already seen something

of these forces at work In our discussion of the family and

certain church groups. In discussing anxiety, Rollo May

describes the affects of forces present In the relationships

of a family (a group).

Anxiety arises out of the infant*s apprehension of
the disapproval of the significant persons in his inter¬
personal world. Anxiety is felt empathotlcally, In a
sensing of the mother's disapprobation, long before con¬
scious awareness is possible for the Infant. It is self-
evident that the mother's disapproval will be very par-
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tentous for the infant. Disapproval In the present
sense refers to a threatening of the relationship
between the Infant and its human world—a reletionahlp
which is all-Important to the infant in the respect
that he depends upon It not only for the satisfaction
of his physical needs but for the more inclusive sense
of security as well. Hence anxiety is felt as an all-
over, a "cosmic" experience,1

Though the self beeomea toughened during Its life, it

nevertheless remains dependent upon its relationships with

other selves. In adult life it is possible for persons to

articulate these feelings and communicate about the way they

see the field. But often this Is precisely the thing which

does not happen and the group is no more then a sociological

phenomenon. The good Gestalt will only be established when

the Ideas and feelings of each member have been awakened and

clorifledj communicated by himj understood by every other mem¬

ber of the group? and finally Interwoven into a group climate,

and a group goal.

This is to say that only when all of the forces of the

field have been shared and understood and accepted will the

behavior of a group begin to be wholehearted and approach the

religious goal of a new relationship among men. Prior to this

experience, all of the unexpressed forces in the field w*11

sway the group's behavior this way and that. Such things as

fears, aggressiveness, threats, hidden agendas and agreements,

anxiety, autocratic leadership, hates, personal desires, etc.,

will determine the group's behavior. With such forces rampant

^May, op, clt,. p, 140.
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tii® Christian ccsmaltmaiit to lava and trust, even If expressed

verbally, will not permeate the actual relationships.

8. The Group as a Gesfcalt is Organized
According to Cartain Principles

Tiis Costalt factors of organization which wo have

previously discussed1 arc also operating in the group's field

to bring about organization, though now in a group there are

several organizing centers* At any rate those factors are

operating in group formation Just as they were with Individual

perception.

Koffka suggests a very simple illustration.

When wc enter a room, we see the people in It as a
group, separate from all the other objects, and mors
or less independent of their spatial distribution.
This organization is, at least in part, reducible to
the law of equality or similarity. . * At first, on
entering the room, wo do not belong to the group. A
little later, however, we may. What lias produced this
new group, containing not only the other people but al¬
so ourselves? Goes it seem far-fetched to apply the same
law to the formation of this nev; group which was found
operative in the formation of the first? I believe not.
Though surely not the only factor, the similarity be¬
tween ourselves and the others seems definitely to con¬
tribute to this new organization. Thus one feels dis¬
tinctly out of place when one la in evening iress while
none of the others are, even when no social mistake Is
involved on either side.2

The formation of groups In Christianity lias often been

Influenced by the factor of a common fate or uniform destiny.

In joining the church a self sets himself apart, sees himself

as a men&er of s new group, because his destiny lies with

1See above, chaps. 11 and 111.
%offka, Principles of Oestalt Psychology, p. 654.
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Christ and not with his own ago-contared efforts in the

world.

The Christian Church Ms tended toward the "Oood"

Gestalt as a group# However, the forces In the field have

often produced a Gestalt "good11 in the Judgment of man and

evil in the judgment of Cod# Thus the tendency to differ¬

entiate and articulate the church group, has led spontaneous
formations of people guided by the spirit of Jesus Christ,

into highly rigid and structured church hierarchies# Out of

the religious experiences of the early church came Increas¬

ing differentiation until the Roman Catholic hierarchy was

established# Since this formative period the Roman Catholic

Gestalt has tended to be rigid, not admitting the need for

the constant reorganisation which Gestalt psychology finds

Inevitable# Such forces in the field as ecclesiastical corrup¬

tion and new scientific Ideas have resulted In the Reforma¬

tion and new churches, all tending toward the "good" Gestalt#

The above paragraph also Indicates the operation of

the factor of objective set. The majority of the members of

the Roman Catholic Hierarchy approached any reorganisation

with their minds already made up# The Gestalt of the Roman

Church was maintained by this factor, Martin Luthorfs per¬

ception of how the Gestalt should be reorganized was not ac¬

cepted#

Group formation is also often determined by the past

experience or habits which Individual selves bring Into the new
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whole# What minister has not cried his heart out at some

time or other, because his church group would not take cog¬

nizance of new forces in the field (as the minister saw them)

and reorganize their Gestalt? Religious groups have bean

particularly susceptible to formation on the basis of past

experience# "What was good enough for our grandparents Is

good enough for us#"

Koffka1 feels that the self (ego In his terminology)

Is Incomplete apart from relationship with other selves#

This illustrates the factor of closure fen? us and is parti¬

cularly apparent In family groups#

The helpless baby is not "complete," It depends for
the satisfaction of Its needs on the actions of others,
and the first intimate relationship In a person's life
is to those who administer to his needs# Conversely,
having to administer, having to help the pitiably help¬
less, Is another and not lass strong force to produce
group connection, to which Is added the paternal rela¬
tionships flesh of my flesh. Parents are also no longer
"complete" w'thout their children#

But la any human being "complete" in Isolation or
would he bo If he had grown to adulthood without over
coming into contact with his fellow crestur -s? We feel
convinced that he would not#2

Koffka denies that this in any way suggests McDougall's

Instinct or innate disposition idea#

The total field, and more particularly its relevant
parts, set up stresses In the Ego which determine be¬
havior according to the properties of the whole field#
If we claimed that the Ego was "Incomplete" without a
number of social relationships we meant that the Ego,
which Itself is a product of organization, is en in-

*Koffka, Principles of Gestalt Psychology, p. 662#

2Ibld#, p# 682.
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complete organization, a structure under stress, unless
the total field fulfills certain conditions, viz., that
it contains objects with definite dynamic characters,1

The Christian emphasis on the church, the community

of believers, has borne out this factor of incompleteness.

Through the ages the church and groups within it have not

only developed because of Christian emphasis, but out of the

feelings of individual selves, seeking completeness in fel¬

lowship one with another. And for the Christian, complete¬

ness la not found merely in relation with his fellows but

also with God,2 As Sherrill suggests there is a "call to go

on toward completeness"® at every stage in life.

Group formation often develops from the factor of

figure-ground. Thus selves in relationship for the first

time bring many different perceptions of what is figure and

what is background for this group. However, if agreement is

reached on what shall be the figure, that is, the focal point

of their concerns,then all else becomes background. The

group as a Gestalt has developed because of this focus, A

very simple illustration occurs every time two persons meet

and start talking, A common topic of conversation becomes the

figure and all of their other concerns fade Into ground. If

they do not agree on what Is to be figure in their conversation,

1Ibld,. p. 663,

2See below, "The Self in Relationship to God,"

®Sherrlll, op, clt,. p, 22,
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then the Gestalt is very poor indeed, end community soon

ceases to exist*

7* Groups Must Handle Tensions in the Total Field
by a Reorganization into a Hew Gestelt

The Gestalt achieved by any two or mors selves is a

dynamic relationship, and as such will need constant reorgan¬

ization* The family provides a simple illustration* The

mere physical growth of children, not to mention their emo¬

tional growth, introduces new tensions into the family field

almost every day* The relationship of these selves within

the family has to be a dynamic one undergoing constant reor¬

ganisation, or else the pressures built up within some mem-

bars will become unbearable* Failure to recognize this need

for new form to the relationships is probably one way of

describing the adolescent revolt*

Unless this process of reorganization is accepted, we

condemn other persons to a stereotyped role* If the self al¬

ways expects a certain kind of Geatalt when In relationship

to another self, than v;e have frustrated any development,
even the new life Christianity believes is possible for every

person* Furthermore, the first meeting of the self with other

selves is usually superficial, as Is recognized by our fre¬

quent use of the weather as a first topic of conversation*

Ho one would suggest that the Gestalt of this group ought to

stay at the level of this kind of superficiality* If depth

Is to come in the relationships of persons, than reorganization

must go on apace, until finally self speaks with utter security
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and honesty and trust to another self# Here Is mora spirit

moots spirit In a new rolatlonship through Jesus Christ,

This reorganization must also occur In the total im¬

pact of Protestantism upon the world, Paul Tlllich calls ua

to a creative uso of Protestant "Formative Power,"1 through

consciousness of the "Geotalt of grace." He asks Protestant¬

ism to create new forms for this time of crisis, in other

words to reorganize its Gestalt, In his words Protestantism

Is faced with a choice.

Sither Protestantism will become a sect, isolated
from the main trend of history, cr It will become the
starting-point of a new embodiment of the spirit of
Christianity in which a demonic sacramentalism and an
empty secularism are overcome.2

8. The Self Must Seek the "Good" Gestalt
for All Selves

Our Gestalt principles emphasize the lnterrelatedness

of all persons In the largest field conceivable—the world.

All parts are to some extent determined by this whole. Kere

is psychological Interpretation of the religious intuition

and revelation concerning the Fatherhood of God and the

Brotherhood of all men.

There is a Gestalt of the world but in recent years

it has been a very "weak" one# Factors which would build the

"good" Gestalt as we have noted them in this section—love,

understanding* trust, respect for every self—are notoriously

^Tllllch, op» clt.« chap. xiv.

2Ibid., p. 221.
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lacking In tha world# Wa noted that both Lowln and Rogers

were convinced about the necessity of the inner attitude of

man toeing right before he could enter Into relationship that

would be meaningful* And hero we meet the teachings of Jesus.

He Insisted on a change of heart and reminded us that if we

could not love our fell ;wmen whom we have seen, we could not

love God whom we have not seen.

D» The Self In Relationship to the World

The question of the relationship of the self to the

world, that is to things, has been dealt with far less fre¬

quently and lass passionately than the relationship of self

and other selves* And yet It may be an equally fateful prob¬

lem for twentieth century man*

Originally, primitive man felt that things had power

to destroy or save his life* For him things took on a sacred

quality* He felt himself to be a part of things, with a lim¬

ited power of his own but no superiority in principle*

This has all changed with tha coming of the ideal of

personality. "Man becomes an splstemologlcal, legal, and

moral center, and things become objects of his knowledge, his

work and his use#"* "They become "things* in the proper

sense of the word—mere objects, without subjectivity, without

power of their own*"2 They have become means for the person-

^•Tllllch, op* clt*. p* 120*

2Ibld*, p. 120,
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allty and have ceased to be ends in themselves*

Paul Tillich traces several historical strands of

this developments the prophets of the Old Testament, Greek

philosophy, Lutheran Protestantism, and Calvinism. In dif¬

ferent ways they all deprive things of their power in the

name of the ideal of personality, determining the spiritual

outlook in an industrial society** Tillich finds the "new

realism" to be a movement which is "trying to create a new

relationship that is based not on violation,willfulness, and

arrogance on the pert of man but on his desire for community

with the power of things*"2
No thing, not even Iron and concrete, is completely

determined by its ability to serve utilitarian purposes#
Everything has the power to become a symbol for the
"ground of being," which it expresses in its special
way. It is not merely a *thing* but a part of the
universal life which at no point is completely deprived
of freedom, of that freedom which In the personal life
comes to its own*2>

Rot only is there a danger of the subjection of things

to the self, but also of the sslf to things* Finally, man

gets caught in the machine he has created# If all things

are designed to serve his purposes in o kind of universal
t

machine, than man has to adapt himself to this machine*

"The mechanized world of things draws man into Itself and

makes him a cog, driven by the mechanical necessities of the

whole *"4

XIbld*. pp. 121 ff. gIbld.. p. 123.

3rbld*, p. 123. ^Ibid*. p# 123.
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TillicMs understanding brings us to the Gestalt in¬

terpretation of a whole*

The sacrifice laid upon things in every human dealing
with them corresponds to the sacrifice laid upon the per¬
sonality In every creative work. Both have to give up
some of their potential power in order to reach a higher*
actual power by entering a new creation • • • what must
be said generally about the relationship between person¬
ality and thing—that it is* In principle a mutual service*
The true work is a mutual fulfillment, the false work, a
mutual violation of personality and thing* The "ideal of
personality" in the sense in which we have to conquer it*
leads to the exploitation of things end the mechanization
of personality} the "Idea of personality," as we have to
claim it* leads to mutual fulfillment of thing and person-
ality*1

Tha ultimate totality which we can know--man, the world,

and God—is a Gestalt* dynamically interrelated* As Farmer

suggests2 God was under necessity to set man in a world which

in a sense was as yet uncreated, a world in which the full

working out of God*s will would depend on the responses and

decisions of man* Farmer goes on to make a statement similar

to Tlllich^ss "Minimise the independence of the world and

nothing can save the independence of man*"3
It Is instructive to note that sub-wholes in the ul¬

timate totality are also Gestalten* This was our finding in

resjject to the self and groups* The world is also a Gestalt#

We may dimly percoive the extent to which this is true at the

present time if we examine the evidence of nuclear physics*

1Ibld*. p* 124.

2II. H. Farmer, The World and God, chop, iv.

3Ibld*. p* 69*
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The atom Is a dynamically Interrelated whole, a Gestalt,

apparently, and exceedingly difficult to divide. But when

fission does take place, that Is, disequilibrium is intro¬

duced, then the electrons hurriedly seek reorganization in¬

to a new Gastalt.

Hocking suggested this Gastalt nature in these words,

"unity and integration in the self are concomitant with

unity and integration in. the world known by that self,"^-
Faimer also suggests the importance of perceiving the Gestalt

nature of the world and self.

Only by discerning the unity of its world can the
inner conflicts of the personality be resolved, and only
as the inner conflicts of the personality are being re¬
solved can the unity of the world be discerned. It is
a single unitary response in which the objective unity
meets the need for inward wholeness in an emancipating
awareness of God,^

The self, therefore, cannot escape its involvement in

the world of the things. The organization of the world and

the self into a Gestalt will be dependent upon the principles

we have already discussed, We will not go into each of them

in detail in this section, but rather suggest their general

implications.

First, we notice that the establishment of a "weak"
Gestalt or the inability to achieve any organization Is symp¬

tomatic of the disintegrating personality, the anxious self,

XW, E, Hocking, op, clt«. p. 533,

^Farmer, The World and God, p, 43,

3See above, chap, 11,
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Rollo May has described this condition In these wordst

Everyone has noticed In his own experience how anxiety
tends to confuse not only his awareness of himself but ©t
the some time to confuse his perception of the objective
situation# It is understandable that these two phenomena
should go together, for, In Goldstein1® words, "to be
conscious of one's self Is only a correlate of being con¬
scious of objects," The awareness of the relationship
between the self and objects la precisely what 'breaks
down In anxiety,*

Second, such factors of organization as "objective
set" and "pest experience" may help us establish a Gestalt of

the self and things which is finally self-frustrating. That

Is to say, if the self approaches all things with a mind set

on the fact that the things must serve hlra, than the result¬

ing Gestalt will be organized around the self Instead of In

a mutuality. Here Tllllch's analysis of dangers would be¬

come operative and the things might s on be dominating the

self,

A third suggestion from Gestalt would find the self

using things as the "organizing cantor" of his Gectalt,

Things rather than self, other selves, or God have become

the center of the Gostalt, and all else takes a secondary or

even subconscious part in the Gestalt, Sherrlll character¬

izes this as an "external security to take the place of the

deeper Inner security which he (the self) has missed,"2 Love

of things and the compulsive necessity to have things com¬

pletely at one's own command would be illustrations of this

*Mey, op, clt,. pp, 52 ff,

2Sherrlll, op, clt,» p* 33,
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kind of Gestalt.

In conclusion, we note that In the relationship of
self and the world, the same factors of organization are

operating to form a Gestalt. Man seeks a meaningful organ¬

isation of his world. The danger is that the self will or¬

ganize his Gestalt around a limiting and ultimately self-

defeating center. This Is a possibility in all of the three

relationships we have thus far examined. "Weak" Geatalts or¬

ganized around self-centerodness, group-centeredness, or

thlng-centeredness would ultimately be unsatisfactory In

relationship to the largest possible Gestalt which whould In¬

clude all of these things and a relationship to God. This

brings us to our next section#

B. The Self in Relationship to God

What Interpretation can the Geatolt concept lend to

this most Important of all relationships? We must recognize

Immediately that we are reasoning from the finite to the in¬

finite# But man has always found this to be necessary# Far¬

mer suggests this in developing his own theory#

If there Is continuity between the personal world In
which we live with our fellows and that In which we live
with God—and Christianity, alike In Its doctrine and in
its ethics, emphatically affirms that there is—than we
should expect that whet Is central In the one sphere would
be central In the other# Man could hardly react In one
way In apprehending his fellows as personal, and in an en¬
tirely different way In apprehending God as personal, how¬
ever great the difference in the total content of the two
experiences, corresponding to the profound difference In
the realities which evoke them, must necessarily he#*

^-Farmer, The World and God, p. 23.
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This continuity Is to be 3aen also In man*s use of

terras to describe the self's relationship to God# Terras

such 83 love, trust, forgiveness, estrangeraent, reconcili¬

ation are all used in connection with relationships between

persons# And though their use in describing the relation¬

ship of the self to God nay be infinitely different in degree,

man has believed that the relationship is of a similar kind#

In fact as we saw previously in discussing the self

in relationship to other selves, love of God and love of

neighbor cannot be analyzed into parts, but are rather parts

of a whole# In other words the totality is a Gsafcalt# God

Is first mediated to us through persons in the world# As

Shorrill describes itt "When the infant encounters love he

encounters God#"1 In making our interpretation with Gestalt

principles we must also reason from the finite to the infinite.

The field of the self with which we are now dealing

is that totality of comprehension of which the self is capa¬

ble# It includes other selves, the world, and God# Within

this total field man senses an incompleteness in his life#

Creation, birth, death, immortality, right and wrong, the pur¬

pose of life, are just a few of the factors within his field

which create disequilibrium# Worthsimer faced this problem

of passing from the uncomprehended to the comprehended, and

saw the Importance of grasping some one factor which opens

the way to an ordered whole, so fchot Gestalt appears where

■^Sherrlll, op# ctt#. p# 41#
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previously organization was lacking# When we understand, we

understand "from a center out," to v/hlch center all other parts

of the "togathemass" ©re related In hierarchical order#1
Par the Christian self, In Gestalt terns, God Is

this one factor who opens the way to an ordered whole, so

that Gestalt appears in this total field where organization

has been lacking. "The religious intuition essentially con¬

cerns itself with the world as a whole;" and In and through

this whole It finds God and becomes aware of Him as the cen¬

ter from which all other parts derive their nature#

As we have seen, all through his life man seeks

Gestalten both in subflelds and In the most Inclusive field#

At various stages of Its development, the self utilizes dif¬

ferent factors as the "cantor" of Its Gestslt# Thus, at an

early stage, the self centers around itself; later, things

or groups may be the organizing center# The self may remain

all its life at some such stage, shutting out from its per¬

ception or Its recognition, the stresses and strains of the

total field#

We might al30 use the figure-ground factor in the for¬

mation of a Gestalt. In the total field of the self (the

ground) various factors ccme into figure, dominating and or¬

ganizing the field. For example, at one stage the mother be¬

comes figure, around which the infant self organizes its

field# Or the salfl may be figure In Its own field, organ!z-

^See above, chap, 11, p# -18#
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Ing everything In tarsia of Itself. Or as Jamas Luther Adams

has suggested in e colorful word, "thlnglficatton" 1 occurs,

and tho self seas things as tha figure, and organizes its

Gestalt around and In terms of things. Other people have

Interpreted these experiences as the Cedlpus complex, ego-

centrletty, and materialism. It Is Instructive for us to

see that Geatalt does In fact become a general method of in¬

terpretation.

In the Christian orientation, the self comes to see

God S3 figure, and the total field is organized from this

center. Thus does the self ccme to feel complete, as It

finds rest In the Gestalt where God Is the figure and or¬

ganizing center. "Thou hast formed us for thyself, and our

hearts are restless until they find rest In Thee."2
The self's knowledge of God comes through increas¬

ing differentiation of the total field. The self continual¬

ly refines and Interprets Its experiences seek!ng to discover

tha "good" Gestalt, that Is, the true nature of realities

Impinging upon It. As we previously noted, John Balllle

agrees that all four factors of ourselves, our fellows, the

world and God are always presented to the self In conjunction

with each other.3 Thus knowledge of God Is increased dif¬

ferentiation and refinement of our perception of our oxperl-

1James Luther Adams In Tllllch, op. clt.. p. 284,

2Augustine, Confessions. Book I, chap. I,
3Sae above, chap. lv, p. 100.
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enoes until w© begin to trace, however inadequately, the
outlines of that which stands "beyond, behind, and within,

the passing flux of Immediate things#"1
Hqihj Gestelt would agree with John Ba.lllle when he

says

Perhaps, Indeed, the main principle to be grasped
In this #iol© matter Is that religion lives not by sight
but by insight# A man 5s religious not In so far as he
stumbles on certain new facts but in so far as ho dis¬
covers a nm meaning In facts that are already known to
us all# And It Is in this discovery, In this Insight,
that ha const Into touch and commerce with the unseen
God# "No man bath seen God at any time# If we love
one another-, "God dwellsth In us, and his lov3 Is per¬
fected In ua#n (I John 4S12H

This Is the Gestalt feetor of closure, of the tendency

toward completeness, and of that moment of insight, when

suddenly the field falls Into shape• The "good" Gestalt is

established#

But what of the question of the objective reality of

God? Goes Gestalt lend any interpretation to this problem

of the objective reference? We have already discussed this

to some extent2 and our conclusion must be that Geetalt Is

neutral in respect to this question# It does suggest the

process whereby men has com© to establish Centalten with God

as the organising center, but It does not establish the nature

of the object perceived or the reality of the object# The in-

1A# N# Whitehead, Science and the Modem World (New
Yorki The tlaomlllan Co#, 1931), p. fe7^#

2John BrUM®, The Interprets!' ion of Hell;:,Ion, p. 232#

2Sae above, chap# 1, p# 35 and chap. Ill, p# 88#
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dividual noIf is the authority about the nature of Ms field

and the organisation be baa made of It,

A simple Illustration of this phenomenon often occurs

In counseling# A person comes for help because he has organ-

iced his field to include an object which he fears# Hw the

counselor knerat full well that this object doss not exist, at
least not In his perception of the situation# But the needy

parson perceives this object to be there and 1s acting in

relation to It# It does no good for the counselor to argue

about it# Th© most helpful thing scams to be to try to see

this person's field from his standpoint and help him come to

a new Insight about It#

How on the infinite level of God and His reality we

have the testimony of million® of Christians that they have

perceived iiira to be the center of their field# yea, the fac¬

tor which gives meaning to the whole field# Gestalt accepts

this testimony even as it does perceptual experience at all

lesser levels# Gasta.lt lends interpretation to the process

but it does not suggest the content# It might well ssy with

John Baillie# "the truth being rather that the deepest of

all religious experiences is Just the experiencing of be¬

lieving#"!

^John Baillie, The Interpretation of Religion, p* 232#
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F# Con the Self Change Ita Relationships?
Gestalt would emphatically answer, "yea** Hera Is

the fundamental concern of Christianity: conversion, the new

relationship to fallovmen, the Kingdom of God* The Gestelt

ansvrer has been Implicit throughout this chapter# The self

will change Its perception of itself and Its relationships

to other selves, the world and God whenever it sees its field

differently and thus reorganises its Gestalt# We have suggest¬

ed that this is constantly happening to the self In a great

welter of minor matters} it can also happen In the fundamental

matters of ultimata religious orientation#

Christianity says that every man must be bora again

and every man con be born again# Gestalt would agree that

this is necessary and possible, though of course It would

not be thinking of the Christian Interpretation# Habit Is

not all-power Ul# Given a new field, or new perceptions or

insight into the same old field, the self can and will reor¬

ganize its Gestalt# A very simple illustration la an amy

man demobilized after the last war* For six years his Ges¬

talt included rising precisely at 6 a# m#, presumably a well-

entrenched habit# Yet the radical shift In his field which

demobilisation produced caused him to reorganize his Gestalt

overnight and to drop the habit of arising at 6 a# ra#

For the self to change Its Gestalt In relationship to

God and all other factors may be more difficult, but not Im¬

possible , All things are possible with God# The difference
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Is 0*10 of degree and not of kind#

To tie permanent, the change must coma spontaneous¬

ly from within the self, a wholehearted reorganization un¬

dertaken because It fundamentally wants to change# That is

to say, fear and threat and Imposed changes from external au¬

thorities may bring about change, but once these forces are

removed the self is likely to revert to Its former state#

It would seem then, that the self can best change In an at¬

mosphere of love, trust, forgiveness, understanding and se¬

curity. In such surroundings of spirit the self can honest¬

ly explore its field and achieve the new insight and conse¬

quent new Gestalt# And hasn't this atmosphere always been

the mark of the truly Christian fellowship where selves

achieved that new relationship which is at the very heart

of Christianity?

Gestalt suggests an Interpretation of "religion as

relationship," and Implications for achieving the "good"
Gestelt In the most Inclusive field of the self# It brings

suggestions of a practical nature to help us achieve that

new relation among men and in the fellowship# Gestalt sug¬

gests steps which can be taken to achieve that depth of fel¬

lowship end relationship In which alone la salvation# Such

procedure has been needed in every generation, for John

Wesley's criticism Is as true today as whan it was written#
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"Is this Christian fellowship? Are not the bulk of the par-

Ishoners a mere rope of sand? What Christian connection Is

there between them? What Intercourse In spiritual things?"1

John Wesley* Established Churches*



C;IAPTi3R V

BASIC EXFSfUEKCES OF THE RELIGIOUS LIFE

A# Introduction

In Chapter IV wo discussed religion as relationship

In the light of our Oestolt Instrument# We noted that the

self In Its development moved through many stages of rela¬

tionship, beginning with a self-centered Gestalt and then

constantly expanding its field to Include other selves, the
wopld and finally God, How we must turn to those "religious

experiencea" which mark the life of the self In its pilgrim¬

age# This was the phrase made popular by William James and

as we shall see, many of his interpretations were forerunners

of our owi Geatalt interpretation# Thus we find him saying I

How in all of us, however constituted, but to a degree
the greater in proportion as we are intense and sensitive
and subject to diversified temptations, and to the grset-
est possible degree if we are decidedly psychopathic,
does the normal evolution of character chiefly consist In
the straightening out and unifying of the Inner self#
The higher and the lower feelings, the useful and the
erring Impulses, begin by being a comparative chaos
within us—they must end by forming a stable system of
functions in right subordination#1

The formation of Gestalten as the fundamental process

in the life of the self, has also been anticipated by 3# H#

Mellon* when lie says, "the process of reality, and the process

1
James, op# clt*. p# 1G7.

147
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of human experience, consists in the formation of wholes."!
He goea on to suggest that tha religious conception of value

or worth enters our considerations when we remember that the

value of the whole is not the same as the sum of the values

of its parts. In fact the value of the whole is often great¬

ly superior to the sura of the values of Its' parts#

The Idea of greater value in the whole is in line

with Kurt Levin1a correction of the early dictum of Gesialt

Psychology that the "whole is more than the sum of its parts."

bavin suggests that this should read not "more" but "differ¬
ent from." "The whole is different from the sum of its

parts."2 He finds this to be a simple fact of science which

holds for physical parts and wholes, as well as psychologi¬

cal parts and wholes# These wholes have all degrees of unity#

Our attempt to interpret religious experience with a

particular instrument is in line with some of the greatest

theological efforts of our day. For example, the editors of

The Library of Constructive Theology believe "that religious

experience la to be taken as tha starting-point of theologi¬

cal reconstruction#" Furthermore, no experience can be taken

at its face value? it must be criticised and interpreted.#

Just as natural science could not exist without ex¬

perience and the thought concerning experience, so the¬
ology cannot exist without the religious consciousness
and reflection upon It# Ilor do we mean by "experience"

^Hellene, op# clt.. p. 173#

''Lewln. op# eit#, p# 146#
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anything less than the whole experience of the human
race, so far as It has shored In the Christian con¬
sciousness#1

Hare than Is something of our justification for pro¬

ceeding with a sclantlflc interpretation of phenomena which

religion lias of ton held to he sacred and not open to Inspec¬

tion# Yet, in a universe which is ultimately overwhelming,
these experiences are universal arid recurrent. The fact that

the psychology which we use to Interpret these experiences Is

the same as that which la used to Interpret other natural

phenomena should not put us off# Rather, this fact should

cause us to rejoice at the real unity of God*s world#

If we accept the description of the self as a whole,

It Is obviously difficult, then, to determine an order of

procedure for analysing these experiences# There are possibly

many ways of proceeding, for whatever experience of the self

we begin with leads us to all the other experiences# How¬

ever, we shall consider eight basic experiences In the fol¬

lowing order«

The experience of estrangement or sin (1) will be our

starting point# From here the self proceeds by nurture (2)

or conversion (3) to the experience of reconciliation or sol¬

vation (4)# This becomes an abiding faith or belief (5)

which Is shared In the experience of fellowship (Q)# The

fellowship celebrates together in worship (7) and In prayer

^Matthews and Robinson, eds. The Library of Constructive
1apology. General Introduction, p. ix, in Evelyn itnderhill,
"Worship."
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though theso latter two experiences may also be private ex¬

periences. What Interpretation can Oestslt give us of

these experiences?

Any or all of these experiences might go to make up

the total religious life of the self under several major

types of religious experience* We will consider three of

those types In the succeeding chapters Mystical. Svangelt-

cal, and Church-Type*

3* The Experience of Estrangement or Sin

What Interpretation can Oestall give to this age-old

description of the predicament In which man finds himselfs

that la, that the self Is In bondage to sin? Our answer

cones from our description of man's nature In Chapter IV.

We found that the self struggles all through life to enhance

and maintain Itself In over-expanding fields and relation¬

ships. But the self, either because of choice or Inability,
falls to establish the best possible Gestelt. The "weak"

Gestalt is established. The self uses an "organising cantor"
which Is poor or selfish in the face of all the forces in the

field. ' ha self continues to live In disequilibrium and Incom¬

pleteness rathe- than go through reorganization. Sin is the

self's situation b choice or default or acceptance of a

"weak" Costalt, leaving the self estranged and alienated

from the relationships to world, other selves, and God, which

alone can bring salvation.
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Theologians have not invented the doctrine of sin#

It lias grown up because it has accurately described the sit¬

uation in which spiritually sensitive men have found them¬

selves j and the more Insight they possessed, the more in¬

escapable have such descriptions of their plight become# The

descriptions of sin hove been infinitely varied, the varia¬

tions probably being the result of the forces in the field

of each author# Some have described it as disobedience and

rebellion} others, as pride} others, as unbelief, worldllness,

concupiscence or inordinate desire} others, as sensuality or

carnal-mindednaas} most common of all is the description of

It as selfishness—self-will, self-seeking, anxiety for the

self# "The sin of man Is that he seeks to make himself

God#*1 In Gestalt terns, the self chooses itself as "organ¬

izing center," and all things are organized from this center

outwards# As Paul so eloquently testified time after time,

even when he wanted to do the good he somehow chose the evil#

David Roberts lias described this Intense disequili¬

brium in the Gestalt of the self in a passage which illus¬

trates the remarkable parallelism between the PaulIne-Augus-

tlnian conception of original sin and the psycho-analytic

conception of neurosis# Freud mentioned the parallel more

than once #

In both instances man finds himself in a condition of
Inner conflict, and filled with hatred, envy and mistrust

^Reinhold Hlebuhr. The Nature and Destiny of 'ion#
(London* liisbet & Co. Ltd!, l'Ml), I, 156# *
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toward his neighbors# In both Instances It Is the basic
condition tiinfc Is enslaving; particular "sins" or "symp¬
toms" are peripheral effects deriving from this central
cause, and particular "good deeds" make little dent up¬
on the basic condition# In both Instances the injurious
influences of others are seen to be so Interwoven with
personal reactions that It Is almost Impossible to dif¬
ferentiate between them# Similarly, It Is almost im¬
possible to disentangle the respects In which a man has
fallen Into sin (or neurosis) by necessity or through
his own "fault#" In both instances the central problem
cannot be solved merely by an effort of will; insofar
as It ever gets solved at all, the solution comes about
through a change In tha "will" Itself#1

Man's predicament therefore has been characterized

as sinj alienation from God, and thus from his fellows too#

Man makes a great refusal of the claim of God and the claim

of his fellows, and puts himself on ties throne.2 The self

chooses Itself as its "organizing center," or finds itself in

this situation with no way out#

"Original sin" in the Gestalt interpretation would

be the realization that the self is born into a field which

is in disequilibrium# It is under necessity of seeking the

"good" Cestalt. The physical organism constantly reorganizes

Its Gestalt to take account of new tensions In the field

such as hunger, heat and cold# But In such areas of the

self as emotions and relationships to other selves, the re¬

organization Is much more difficult for it requires response

and commitment on the part of the self# Original sin, there¬

fore, Is the very nature of the field and the necessity of

•1

^Roberts, op# clt». p* 104#

%Jf# Farmer, God an I Men, pp# 70 f#
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reorganise;!ng the over expanding field. "Ion cannot escape#

He is born into this kind of predicament#

As we saw in the previous chapter this necessity Is

particularly evident in the relationships of the self, which

are c close-knit continuum involving other selves, the world
and God# Thus, the mere fact of birth inextricably involves

the self In a field v?hieh lias the potentiality for chaos or for

order# Unless the self finally seeks the "good" Gestalt for
the total field, it lives in sin* And the consequences of the
self fenot seeking this highest Geatalt will permeate the

whole fabric of the universe with suffering, perversity and

disorder#

H. H# Farmer describes this conclusion In his own

terns#

The truth of the doctrine of "original sin" is pre¬
cisely what we have just been saying, namely, that the
whole close-knit, human, personal order Into which we
are born, into which we must be born if we are to come
Into existence as persons at all, is in feet, and In
another sense, no longer an ordert It Is a disorder,
and Its disorder instantly becomes part and parcel of
our personal existence, even before we become conscious
of ourselves as persons rnd can be deemed In any way
responsible for itt though, as I have said, In due course
we also put our own personal responsibility into it.
Sin thus meets and conditions us at the very point of
our origin: it Is original sin# A new-born child, for
all Its lovely fr alines 3 and innocence, thus constitutes
a problem for God, even though there Is no call to
describe it in Calvin's words as "odious and abominable"
to Hira#

The doctrine of total depravity • • , Is not that
everything in man's being is utterly foult It is rather
that even the good things can become utterly foul, and
even when they are for from v/arranting so strong a term
as that, nevertheless they are always Infected with sin
and fall short—far short—of the best, and of what God
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Intended them to bo when He created man# •

The self's formation of Oestalten which are not the

"good" Geatolfc for the total field or which center ground the

self gives us an understanding of sin which is similar to

that developed by HeInhold Hlebuhr# The self Is a finite

creature living in a world of perplexity and insecurity.

The self becom a anxious and seeks security and here is the

temptation to sin# The sin does not always appear evil? It

often appears "good," that Is, respectable or the thing to

do# And thus the self is led to sin# The self uses its

Ideas, its reason and even its religion to baptize ics spe¬

cial privilege, to rationalize Its own interests, and to

make itself secure and comfortable at the expense of other

selves#2

Rationalization is another term for saying that the

self has perceived those things in the field which will fit

its Gesfcoit, or it has maintained itself by forming a Gestalfc

which is not threatening to itself#

What are the marks of the conviction of sin in the

self? First there is the feeling of being out of step, cf

being in disequilibrium, of lacking unity, or in James* terms,

we have a ''sick soul" and a "divided self#"^ James quotes

Tolstoy at some length as an example of such a man#

1Farmer, God and "-fen, pp. 79 ff#

%fiebuhr, op. clt>. chaps# vll-ix#

3Jaraes, op# clt., chaps, vil and vill#
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"I felt," says Tolstoy, "that something had broken
within me on which my life had always rested, that I
had nothing left to hold on to, and that morally ray
life had stopped# An Invincible force impelled ma to
get rid of my existence, In one way or another* • *
It was an aspiration of my whole being to get out of
life • • • Is there in life any purpose which the in¬
evitable death which awaits me does not undo end
destroy?"!

James summarizes Tolstoy1® attitude as "absolute

disenchantment with ordinary life, and the fact that the

whole range of habitual values may...come to appear so ghastly

a mockery*"2
A second mark of sin in the self may be a profound

feeling of incompleteness. We have already noted how Koffka3
found this to be one of the marks of the self* The self

feels isolated from other selves and God, and caught In a

situation where it cannot extricate itself* There is a

yearning for completeness and wholeness, for closure into a

"good" Gestalt# AugustIne fs Confessions give us an Illustra¬

tion of a man In search of this wholeness*

A third mark of sin "n the self Is a feeling of ten¬

sion* The self seems to be forever suspended between ideal

perfection and the actualities of its existences imperfection

and insecurity. The field has conflicting forces within It

which the self cannot organize into a "good" Gestalt. The

prick of conscience is of this nature. The self forms a

1Ibld., pp. 150 ff*

8Ibid., p. 155.

sSee above, chap, iv, p. 129
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Gestalt but deep within Itself there are still unresolved

tensions and forces which cannot be a pert of this estalfc#

And so the self Ignores them by seeing only what it wishes

to see or by conveniently "forgetting" those forces. Con¬

science is an activity of the self as a whole, and in

Hooking*® phrase is "un awareness of the success or failure

of that life In maintaining Its status and its growth,"3'
Hers then Is the predicament of the self# Its Ges-

talfc is "weak," and It lias consequent feelings of being in

disequilibrium, incomplete, and under tension# This sin

and estrangement stems primarily from the self's attempt to

organise its field with Itself as the "organizing; center#"
It is at this point that we see the depth of the problem#

If the self is its own organizing center, it is extremely un¬

likely that it would give up this favored position. The

self finds It relatively easy to change or try to change all

other things# But can it change itself? Why should It change

itself? How oan it be changed?

As Christianity has always insisted, new life will

come only from a change of the Inner center of the self, not

from a tinkering vlth the outer manifestations of the organ¬

izing center# We turn now to nurture and conversion as two

experiences leading out of this predicament#

XW. S# Hocking, Human Nature and Its Remaking (Revised
ed.; New Haven: Yale University Press, 1929), p. 99»
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Cm The Experience of Nurture

In Gestalt terras, the task of Christianity Is to

change tha self*s organizing center from itself to God# His¬

torically and contemporarily there arc two general methods

suggested for affecting this change* nurture and conversion.

These two experiences are not mutually exclusive; they often

overlap and supplement each other. They are both re-educative

processes, nurture being a long-term effort and conversion

being a more sudden experience. It is probably true to say

that all selves within the Christian church experience nur¬

ture, but not all of them experience conversion. For pur¬

poses of our analysis we have separated the two experiences,

turning first to nurture.

What is Christian nurture? It is recognition of the

fact that the growing self is set within a field which nour¬

ishes It. A seed is carefully nurtured through cultivation

by the gardener until it grows and blooms. The self like¬

wise grows under the Influence of Its environment, and the

church, therefore, makes an effort to nurture the growing

self in such a way that it will flower to mature Christian

selfhood. Though there ore important differences, It is im¬

portant to note hare that the sacramental system of tha Roman

Catholic G%irch relies on the Influence of nurture# If & child
If brought up under the influence of the Roman Catholic Church,
the influence will likely make him a good C thaiIc all of his

life. We will return to this subject of the church-type of
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religious experience in the next chapter*

Horace Bushnell was the first man to develop ex¬

plicitly the thesis of Christian nurture* though the Idea

had certainly been Implicit \?lthln the church for a long

time. Something of his view Is to be seen In the following

excerptsi

All society is organic—the church, the state, the
school, the family—and there la a spirit in each of
these organisms, peculiar to Itselfj and more or less
hostile, more or less favorable to religious character?
and to some extent, at least, sovereign over the indi¬
vidual man • • • The child is only more within the power
of organic laws then we all are • • • this organic con¬
nection of character subsisting between . rent and child,
lays a basis for notions of Christian education, far
different from those mleh now prevail, under the cover
of a merely fictitious and mischievous Individualism*1

Another exponent of Christian nurture aids some fur¬

ther factors In these words*

Perhaps the most potent factor in the experience in
which a person grows up is the religion of those with
whom he eeries in contact* It Is not what his parents
and those in the community say they believe, but what
their attitude and conduct say they believe which makes
the difference*

The sort of God In whom they really believe or dis¬
believe: their conviction as to the way religion is a re¬
source in life? their attitude toward human life and
destiny? their beliefs on human worth and possibility-
are definite and formative factors because they ore in¬
fluential In determining the atmosphere in which one
lives*"

These ideas of Christian nurture are really trying to

Horace Bushnell, Views of Christian Nurture (New ed*.
revised by Luther A* Welgle; New York? ccribners, 1916),
pp* 2 ff* also pp* 183-209,

%» S, Elliott, The Benring of Psychology and
Religion (New York? Association Press, i927), p* 24*
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implement the development of "orxoe-born souls,"1 to use

James* terminology# Once-born selves gradually acquire an

orientation to life which is satisfactory and never has to

be repudiated when crises ore met in later life# James

quotes Dr# Edward Everett Hale as an example of such c "nur¬

tured" soul#

• • « any man has an advantage, not to be estimated,
who is born, as I was, into a family where the religion
Is simple and rational} who is trained in the theory of
such a religion, so that he never knows, for an hour,
what these religious or irreligious struggles are# I
always knew God loved me, and I was always grateful to
him for the world he placed me in, I always liked to
tell Mm so, and was always glad to receive his sugges¬
tions to me# • • 2

Thus, Christian nurture attempts the task of bringing
the self to recognise God as the organizing center of Its de-

veljping life# Nurture means influencing all of the forces

in the field of the self so that they will mould the child

toward a relationship with God# In Protestant churches the

emphasis on religious education both for children and adults

is most often built on the idea of nurture. Beyond this the

church has recognised that the family is the nurture ground

of the self# The Presbyterian Church, G# S# A. has made this

a fundamental cornerstone of its new curriculum, providing a

great deal of help for the parents and considerable work for the

child to do at home•

Gestalt interprets the experience of nurture as frank

1James, op# clt». Lectures IV and V#

gIbid.# p. 81.
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recognition of Its principle that behavior Is Influenced by

all the forces of the field# The properties of the self's

field will determine the Gestalt# We have already elaborated

something of the importance of the field for the development

of the selfJ,1 and nesd not repeat ourselves here#

However, the Gestalt understanding of the development

of the self suggests that there is constant reorganization of

this field by the self# Indeed, a kind of "conversion" goes

on all the time# This is very evident in the physical

growth of the organism, where we see spurts of growth and

then plateaus of accomplishment, and then further spurts of

growth# In other words, growth Is not a long smooth upward

movement, but rather a step-like line# For example, the holy

learns to crawl and does this for some time# Then almost

suddenly, one day, the baby takes his first steps and no long¬
er crawls# Gestalt suggests that this kind of reorganization

goes on in all the aspects of the self as a whole—mentally,

emotionally, spiritually, as well as physically.2
But the self often becomes fixated on some plateau of

development# Seward Hiltnor in his book. Self-Understanding,5
talks of "dated emotions#" These are emotions which sufficed

for our Gestalt in childhood, but in adulthood are no longer

adequate# Yet often the self clings to these "dated amotions#"

^•See above, chap# lv»
2Cf• "developmental Tasks," A Monograph by the Depart¬

ment of 'Education, The University of Chicago#
3Uev/ord Hiltner, Self-Underetending« (Hew Yorkg

Scribners, 1951), passim.
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Proud13 concept of fixation and the Oedipus Complex in which

the mother is the organizing center, are further examples

of the self using a Gastalt which was meaningful in child¬

hood, but is no longer appropriate* Gestalt emphasis on re¬

organization suggests that the experience of nurture may not

be enough and that conversion may also be necessary to achieve

reconciliation# Either that, or our understanding of nurture

must be enlarged to Include the process of reorganization

which goes on in conversion#

Much of Kurt Lewln's workwas concerned with what he

called the "re-educative process#" In essence this was a

very careful analysis of the field and its properties as It

Impinged upon the self, and of the way a new orientation

comas to the self# This is not a surface change, but a

change from the center outwards. A chapter entitled, "Con¬

duct, Knowledge, and Acceptance of New Values,"1 puts the

gist of his findings which represent a Gestalt approach to

the experience of nurture#

• * * re-education must be a process that is function¬
ally similar to a change in culture# It is a process in
which changes of knowledge and beliefs, changes of values
and standards, changes of emotional attachments and needs,
and changes of everyday conduct occur not piecemeal and
independently of each other, but within the framework of
the individual's total life in the group#2

This is the kind of process which nurture must be if It Is to

achieve the central goal of Christianity. If the change oc¬

curs suddenly it lias been designated as conversion, and we

1Lewin. Resolving Social Conflicts, op. clt., chap. iv.
2Ibld#, p# 58*
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shall look at this phenomenon In our next section. If the

change occurs more slowly then It would logically he classed

as nurture#

Lowln sees the task as two-fold# The self must per¬

ceive his field in a new way or perceive new facts and values

which have been Introduced# The self must accept belonglng-

ness In a new group which shares new perceptions and values

which ore radically different from other previous groups#

Which comes first—the new perception or the new belonglng-

ness—Is a conundrum, varying with each situation. In many

cases If the individual accepts balonglngnesa in a new group,

he also changes and accepts their values. But trie reverse

Is also possibles the acceptance of new values allows the

self to adopt e new group. We have already explored some-

t Ing of the Importance of group life,1 and it is enough to

note here that the group is the ground on which the self stands#

Whon we are confused as to our group belonglngness, our typical
behavior Is restlessness, timidity, aggressiveness, e tendency

to go to extremes, hype rer it lei art 0f self and others. The

adolescent is often an example of this confusion. Lewln de¬

fines belongingness to a group not la terms of similarity but

of interdependence or common fate#

The crucial factor for Lewln In achieving thi3 two¬

fold process that is necessary to nurture is the leadership

of a group# ' Changing the leadership technique is the easiest

1See above, chap, Iv.
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nothod of determining the group atmosphere, end therefore the

possibility of accepting new values and new belonglngness.

In order to be changed from the inside out, the self must

freely choose its new values and must discover new facts for

itself#

Geste.lt psychology and Lawin raise several questions

for us in our efforts to make nurture effective in producing

mature Christians# First, there is the danger that the self

will accept much of its Christianity on a second-tend basis

and fail to male© It truly its own# The self may passively

accept a point of view which Is not adapted to its own unique

field#

Second, there Is no clean cut delineation of fields J

that is to say, there is considerable overlapping# For ex¬

ample, the adolescent belongs to a family, school, church,

gang and community. Belonglngness Is very confused# The

church does not heve control of all of those groups and thus

Its nurture may not be effective# Which field will be deter¬

minative?

Third, all selves, but particularly the adolescent,

are under pressure to establish their own unique Geetslt# Do

theories of nurture allow for this unique establishment? Can

It meet the adolescent needs for rebellion and new loyalties?

Fourth, there la a danger that nurture will bring the

self into acceptance of the status quo both culturally and re¬

ligiously* Within Its process nurture must provide for the

uniqueness of future selves who speak with the authenticity
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of © Luther or a St, Francis# Religious education must face

the fact that even a child-centered church does not guarantee

spiritual vitality. It merely assures the perpetuation of

the church as an institution. In the following passage Shel-

ton Smith reminds the church that the great periods of re¬

ligious rebirth have not emerged as the result of child-

nurture#

Religion lias always cone alive in the adult con¬
sciousness, and has usually Involved a break with the
religion Inherited in childhood# The Christian Church,
for example, had Its birth In e new type of religious
experience among those who revolted against convention¬
al religion# So It lias seemed to be ever since. Revo¬
lutionary waves of religious awakening come to a focus
in a Saint Paul, a Saint Francis, a Luther, a Wesley,
or an Edwards. Their experiences are then communicated
to the young# But the insights and experiences of the
awakenors tend to fade out In the experience of the
second and third generations#1

Fifth, Gestalt psychology gives a clearer understand¬

ing of the difficulties and complexities of nurture# W® have

too easily supposed that Christian nurture consisted of a

teacher telling a story to a class for forty minutes on a

Sunday morning, with a little time for polite questions#

Such "nurture" will not cause a self to change Its organising

center, for It will not achieve a new belonglngness or new

perception. To be effective nurture must be of the dimen¬

sions described by Edward Everett lisle. The Christian nur¬

ture of his self came from the family, not Just from the con¬

ventional one hour Sunday school class# A contemporary ro-

^H# Shelton Smith, Faith and nurture (Hew Yorkj
Charles Scrlbner fs Sons, 1941}, p, 102#
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llglous educator suggests the Implications of Gestalt for the

church school In these words#

The first task of a teacher Is to build a group out
of herself and the class# For new group membership la
the gateway toward learning anything significantly dif¬
ferent j and & person's morals are a function of the
group he most wants to belong to (the accepting group
looking over his shoulder as he acts#) The church
group must finally become for each boy and girl the
most powerful end significant group membership avail¬
able to him—and therefore this "over the shoulder
grouprt that helps him choose, sustains his moral Im¬
pulses #^

What con we conclude about Christian nurture? The

Gestalt interpretation provides a basis for making nurture

effective In its primary Christian task# Yet we are left

with the fact that the primary experiences of religious

prophets tend to become secondary experiences in their

children, and especially in their children's children#2 In

the course of time en innovation of a radical sort has to

take place if the fires of religious vitality ©re to be re¬

kindled#

The inference to be drawn from this fact Is not that
the church should renounce the function of Christian
nurture# 'On the contrary, to the fullest possible ex¬
tent the church should share Its life and faith with the
young# This Is a basic and continuing task of the church#
Nevertheless, the church must not surrender to the Illusion
that child-nurture, In itself, will rekindle the fire of
life and faith In the Christian community# For the re¬
ligion of the child will usually be a relatively pale
edition of the faith of the older generation# This
means that unless the faith comes alive In the soul of

^Rosa Snyder, "Group Dynamics and Religious Education,"
Religious SAuoatlon (Nov.-Deo#, 1951), pp# 4 f#

2Cf. Henry P# Van Dusen, The Plain Man Seeks for God
(New York: Scribners, 1935), pp# 20-24, for a vivid descrlp-
tlon of this tendency In American Protestantism during the
past four generations#
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some mature Individual or group religious vitality may
bo expected to continue to decline In modern culture*!

This quotation supports our Cestalt conclusions that both

nurture and conversion are necessary. Somehow, within the

setting provided by Christian nurture, each self must establish

Its unique Gestalt. We turn now to conversion#

0# The Experience of Conversion

William James contributes to our understanding of the

relationship between "nurture" and "conversion" in his defin¬

ition of the latter experience.

To be converted, to be regenerated, to receive grace,
to experience religion, to gain an assurance, ore so
many phrases which denote the process, gradual or sud¬
den, by which a self hitherto divided, and consciously
wrong, inferior and unhappy, becomes unified and con¬
sciously right, superior and happy, In consequence of
its firmer hold upon religious realities.s

Christianity has been more inclined to designate the Tadual

process as nurture, reserving the term conversion for the

sudden change often accompanied by crisis. However, this

la just a furthe i' indication of the difficulty of trying to

divide and analyze these religious experiences of the self.

They are oil interrelated; they are s Gesfcalt* James almost

uses Gestalt terms in describing the experience of conver¬

sion. Compare the following quotation with our interpretation

of Christianity's tasks changing the self's organizing center

from the self to God.

■'■Smith, Faith and Nurture, p. 103.

^James, op. clt». p. 106.
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Let us hereafter, in speaking of the hot place In
a man's consciousness, the group of ideas to which he
devotes himself, and from which he works, call It the
habitual centre of his personal energy. It makes a
gre'at differ©rice'''to''a'' man 'Viaether one set of his Ideas,
or another, be the centre of his energyj and It makes
a great difference, as regards any set of Ideas which
he may possess, whether they become central or remain
peripheral In him. To say that a man Is "converted"
means. In these terms, that religious ideas, previous¬
ly peripheral in his consciousness, now take a central
place, and that religious aims form the habitual centre
of his energy#!

This definition Is similar to the one suggested by

A. D, Hock#

By conversion we mean the reorientation of the soul
of en Individual, his deliberate turning from indiffer¬
ence or from an earlier form of piety to another, a
turning which Implies a consciousness that s great
change is involved, that the old was wrong and the new
Is right#2

A# C» Underwood accepts dames' definition of eon-

version though he says It more simply#5 Returning to a

definition at the end of his long survey he says, "conver¬
sion in Its comparative aspects la a reaction taking the

form of a psychological surrender to an Ideal, and Issuing

In moral development#"4

"True conversion Is an integral overturning of con¬

sciousness, which gives way to a fresh psychic aystemlJsatlon#,,5

1Ibld., p. 193

2A# D. Hock, Conversion (Oxford: The Clarendon Press,
1933), p. 7#

3A. C. underwood. Conversion: Christian and Hon-
C:nrlstlan (London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd*, 1926), pp. 13 ff.

4Ibld#, p# 258,

^De Sanctis, on, clt». p. 92.
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Though he does not mention Oastalt psychology, I)e Sanctis

comes close to some of Its concepts In his chapter on "the

process of conversion," and In such phrases as "new adjust¬

ments of the psychic systems#"3-
Lest we gat ahead of our Interpretation, let us make

several distinctions for purposes of analysis# The experi¬

ence of conversion is the process whereby the self changes.

The experience of reconciliation or salvation Is the content

of the change# The experience of faith Is the abiding organ¬

ization which the self maintains#

Whet Interpretation of the process of conversion do

our Geatalt principles suggest? In Gestalt terms conversion

Is the moment of Insight; that moment when the diverse proper¬

ties of the field fell ^nto shape# Organization la achieved#

The factor of closure is operating, and the gap In organiza¬

tion is overcome. Synonyms for the term Insight might be

found in understanding, comprehension, Intuition, or "hunch."
But the term Insight itself Is very descriptive and acceptable#2

Four stages in the process of Insight have been de¬

noted: involvement in the field, meditation, Insight, and

verification. Let us examine them.

^Tbld., chap# Iv, pp, 87-126#

2See above, chap, 11, pp# 56 f# and chap# ill, p, 92 f#
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1. Involvement In the Field

The self recognizes that all Is not well v?lth Its

Ge; talt. Crisis may confront the self. Hew forces have en¬

tered the field or old forces have been perceived In a new

fashion, and the old organization no longer Is adequate.

The self feels a yearning for a more adequate Gestalt, s new

unity and harmony.

Such Involvement In the field often occurs at many

levels In our experience, for example, the student at school

who Is confronted with a mathematical problem or the Inven¬

tor who lias assumed responsibility for developing a new kind

of engine. In the religious field such Involvement may come

as a sense of need and a conviction of sin or it may be life¬

long and thus be similar to the experience of sin which we

discussed earlier. Of course the child la not aware of any

such involvement# It la only later, in adolescence or when

the self Is confronted with a crisis or tragedy that It sees

Itself suddenly involved in a search for meaning heretofore

not considered necessary. The Apostle Paul Illustrates this.

Within orthodox Judaism he felt he had a satisfactory pattern

for his life, though difficult to achieve. Christianity, how¬

ever, called his pattern into question, and he found himself

very much Involved,

2, Meditation

This stage Is characterized by a brooding over the

forces In the field. The self searches for an answer, for
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some organisation which will encompass ©11 of the factors in

a meaningful whole# Characteristically, there is a struggle

going on# Should the self choose this path or that path?

Often the self becomes frustrated and may even give up the

struggle for a while# Curiously enough, when the self re¬

laxes, the insight may come# James designated this as the

self-surrender type# Whereas, those cases in which the self

keeps struggling he termed volitions!#* In some cases the

long years of nurture might include this kind of struggle and

meditation, prior to a final commitment#

Our student with the mathematical problem struggles

with possible solutions, searching his mini for clues. How

much more did Paul struggle I He found himself unable to

keep the law or at least when he did so, he still felt that

he had failed# He was in terrible conflict. In desperation

he lashed out at the Christians because they had further

challenged the way in which he was trying to find salvation#

Such struggle as Paul was engaged In may be brief or It may

go on for years#

3# Insight

This Is the moment or, possibly, the period of Illu¬

mination. The self has insight Into Its situation and a re¬

organization takes place. The solution Is 3sen and all of

1James, op# olt.« chaps. Ix and x# Cf# T. H. Hughes,
The New Psychology and Religious Experience, pp. 220 ff#
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the problems and tensions -with which the self has been strug¬

gling achieve a unity In a new Oestelt# The long periods of

doubt are over and there Is release and unburdening as the

self literally finds itself#

The student's mathematical problem Is solved for he

suddenly "sees" the solution* The moment of conversion

(Insight) is quite often filled with ecstasy and peace# The

self con resume Its action because the direction lias again

become clear# The experience of Paul on the road to Damas¬

cus and the subsequent events brought peace of soul and new

sense of direction to Paul# His conversion was truly a mo¬

ment of Insight# The Christ took possession of him, and

from that moment his life was organized In a new way# Adolph

Deissmann has Indicatedthese stages In Paul's process of

conversion In these words#

The conversion of the persecutor into a follower
and of the Pharisee Apostle into the Apostle of Christ
was a sudden one# Yet It was no magic transformation,
but had Its psychological preparation both negative and
positive • • • negative in the experiences through which
the soul of the young Pharisee had gone in Its passionate
hunger for righteousness under the yoke of the law# « #
and even for the most earnest conscience, It was really
Impossible to keep the whole law#

The positive preparation for the conversion came, on
the one hand, through the prophetic inwardness of the
Old Testament revelation which had influenced Paul even

as a Jewj on the other hand, through a relatively close
touch with the genuine tradition of Jesus and with the
effects wrought by Him In the characters of the confes¬
sors whom Paul persecuted#

So the lightning of Damascus strikes no empty space
but finis deep in the soul of the persecutor plenty of
inflammable material# We see the flame blaze upwards
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end after a generation we can still feel that the glow
then kindled lias lost none of Its power In the man
grown old? Christ Is In Paul, Paul In Christ#*

4. Verification

This Is o time of elaboration and evaluation of the

new Gestalt. Action based on the now Insight may be tried

out. The self consolidates its new orientation and acts In

terms of It# Such a process la closely akin to the expe¬

rience of faith, which we shall discuss In a later section#
The mathematical student uses his Insight In subse¬

quent problems, verifying; Its correctness. In a life-

changing way Paul used his insight of the Damascus road to

re-center his entire self as a whole around the Christ. His

trust and faith in the Christ was verified during the rest

of his life, and he often pointed back to that moment of

conversion or Insight as the time when he first saw things

clearly. In a sense the rest of Paul*a life was an effort

to verify his moment of insight, and thus clearly tell others

of the Good News#

This interpretation of conversion as the Gestalt

process of insight can be recognized In the biographies of

Augustine, Francis of Aasisl, Wesley, Whitafield, Edwards,

Moody, and s hoot of lesser men who have came to an abiding

faith In Christ# The conversion of Frank Buchman, leader of

^Adolph Deissnann, Paul. A Study In Social and Re-
llglous History (London? Hodder and Stoughton, 1926) 2nd ed#
pp# 130 ff#
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the Oxford Group Movement, gives us a further Illustration.

Buchmon, long In doubt over his own spiritual health (in¬

volvement In the field), had come to a small service in

Cumberland. A woman, apparently the leader of the group,

spoke feelingly about the Cross and Its significance. While

Duchman brooded (meditation end struggle) on this Idee In a

reverie of mind, there came to him very palpably and with a

most poignant realism, albeit with no great suddenness, no

dramatic Intensity, a vision of the Crucified (insight).
He was conscious at once of two shuddering realisations*

the great abyss between him and the suffering Christ and an

infinite sorrow in the face of the Master. "A vibrant feel¬

ing up and down the spine" seems to have ushered In a new

store of life and energy. He had entertained previously a

thoroughgoing hatred of certain religious people. His heart

had been loaded with the sins of selfishness, pride, and ill-

will, It is to the credit of his power of objectifIcatlon

that he took steps Immediately after his conversion by writ¬

ing those ministers in America toward whom he felt 111 at

ease. (Verification*)1
These four stages In the process of Insight give us

an Interpretation of conversion. Inherent within the Instru¬

ment we are using are several other considerations. One of

these Is the Importance and necessity of each person*® having

*751 lot 0, Hutchinson, How to Think Creatively (Hash-
vlllej Ablngdon-Cokesbury, 1940), pp"»" '
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his own conversion experience* Organ! zational factors such

aa similarity, proximity, objective set, past experience,

and seeing what we want to see, show us the danger of a

stereotyped experience. At the worst the churches have too

often acted as if conversion were merely a process of getting

people to say "yes" to dogmas. Even at best the churches

often attempt to evoke religious experiences and conversions

which fit into accepted conceptions of God and Christ, In¬

stead of providing the conditions which would allow the

self to have Its own unique insight Into its situation and

its relationships. Such uniqueness might not always measure

up to the minister'3 expectations, but It would have the

virtue of being based on reality. Only on a reality basis

can we ever finally achieve true reorganisation of the 3elf.

Our Interpretation of conversion has also made clear

the indissoluble relationship between nurture and conversion.

They are really two ways of looking at the process whereby

the self comes to a reconciliation and salvation# In con¬

version the self suddenly makes use of much of the material

with which it has been nurtured* properties of Its field.

In nurture the self must also com© to times when It has to

reorganise Its Gestalt or else It has stopped growing. These

are moments of insight, even though they do not possess the

breath-taking finality of Paul's experience. At any rate,

Gestalt lends an Interpretation to the process whereby the

self can move from sin to salvation, and we turn now to this

latter subject. In the meantime wa can summarize the goal of
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nurture and conversion In these words of Paul writing to the

Colossians, "May their hearts be enoouragedj May they

learn the waning of love J May they have all the wealth of

conviction that cones from Insight I"1

5, The Experience of HeconcIllation or Salvation

If, then, the self, through nurture or conversion or

a combination of the two, finis a way beyond its estrange¬

ment, what is the content or nature of the reconciliation?

Can we describe In Gestalt terms, the salvation which has

come to the soul? It is Instructive to notice here that our

description of insight as the m^ans of arriving at knowledge

about our situation and reconciliation Is shared by some re¬

ligious thinkers. It is an experience similar to religious

Intuition which Hooking describes as "a feeling of certainty

based on a personal experience of insight, [italics mine I) 2
Though John Balllle's suggestion that there ere dif¬

ferent kinds of thinking would not be supported by Gestalt

principles, the following quotation does show his use of the

Idea of Insight,

Our conclusion can only be that religion, though In¬
deed It Is grounded In our nature as thinking beings, is
yet grounded In some other kind of thinking than that
which the scientist and metaphyslclan have In greater
proportion than the rest of us, "'hat can this other
kind of thinking be? We seem to be left with the sole
alternative of believing that the kind of Intelligent or

•^Gol, 2:2 (Moffett trans »)•

%, S, Hocking, The Types of Philosophy (New York:
Scrlbners, 1929), p, 17,
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rational Insight In which religion takes its rise la
none other then mor® 1 Insight, and that faith In God
Is thus soma sort of an outgrowth of the conscious¬
ness of value# Leslies mlHeJ1

Perhaps Josiah Royce came closest to anticipating the Oestalt

interpretation of reconciliation, when he wrote,

Insight Is knowledge that makes us aware of the unity
of many facts In one whole, and that at the same time
brings us into Intimate personal contact with these facts
and with the %*hole wherein they are related#8

Reconciliation Interpreted by Gestalt, is achieved

through the grasping of some one factor which opens th® way

to an ordered whole, so that organisation appears where pre¬

viously It was lacking# «hen the self Is reconciled, it un¬

derstands "from a center out," to which center all other

parts of the "togetherness" are related In hierarchical or¬

der# All relations within a whole are not equally important,

but there is always a determinative "center," which, however,

varies with varying conditions# In the experience of Chris¬

tian reconciliation, it Is necessary to "re-center," to look
at the sin and situation of the self from a different view,

to take hold In a different way, to gain "Insight," In order

to find the pattern which will give the "good" Gestalt to the

self#

In our previous section we saw that this grasping of

some one factor which opens the way to an ordered whole occurs

•^John Baillie, The Interpretation of Religion, p. 257#

^Joaiah Royce, The Sources of Religious Insight (Raw
York: Scribners, 1912), p# 6#
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in the solving of a mathematical problem, in th© work of an

inventor—»ln othar words, in all aspects of life# In th©

experience of Christian reconciliation th© same grasping of

some one factor must occur# The gap la closed and wholeness

is present# For Christianity, this one factor, though per*

oeivod uniquely by each person, is the love of God manifested

in Jesus Christ# This has been the testimony of Christians

in all generations# They grasped this central factor of

Christ, and everything became an ordered whole# All other

parts of the "togetherness" of the self as s whole are re¬

lated In hierarchical order to God, the organising center#

Wholeness appears where previously there was sin and es¬

trangement# Such was Faults testimony* "I have been cruci¬

fied with Christ, and it is no longer I that live, but Christ
that lives in me#*1

William James says much the same thing#

To say that a man is "converted" means, In these
terms, that religious ideas previously peripheral in his
consciousness, now take a central place, and that religious
aims form the habitual centre of his energy#2

One of James* case histories illustrates the newness of every¬

thing in a life now organized in Christ#

Oh, the precious feeling of safety, of freedom, of
resting on Jesusl I felt that Christ with all his
brightness and power had come into my 1ife j that, in¬
deed, old things had pesaed ©way and all things had be¬
come new#5

^■Oal., 2*20.

sJames, op» clt«. p# 193#
5Ibld#. p# 199#
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James goes on to characterise the state of assurance which

comes to the self In reconciliation* There Is a loss of

worry and a sense that one la at peace* Hew truths about

relationships are perceived* Even the objective world seems

to undergo a change•*
At this point the skeptic may point to the long his¬

tory of Christianity and remind us that there have bean un¬

told variations in the descriptions man baa given of God and

the effects of reconciliation in the lives of men* That la

granted* We have noted these variations in many places*

Our Gestalt principles give us an understanding of the unique

field In which each self dwells, and the consequent unique¬

ness of perception* The specific content of the self's per¬

ception of God as organizing center will remain unique, yet

the nature of the process and Its effects are as we have in¬

dicated* This Is but anothc way of describing man's finite-

ness* The Godward side is hidden from our view, except as

revealed In Jesus Christ and through history* Even In the

revelation of Jesus Christ, man must be profoundly humbled,

for It Is perceived differently by different men* Yet the

different perceptions are understandable with our Gestalt

principles#

Again we see that Ooatalt in no wise tells us what the

one factor that helps us find the ordered whole should be.

Rather it reminds us that the process whereby a self is recon-

1Ibld*« pp* 242 ff*
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died to ths ultimata things of the world, to other selves,

and to God Is the same as in lesser spheres of activity.

God's world Is one world and not two-storied.

A contemporary theologian describes the new life of

reconciliation with God as one in which

... the awareness of the infinite demands and In¬
finite succour of His love are dally renewed In peni¬
tence and forgiveness, as the soul keeps company with
Christ In the fellowship of His People. A profound
cleansing. Illumination, re-orlentstlon of the Inner
life, a clearing away of the fogs of insincerity, a
growth towards the true norm of personal being, begins.1

The self with God as Its organizing center overcomes

the feelings of aIn mentioned earliert disequilibrium, Incom

pletenesa, and tension. The divided self Is unified. Self-

osntare&ness la overcome. The self Is re-born.

This Gestalt Interpretation Is In agreement with Da¬

vid Roberts' statement that salvation Is

... that condition of wholeness which comes about
when human life la based In openness (1. e., with "self-
knowledge") upon the creative and redemptive power of
God.^

Such "wholeness" is not achieved In Isolation, but by devot¬

ing ourselves In fellowship to a way of life which reaches

personal fulfillment along with, and partly through, the ful

flllment of others. Centering In God brings not only In¬

ward harmony but new Interpersonal relations wifch men as

the fruit of the self's new condition.

1Parmer, The World and God, p. 201.

^Roberts, on. clfc.. p. 132.
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Thft Gestalt interpretation of reconciliation demands

& dynamic concept of salvation, not a static one# The church

has always boen facod with tho clangor of a dogmatic solidi¬

fication of a specific reconciliation, tho pattern of which

it attempts to make meaningful for all people# But dogmas

stand still} the fields of the person and of the group never

do# Furthermore, it may take a lifetime for tho self to
work out the total ramifications of its original reconcilia¬

tion, and tho chances are that even than, new wonders of God's
love would be revealing themselves to the self# ?ie only see

in part now#

F# The Experience of Faith or Belief

This may well be the high water mark of our thesis,

for all that we have said thus far has led us to faith, and

all that we shall subsequently say will be an analysis of the

practices of the faithful. Furthermore, to talk of the "re¬

ligions experience of faith" Involves us in a contradictions

faith is religious experience# In the words of D. M# Balllle,

« # • our question as to the nature and basis of
religious belief cannot be answered by the statement
that it la based on religious experience. In whatever
sense that statement may be taken# In short, If you
have the religious experience yourself, you need not
go on to speak of building faith upon it, for you have
the faith already, in the experience} whereas, if you
hrvo not the experience yourself, any conclusion as to
the existence of God which yau might build upon an ex¬
amination of other people's religious experience would
not be faith, and could never take the place of faith,
which is, religious experience#1

1D# M, Balllle, Faith in God, p# 113
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In this oonso, our who la thosi a Is an Interpretation of

faith with tho Ooatalt instrument. Yet In another sense

faith Is tho hiGhost peak of the self's pilgrimage, somehow

involving tho culmination and moaning of all other experiences#

We also not© in this quotation the interchangeable

use of faith and belief# Are they the same? In general use,

probably not, for reflection would seam to Indicate that

faith carries the greater meaning# Certainly it is faith,

not belief, that Jesus and Paul constantly stressed through

the Hew Testament#- Most people in western culture v.ill say

that they believe In God# But If they say they have faith In

God it usually signifies a groat deal more# In such a per¬

son "It seems almost certain that the religious sentiment

holds a prominent place in his personality structure#"2 Our

concern will be primarily with faith, which seems more com¬

plex psychologically than belief and also closer to the cen¬

tral Christian experience of the self#

When w<3 ssek to define faith we find that Christendom

has used the term from the beginning of its history, but it
Is still elusive and difficult to define, probably because

in a final reckoning it Is "indeed identical with the essence

of religion#The following attempts are suggestive# Daniel

Williams says that "faith is response# It is the whole-souled

^Ibld#. chap# 1#

2Allport, The Individual and His Religion.

39# M# Bailile, Faith In God# p# 81
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giving of life Into the keeping of God who Is the absolutely

trustworthy source and redeemer of life."1 David Roberts Is

In close agreement when he says, "Faith Is the responses a

man makes to ultimate questions which in principle cannot

be answered by means of knowledge,"e John Baillle says that

"Faith Is a moral trust In the ultimate Source of power, a

confident reference of our values to the real order of

things,"3 Finally, Herbert Farmer suggests that

Faith la that attitude of mind which, finding Itself
laid hold of by the truth concerning God's love as given
through Christ, commits itself to it In adventurous
trust and obedience, In spite of all the mystery and all
the perplexity that remain,^

The agreement here 3eems to be that faith is the self as a

whole committing itself completely to the goodness and power

of God, In trust and obedience.

Thus, faith must surely be that one factor which

helps organize the total field of the self into a meaningful

whole, Ho wonder Jesus emphasized faith over and over again,

"For I tell you, If you have faith the size of a grain of

mustard, you can say to this mountain, 'Move from here over

to there!• and it will move, and nothing will be Impossible

for y.u»"® The decisive thing Is faith In God through Jesus

"Williams, op, clt,. p, 187,
O

Roberts, op, clt,. p, 74,

3John Baillie, The Interpretation of Hell, Ion, p, 340,
4
Farmer, God and Men, pp, 159 f,

%att, 17s20-21, Goodspeed trans.
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Christ.x This JLa Christian religious experience. This Is

the factor which will put right all of the relationships of

the self.

In the face of faith such as this and the revolution¬

ary results It has produced through the ages, our Gestalt

Instrument seems sterile and almost presumptuous to attempt

an Interpretation. Theologians and churches alike have ac¬

cepted the Importance of faith, but an Interpretation of faith

has brought them faca-to-face with the unknowable and Infin¬

ite mystery of the way of God with man. Thus, though our

Gestalt Instrument Is proving useful for interpretation, it

In no wise fully explains the redemptive fact of faith In God

through Jesus Christ.

With this qualification, we list the following notes

which we hope will add to an understanding of faith.

1. The final mystery of faith along with its redeem¬

ing power is not condemned by the Gestalt Instrument, as is

the case with so many naturalistic and scientific instruments.

Bather the Gqatalt Instrument accepts the testimony and pro¬

vides understanding. The testimony of millions of selves

do?m through the centuries has been that faith was the or¬

ganizing canter of their lives. If this is the unique per¬

ception of a self, then the Gestalt theory accepts It, and

finds it valid precisely because each self lives In a unique

field. The self la authoritative.

XCf. D. K* Belllie, op. clt.. chap. vii.
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Furthermore, on Gestalt grounds, the final mystery

of faith may be understandable as man's description of the

condition In general; whereas, from God's side, He must needs

speak Intimately to each self, alone In Its unique field. And

thus there can be no agreement on the manward side, for what

Is saving faith for one man may be foolishness for another.

2. In the Gestalt Interpretation, faith would seem

to be that abiding center of organization In the light of

which all else Is done. It is redemptive only to the extent

that It Is the organizing center of the self's Gestalt. All

parts of the self are interrelated in hierarchical fashion

to this determinative center. There are no compartments In

the self which are not under the Influence of faith#

3# Faith demands the commitment of the self as a

whole, not just one's reason or will or emotion. "The cer¬

titude of science differs from the certitude of religion in

that the former proceeds primarily from the intellect but the

latter from the personality as u whole."1 In Christian

faith the self Is committed to what it feels Is most Impor¬

tant for all human life# Jesus Christ's faith In God was

this complete commitment of the self as a whole and It has

been a revelation for Christians In all ages# Christ's

faith may also be a measure of the failure of all His fol¬

lowers to achieve such a faith#

4# Faith is the establishment by the self of a Gestalt

■^•John Baillle, The Interpretation of Religion, p. 376.
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In which God la the organizin center* But once established

does not mean that the pattern of faith is finished or that

it won't change* Our Gestalt Interpretation as well as the

fact3 of life would indicate that this faith goes through

differentiation and articulation at all times* Only in

this way can the self keep abreast of and in meaningful re¬

lation to the ever-changing forces of Its field* Only In

this way will the self grow *n the grace of God* Faith Is

a dynamic relationship of the self to God*

Two selves enter marriage with a certain faith in

the other person, that is, a trust In the other person* But

that faith Is differentiated and articulated a hundred-fold

In the course of that marriage, until the two persons are

aware that their faith on that first day was but s dim sha¬

dow of the final reality# Gestalt Insists that this Is true

in any dynamic system* It is the same with the self*8 faith

in God* Christians have testified that it lias happened to

them in all ages* Paul was continually amassed at the unfold¬

ing riches of God's lave for him* Gestalt would say that

growth in the richness of faith is a mark of Its authenticity,

while a rigid and static faith Is not true to the nature of

the self and Its world*

5* Attempts to Impose faith or dogma on the self can¬

not make for an abiding and saving orientation to ultimate

things, according to the Gestalt Interpretation* Such manip¬
ulation of the self does violence to Its uniqueness* The ac¬

ceptance of an imposed faith by the self Is a surface
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obeisance and not the inner change we have described. It Is

only aa the self discovers faith In God as the one factor

which organizes Its total# unique field of suffering# guilt,

conflict# loneliness# sin and longing, that the saving

power of God is manifest. This Interpretation is In line

with a contemporary writer when ha says.

When we attempt to Impose patterns of belief or be¬
haviour we forget the fact of individuality. We fall
Into the same fallacy as those psychologists who talk
as though there were mind In general, persons In gen¬
eral, when there is no such thing. Th^re are just In¬
dividuals expressing all the variety of their Individ¬
uality. So In the religious llfej there is a variety
of religious experience.

Faith Is knowledge coming to us through a direct
encounter with God. The particular encounter with God
will depend very largely on the need that Is driving us.1

This Individuality Is also the conclusion of Allport,s recent

stimulating 3tudy, when he says,

A man's religion Is the audacious bid he makes to
bind himself to creation and to the Greator. It is his
ultimate attempt to enlarge and to complete his own
personality by finding the supreme context In which
he rightly belongs.2

Finally, It Is & chastening experience to find that

our Gestelt Interpretation has not brought us to anything new,

so much as it has recalled us to something very old in

Christianity, for the Hew Testament admonishes us In these

wordsj "Work out your own salvation with fear and trembling

for It is God who worketh in you.B3

1f.!cKansle, Nervous Disorders and Religion, p. 179.

sAllport, The Individual and Ilia Religion, p. 142.

3Phil. 2812-13.
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G* The Experience of Fellowship

In lino with our Gestalt principles, minute analysis

can do3troy the vital unity of the living thing* Yet, pos¬

sibly our analysis will clarify the ways in which the human

spirit finds faith* Christ must needs speak to each genera¬

tion In the language and thought patterns of that generation*

We have traced the human spirit from its estrangement,

through nurture and conversion, to reconciliation and the ul¬
timate religious experience of faith in God through Jesus

Christ* The love of God seeks man exit and demands a response*

Yet, as we have already Indicated,1 man Is In a duel rela¬

tionship to God and his fellows, and the two demands are fi¬

nally one demand* A new relationship to one means a new re¬

lationship to the other* And it may well be that God's love

is first mediated through the fellowship or community, or at

least that this is an alternative way to God's speaking to an

individual* However, In the progression of religious experi¬

ences that we have chosen, the self which lias experienced faith

Is under God's conmand to establish community and fellowship#

* * * the Christian doctrine of the love of God
necessarily carries with it the thought that that love
is set towards the building up of a community just as
much as towards the salvation of the" individual In¬
deed these are not two ends, but one? a new individual
means In principle a now community, and effective saving
action on the part of God Into the midst of history must
therefore mean the ringing into existence of a new com¬
munity in the midst of history* * * The Idea of the

~S<39 above, chap, v*
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Church la pert of the Christian doctrine of God * The
Cliurch Is not an optional addendum to the Christian
way of life * • « *

We have already explored the Implications of Qestslt

for the relationship of the self to other selves,2 and made

suggestions about group dynamics as a means of bringing

depth to the life of any group* It remains for us here to

relate those suggestions mora closely to the experience and

necessity of fellowship for the faithful*

The Hew Testament gives us our first clue when wo

realise that for the earliest Christians the church was in¬

terdependent "members in particular" of the body of Christ*

"Mow therefore ye are no more strangers and foreigners, but

fellow citizens with the saints, and of the household of God. .

In whom ye also are buildei together for an habitation of God

through the Spirit«"3
Martin Luther gives us a second clue when we take

seriously his great idea about the priesthood of ell believers*

The modern world has tended to uso this, inasmuch as it is

aware of It at all, as a mandate for Individualism, But

this Is to completely miss Luther1 s meanings Every man must

b© a priest to every other man* In his tract Concoming

Christian Libert;/. Luther raises the question, "Why ere we

called Christians? Who lias a right to use the name?" He

■'•Parmer, God and Men, p. 148*

%ee above, chap* lv., pp* 115-133

3Sph* 2il9-22*
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sets down two qualifying conditions. The first la that we

hava faith In Christ* The second condition Is the point we

are now making—that wa act "reciprocally and mutually one

the Christ of the other, doing to our neighbor as Christ

does to us*" Paul and Luther looked for a depth of fellow¬

ship which most Christians never dream of, much less ex¬

perience*

If Christianity could Implement thl3 k*nd of fellow¬

ship which Is an essential part of Its saving power, It

would meet one of the greatest needs of our day. For indi¬

vidualism has run rampant, and the salves of the world are

living In Isolation, Many current writers have written on

this theme. One of the most suggestive titles and books is

The Lonely Crowd,3- We hove a great many groups and crowds

today, but the individuals within them are lonely and isolated.

And here our Gestalt Interpretation Is instructive, Today*s

crowds and groups are not dynamically Interrelated wholes.

They are very "weak" C-e3talts, If they can be called a Ges-

talt at all* And the church has not escaped. Too many of

our churohas are assemblies of lonely Individuals, not con¬

gregations* They fall to recognlKQ that new life will mean

a new relation to our fellowmen as well as to God*

In several brilliant passages, Paul Tlllleh describes

this Individualism of our world and Its consequences,s Does

^Davld Reismann, The Lonely Crowd (Hew Hsvent Yale
University Press, 1950), passim*

2Tllllch, op, olt., pp, 125-131, 262-236.
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not his statement of the problem also show clearly Chris¬

tianity's opportunity?

The spiritual disintegration of our day consists In
the loss of an ultimate meaning of life by the people of
Western civilization# And with the loss of the meaning
of life, they have lost personality and community# # * 1

The loss of personality Is Interdependent with the
loss of community# Only personalities can have commun¬
ity# De-personal!zed beings have social interrelations#
They are essentially lonely, and therefore they cannot
bear to be alone because this would make them conscious
of their loneliness and, with It, of the loss of the
meaning of life# # • And there la no community because
there Is nothing to have in ccmmon#2

What does our instrument of interpretation suggest by way

of Implementing a creative fellowship in the experience of

those who believe? These three suggestions for the church

fellowship grow out of our earlier discussion of group dy¬

namics, and primarily stem from our basic assumption that

the group or fellow:hip is a Gestalt#

1# The fellowship group, no less than the individual,
needs an organizing; center# The lack of an agreed-upon organ¬

izing center brings us to the pitfall elaborated by Tilllch,
that there is no community because there Is nothing to have

in common# Pur thewsare, the group, just like the Individual,

can choose to organize Itself about a variety of centers,

with varying results#

The group might choose, or more likely unconsciously

develop, to be member-centered# That is to say, the fsllow-

1Tilllch, op# clt#» p# 262#

2Ibid.# p# 264.
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ship Is on anizad around the needs and Irlves of each member.

The individual members are primarily trying to get their own

goals and methods adopted by the group* Needless to say,

such anarchy in a group is extremely difficult to deal with,

and would certainly never produce the experience of fellow¬

ship with other persons which a now relation to God demands.

The fellowship might organize Itself around itself;

it would then be ;,rou: -centered. This would be a considerable

Improvement over the member-centered group, for morale and

effort would be combined hare. Individual selfishness would

be overcome and some very effective work could be done. New

relationships with other persons would be established In

such a group. But there are dangers. The group-centered

fellowship can itself become selfish and think only of It¬

self. When It uses itself as the organizing center it cannot

possibly relate itself to the largest possible field. For

example, the communist party may be group-centered, but this

does not bring a redemptive fellowship for those outside and

probably not for those within. Likewise, we have seen young

people's groups in churches which were so group-centered that

a newcomer was excluded from the very fellowship the church

professed to give.

Another alternative is the group which uses as its

organizing center some task which ©11 of the members share;

a task-centered group. Again we find some values In such an

orientation. Selfishness is not allmod much rein, and a

common goal may give the group excellent morale, at least
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until the task is completed# But tesk~canteradneaa may be

the organizing center at the expense of other needs of the

individual members. How often within the Christian Church

committeaa are so intent upon their tasks that they ©re sud¬

denly amazed to hear that one of their members lias had a

nervous breakdown. Task-conteredness may blind a fellowship

to the needs of members, which must be recognised if a new

relation to other persons Is to be established*.

Member, group, task may be the organising center for

the fellowship. But such orientation in the fellowship will

never achieve the creative redemptive power which 5s possible

and necessary for the church. This is not to say that there

is not some good In each of these orientations# But the

Christian fellowship la unique because it is God-centered#

The members and the group have this In corations faith in God

through Jesus Christ# The organizing center for the group

as well as for the individual is God# A truly redemptive

community is established when this Is its basis, because the

members really have something "In caramon#11 God-centersdness

Is the ultimate orientation giving meaning to the life of the

group, and directive as to the relationships of the group

both within and without Itself#

2# The parts (members) of a fellowship group as a

Gestelt are dynamically Interrelated# With God as the organ¬

izing, center of the fellowship, love must be accepted as the

ground of all relationships and action of the group, "Perfect
love casteth out fear#" The experience of love in the fellow-

\
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ship will cast out the fears of sin, guilt, loneliness, Iso¬

lation, and lack: of meaning# Love, as the prime factor of

Interrelationship In the fellowship, will create the "good"

Gestslt# Fear would create a very "weak" Gestalt for onoe

the threat was removed the Gestalt would break down# The

church Is a "Gostalt of Grace" to use Ttllich's phrase#2-
Xn such © fellowship the members would "be © Christ

to each other#" Such a fellowship would share the burdens

and cares of each other# They would give of themselves with

oamplete honesty, knowing that they could trust and were

trusted by the other members# The self would feel completely

"at home" In such a fellowship, no longer finding it necessary

to keep up his false front of status end prestige# Por the

first time the self would be completely able to "be himself#"
At the present time we have Intimations that this kind of

group is possible from the experience of some pastoral coun¬

seling,2 from some secular therapy,3 and from some experiments

In group therapy#- But should not this kind of fellowship be

the true business of the church rather than of secular agen¬

cies? Why should people have to seek out psychologists for

the kind of experience the fellowship ought to offer?5 Has

^Ibld*, p# xx

2Cf# Carroll Wise, Pastoral Counseling. (New York:
Harper 8^. Brothers, 1951) • - « —

^Cf.Rogers, op# clt.

4Cf# Rogers, on# clt#, chaps# vll and vilt.

5Carl Jung, Modern Man In 5>earoh of a Soul, p. 264#
(New York: Harcourt Brace & Co., 1933).
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not this Intimate fellowship, dynamically Interrelated

through love, been the secret of the church throughout

history, beginning with the disciples, the churches es¬

tablished by Paul, the band led by St, Francis, the Wealeyan

meeting, the Quaker hand, the church meeting of the Congre-

gatlonallats, and a host of others?

Possibly the following pithy rhyme illustrates the

operation of love In the fellowship in such a way that we

all can recognize It,

I was angry with my friendt
I told ray wroth, my wrath did end,
I was angry with my foes
I told It not, my wroth did grow,1

3, But how can this glorious fellowship occur in the

"weak" Gestalts which occupy so many churches? We recall

the organization of a Costalt end remember that a change in

any part affects the whole. Following this line of reason¬

ing, Kurt Lewln devised some Ingenious experiments which led

him to the conclusion that leadership is the key factor or

at least the factor most readily available,® He was particu¬

larly concerned with democratic and autocratic groups and

the German culture following the recent war, but his find¬

ings are equally true for the fellowship of the church,

, , « a change In methods of leadership Is probably
the quickest way to bring about a change in the cultural
atmosphere of a group. For the status and power of the
leader or of the leading section of a group make them

^Kurt Lewln, Resolving Social Conflicts, p, 102,

2Ibld«, Port I,
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the key to the„Ideology and the organisation of tha life
of that group^

The position of the minister within the fellowship

would bo the easiest place to begin such a change. Such a

conclusion is somewhat similar to anil Brunner's conclusion

that "The day of the 'clergyman-church* is past for the
#

single reason that it is no longer able to meet the spiritual

needs of our tlme."s Brunner goes on to remind us of the

intense pastoral work with individuals carried out by tha

apostles. They were not content only to preach and to tell

people what to do. Even Paul, who might have been forgiven

for not spending time with Individuals end with groups be¬

cause of his wide traveling and preaching, tells the Sphesl-

ans, "I ceased not to warn every one night and day with tears.

A very Intense pastoral work was directed to individuals by

the man who proselytized half the world.

The minister can change the fellowship by changing

his own attitude and ways of operating in the group. Church

groups are too often minister-centered, resulting in a very

"weak" Gestalt of a group. How could the minister (often the

leader) change so as to Implement God-centeredness in the

group and a consequent operation of love among the members

of the fellowship? After all, the test is not In what the

Ibid.. p. 49.

%runner, The 01vine-Human Encounter, p. 142.

3Acta, 20}31.
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minister believes about this, but In the action which stems

from the belief#

Oestalt psychology and group dynamics both would

suggest that the minister try to create conditions (that is,

create an atmosphere) where each member of the fellowship

group feels free to give to the group his maximum contribu¬

tion and to express his real needs# A "rule of thumb"

might read: to the extent that the fellowship does not u-

fcilise ©11 the ideas, coll on all the skills, and recognise

ell the feelings of Its members, the Gestalt of the group

will be leas "good" than it might have been# In a sense the

minister (leader) Is a catalytic agent attempting to help

ell these things happen# Here are sera® of the functions that

the minister can perform in helping to create this atmosphere

of love#

a) He attempts to understand all expressions of ideas

and feelings in order to facilitate communication between

members of the fellowship#

b) Fe accepts all viewpoints and feelings, so that

honest expressions of the fellowship ere brought out In the

open where the group can handle them, rather than allowing

such expressions and needs to be the close personal property

of one individual to be nursed privately end defended#

c) He clarifies the feelings, ideas, meanings, and

position of the group and of the members#

d) He lie tens to the group and its members#

e) He Integrates contributions of Individuals Into
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the total fellowship process#

f) He allocs the fellowship to make all decisions*

s) Ss allows the fellowship to feel responsible, end

waits for the group to take the responsibility#

h) He allows the E**oup to do any evaluating; which is

done# Group dynamics sees the above actions as functions of

leadership which are not the solo possessions of the minister

but rather can be performed by any member of the group#

Therefore,

1) He loses his leadership and becomes more and more

an equal member of the fellowship as other members begin

performing these functions. Every men Is a priest to every

other man.

j) He Is a resource person. If the minister exer¬

cises this function too strongly In the beginning, before

the fellowship has come to feel responsible and has begun to

parf01% some of the functions of leadership, then the pres¬

tige and status of the minister, plus his training in some

of the areas of church and religious lif®, will so overwhelm
t

the members of the group that they will relax end "let the

minister do It." Premature exercise of this "resource func¬

tion" stifles the initiative of the members. For example,

It la not enough that the minister be able to pray. Every

member of the fellowship must have grown in the practice of

prayer in order that the "good" Gastalt might be established.

These are some of the clues which our Gestalt Instru¬

ment offers to Christianity for the deepening of the experience
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of fellowship# We ere not presumptuous enough to think that

we have understood fully the workings of the God-centered

group which the minister Is privileged to lead# Yet it may

be that a radical change of attitude on the part of the min¬

ister would do more to Implement the experience of fellow¬

ship in the church than some of the preaching* There is a

power and a relationship which can exist "between man and

man," to use Martin Buber's phrase, which wo only begin to

touch* Our faith must not only reach to God but must venture

out to our fellowraen with the love which God commands*

H* The Experience of Worship

Worship is "the response of the creature to the Eter¬

nal."* "Worship is the approach of man as he seeks to es¬

tablish a harmonious relationship with God*"'2 Here in these

two definitions we find a beginning for our Gestalt inter¬

pretation of warship. The self In its struggle to relate

itself to the largest possible field and to establish a Ges-

talt which takes into account all of the forces of that

field, seeks finally to relate ltaelf to God* Vie earlier

described this process operating within nurture and conver¬

sion, and leading to the self*s reoognizing God as its organ¬

ising center* Worship partakes of this sane Gestalt process

and in it the self struggles for the same goal. In the words

of Evelyn Underhlll:

1
Underhlll.Worship, p. 3*

2Weathsrhead, op* olt., p. 453.
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Worship, than, is an avenue which leads the creature
out from his inveterate eelf-occupation to a knowledge
of God, and ultimately to that union with God which la
the beatitude of the soul; • • • We see in its first be¬
ginnings man's emerging recognition of the Living Will
which is the cause of all his living; and the gradual
deepening and widening of this recognition, in diverse
ways and manners, till at last all ways and manners are
swallowed up in a self-giving love.

Thus worship purifies, enlightens, and at last trans¬
forms, every life submitted to its influence.1

Weatherhead soys substantially the same thing.

Thus in worship, when we express the emotion of ad¬
miration for those qualities which God personifies, we
are remade in His image, and the more we can look away
from ourselves to Him, the more we benefit, paradoxical
though this may sound#2

Worship may be private or corporate, but this is its

goal. Corporate worship is made possible because the fellow¬

ship shares an organizing center, namely God, and thus seeks

as a group to celebrate their common center and their common

destiny. True worship does not take place apart from the

kind of fellowship group we described in the previous sec¬

tion. A collection of selves, unrelated to each other, pro¬

vides the weakest kind of Gestalt, a mere geographical Ges-

talt which has no communal aspects to celebrate in worship.
Hnt at Its best, an offering to God on the partii*U6 ^forsiilp ISf
of a beloved community united in the love of God and the ser¬

vice of men."3

^Underbill, Vtornhlp, PP* 17
p
sVeatherhead, op, clt.» p. 453.

3Ibid., p. 455.
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Let us look again at the Gestalt process of insight

which we developed In the section on conversion,1 to see how

It also provides us an Interpretation of worship# The pro¬

cess Is fourfold? Involvement In the field, meditation, In¬

sight and verification#
.

1# Involvement In the Field

The fellowship of selves Is met together for worship,
\

and they begin when one of their number or the minister, leads

them in a call to worship# (Prior to this, the organ prelude

may help to create involvement in the field#) This is most

often followed by a prayer of Invocation, the singing of

hymns, and readings from the scripture# All of these tilings
are part of the adoration of God# Thus, the fellowship re¬

calls to its mind the nature of the life to which they are

committed, and "Involve themselves In the field," by recog¬

nizing their common organizing center# Familiar scripture

end hymns help recall them to this common field; thus have

developed ritual and liturgy# This Is a necessity If the con¬

gregation Is to participate, Pattern is needed to allow the

members to know where they fit ln*2 But ritual also utilizes

the general tendency of living creatures to repeat their ac¬

tions and thereby re-experience the accompanying emotion#

"Ritual tends by means of appropriate sounds and gestuFes

^See above, p# 166 ff#

2Cf. Underhill, Worship, pp# 32 ff.
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provoke the repetition of a given religious attitude which

can be shared by all taking part In the rite.0*
To this shared field, the Individual selves bring

their own unique perceptions of the frustrations and joys

which are their particular lot. As the fellowship recalls

the glorious life to which It belongs, the life of the indi¬

vidual self Is held up and examined in the light of this com¬

mitment. The Individual self is further Involved in the field

by virtue of his particular needs for forgiveness, love,

strength, thanksgiving, and Inspiration.

2. Meditation

Recalled to his high commitment to God end His ser¬

vice of love, the individual self, as well as the corporate

fellowship, finds itself in a struggle. There Is a wrestling

within the soul of each self as he confesses his shortcomings,

ponders the pattern his life Is making, and seeks for e bet¬

ter course of action in the face of God*a demands. The self

or the fellowship may actually be seeking answers to problems,

and If not specific ones, then the general problem of finite

creatures struggling to live up to the demands of the Infinite.

Corporate prayer may lift up these struggles of indi¬

viduals and of the fellowship. Pre-eminently, the sermon is

the time when the Word of God Is related to the situations In

which people find themselves. The minister attempts to be the

vessel o£ God, bringing His message and commands Into the

Ibid., p. 32 f.
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lives of the people* In preaching Itself, the minister Is

likely to be engaged In a struggle, trying to determine the

message of God for this time and this place and this people*

The sermon verbalises the struggle of the people

3* Insight

And then If the struggle is resolved, insight has

come to the self*a field and maybe to the fellowshlp*s field*

That la to say, a better Gestalt Is established* The self

feels renewed In spirit and conviction* Tills Is the true

goal of worship* not the selfish reinforcement oi ago

centered behavior or neurotic desires,2 but the redemption

of life until Cod Is the organising center* Underhill says

it In this fashion*

• * • Christian worship la always directed towards
the sanctifiestlon of life* All worship has a creative
aim, for It is a movement of the creature in the direc¬
tion of Realityj end here, the creative aim Is that
total transfiguration of the created order in wnich the
incarnation of the Logos finds Its goal* Christian
worship, then, ia to be judged by the degree in which
it tends to Holiness? since this la the response of the
pressure of the Holy which Is asked of the Church and
of the soul* The Christina is required to use the whole
of his existence as sacramental material? offer it end
consecrate it at every point, so that it may contribute
to the Glory of God*3

With this ultimate demand upon the life of the self, un¬

achievable except for the power of God, la It any wonder that

For an excellent treatment of the sermon and worship
in terms of personal relationship see H» II* Former, The Ser¬
vant of the Word* (London* Hiatal k Co*, Ltd*, 1942), passim*

®Weath«rtaftd# on* clt*« pp. 454 f*
s(Jnderhlll, op* clt*> p. 77.
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worship Is always a time whan new insight cornea to tho self?

Recalled to his fundamental commitment to God, in worship tho

self will ever see new ways of serving Him. A better Gestalt

will be established*

4* Verification

The everyday action of the self will be the verifica¬

tion of the Insight of the worship period. The worship ser¬

vice often symbolizes new commitment in the offering laid

on the altar or in a dedicatory prayer. By their fruits you

will know them. The process of verification continues be¬

yond the end of the service into "secular" life.

Thus we have seen that the Gestalt understanding of

insight gives us an interpretation of worship which is not

unrelated to the expectations of religious people in all

ages. Fanner compares worship—and therefore our process-

to individual revelation.

It is often salds "Oh, I have had no revelations"}
Yet, if week by week, in the worship of the Christian
fellowship, ordinary folk apprehend anew, in relation
to their own individual situation, the challenge and
the forgiveness of God, that is every bit as much reve¬
lation as ever came to the most gifted prophet or seer
in history.^-

i

Surely the process of insight affords us a useful interpre¬

tation of hew the self apprehends anew the demands of God.

The fact that there are so many types of worship

ranging from the Catholic mass to the Free Churches to the

Quaker service Is understandable within our Gestalt lnter-

^Farmer, The World and God, p. 83.
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pretatlon# Such wide variety is the outcome of the unique

fields In which people live# The pattern of worship which

Is rewarding for one self cannot possibly be perceived as

useful or rewarding by another* self# The selves of the world,

out of the 1 r own needs, must worship God In many ways, even

as they have perce® ved the nature of God In many ways# For

men are finite ard fallible} only God la infinite# Underbill

agrees with this position when she says in her prefaces

• # • my wish has been to show all these (the variety
of warship farms) as chapels of various types In the one
Cathedral of the Spirit; and dwell on the particular
stricture of each, the love which has gone to their
adornment, the shelter they can offer to many different
kinds of adoring souls, not on the shabby hassocks, the
crude pictures, or the paper flowers# Bach great form
of Christian cultua Is here regarded, to use on Xgnstlan
simile, as a "contemplation to procure the 1 vo of God":
for Its object is to lead human souls, by different ways
to that act of pure adoration which is the consummation
of warship#*•

Thus the experience of worship can be interpreted by Gestolt,

not only In Its process as we have seen here, but also in

terms of the gradual crystallisation of the originally form¬

less feelings and emotions of all peoples Into some kind of

perceptible and unified forms of religion and worship# This

letter suggestion, which takes us far beyond the confines of

our subject and space, la admirably developed by Van Der

Leeuw#2

Our previous discussion on the dynamics of the fellow¬

ship group gives us a word of caution In the consideration of

^Underbill, Worship, chap# xli#
2
Van Der Laeuw, op# clt., passim#
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warship# If It Is to bo a vital experience for all members

there must be participation by all and not merely passive

observation.3- There must be self-Involvement if the experience

of worship Is ever to reach the high goal we have indicated#

Ho one else can worship for the self# The self must organ¬

ise Its own field and therefore have an active part In the

experience of worship# Mellon© has raise the same question

In the following passage#

Tiie worshipper in the Protestant Church must be made
to feel that something is really being done, and also—
what the Roman Catholic cannot feel—that he himself has
a personal store In doing It, The want of tills condition
accounts for tlie prevalent experience todays worship lias
become a passive affairj the people no longer pray, but
listen to the minister as he praysj the congregation has
become on audience, a body of listeners, waiting for a
mental Impression to be made on themselves# Those who
feel In this way towards the Church sooner or later
cease to go to Church at all# Protestantism, In Its dread
of Idolatry, has concentrated its appeal to one of our
senses only—the sense of hearing; and has fallen back on
a static and sedentary form of service which lias a fatal
tendency to create the merely passive attitude. We ful¬
ly admit that no single method Is possible to the ex¬
clusion of all others# The variations In human temper¬
ament and taste ©ro so great, that diversity of ritual
among Christian Churches—even among those who believe
alike—will remain desirable and necessary# But" "dod
is known to men as Activity} and man*s natural response
to God Is in the action of good works and In tho action
of worship, which Involves the whole man and not merely
one of his senses#2

The Gestalt Interpretation of worship recalls ua to the ne¬

cessity of first-hand experience by the self# Ho second-hand

experience will ever achieve the "good" Gestalt, for It can

^Cf. G# W# Allport, "The Psychology of Participation"
The Psychological Review, ('lay, 1945).

2S# H* Mellone, op. clt.« pp. 215 f#
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not be the unique, and therefore reconciling, experience

which every self needs, This conclusion about the experience

of worship is equally true of the experience of prayer to

which wo now turn.

it fffo JlMer
Our final ejqperlence of religion brings us to the

personal life of worship, which is most often summarized and

best described as prayer.1 James defined prayer in the

wider sanas as ''meaning every kind of inward communion or

conversation with the power recognised ao divine#"2 He goes

on to say that the final reason for prayer is that, we just

can't help praying# We are in a world where wo ©re often

not entirely at home# Prayer is the "soul's sincere desire"

to soak a reaatabllshment of right relationships with the

total field# Selbie notes that prayer "springe ultimately

from our relation to the universa around us * • • man feels

himself to be not altogether at one with his world#"3 Thus

the Costalt interpretation of prayer and its goal Is not es¬

sentially different from that which we found In worship# lot

us apply our Costalt process of Insight to the experience of

the self as he comes to prayer#

1
Cf. Underbill, Worship# chap# ix# "The Principles of

Personal Worship#" Also "it# Il. Wienian, ITcfchodg of Private
Religious Living (Now York} The Mftcmlllan Go#, 1928)# passim.

2James, op# cit». p# 464#

3tf# B# Selble, op# clt«. p# 219#
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The self comes to prayer as a whole, that is to say,

he has his world organised into a Gestalt In which all the

Interrelated facts of that world are perceived In a meaning¬

ful pattern. In prayer- the self poura out his mind and heart,

possibly moving through some of the familiar stages of thanks¬

giving, adoration, confession. Intercession, and petition.

Can we not say that this can be described as involvement in

the field? Here the self is reviewing his Gestalt and the

pattern his life Is making. And in Ills prayers he may well

bring forth perceptions of his situation which he does not ad-

ait to any other group or In any other way.

But tlx forces of the Individual's field are constant¬

ly changing, and thus disequilibrium and tension threaten his

Gestalt, Sickness, uncertainty, failure, argument, war or

any one of the myriad stresses and strains of this life hove

brought upset and tension into the field. The Gestalt has

been weakened, and gaps appear. Completeness and closure ©re

needed. Here we have the period of meditation when the self

struggles with Its Gestalt, t rylng to bring all phases of

Its organisation under the guidance of God, The Individual

may be restless and anxious because of this lack of wholenear.,

consumed by a feeling that now he does not possess the best

possible Gestalt, He feels out of step with ell of the fac¬

tors of his world, of other men and of God,
In his prayer the self seeks for a new Gestalt which

will give meaning and direction to his life. The Individual

Is expectant, waiting, searching for an answer to hie prayer,
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That answer may com© In the silence of meditation or In the

days that follow or In any of the manifold ways God has of

speaking to man* But however the answer comes* can It not

be termed lnalnht? A reorganization of the field has oc¬

curred* The new factors have been taken Into the field and

assimilated to make It all meaningful once again* The an¬

swer as Insight may come suddenly, giving the individual a

new thought, a plan of action, decision about goals, a feel¬

ing of forgiveness, or new understanding of his relationships

with other selves, the world end God# Verification occurs in

the subsequent action and feeling of the self, as he rises

from his prayer and goes into life* Such an interpretation

of prayer does not detract but makes more understandable,
/

William James* conclusions

Through prayer, religion insists, thlng3 which can¬
not be realized In any other manner come abouts energy
which but for prayer would be bound Is by prayer set free
and operates In some part, be It objective or subjective,
of the world of facts.!

Or* Williams lias an Illuminating paragraph on prayer as a re¬

source In making moral decisions, which is In line with this

Gestalt Interpretation.

There is no way to the deeper levels of moral in¬
sight more important than the lifting of the mind and
conscience to the spirit of God. The humble act of
self-examinationj the opening of the closed self to
the cleansing and healing work of-Godf the sealing of
moral resolve In dependence upon the power of Gods
all thl3 Is what real prayer ca.. mean 5n the moral life*
Divine guidance does not mean the Insertion by supernat-

^James, op. clt*. p* 456
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ural means of ideas in our minds. It is dangerous to
take any particular notion which we derive In the mo¬
ment of prayer and identify It with the will of God.
We know too much about the ways of self-deception and
wish-fulfillment to be satisfied with that. Dr. But-
trick in a classic phrase has sold that the greatest
service of prayer is "the courageous and creative ac¬
ceptance of the terms of mortal life." One of those
terms is the fallibility of human decisions. Prayer
Is the sword of the spirit even against Its own evil.
It is most effective when we approach it in the humil¬
ity of confession that God's mercy is our first and
last need. Then guidance (logs cone in .Illumination
and the power of resolve. [Italics mlneTJ^

The self's glimpse of ultimate reality and of God's

will is finite and 11 ited, yet aa his Gestalt is ever more

Inclusive of the whole of life and Its relationships, ho will

find prayer a method In his maturing Christian experience and

action. The figure-ground factor in the organization of a
*

Gestalt gives us a further Interpretation* The self enters

prayer with Ms own concerns uppermost In his mind as figure.

In prayer the self recedes and becomes as ground while Cod

more and more becomes figure.

Gestalt also suggests that the uniqueness of the in¬

dividual field and organization means that prayer must be a

private formulation. Formalized prayers and devotional books

can never be an adequate substitute for even the halting words

of the Individual sou! precisely because, in the final analysis,

no one else can organize the self's field for it; it just

won't suit. Ho person can formulate the prayer for another

self. Each must come into the presence of God with his own

self as a whole. Such a conclusion baa always been the ad-

Will lama, op. clt., pp. 158 f*
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vice of the masters of prayer. They have advised us to use

their meditations and prayers only as beginnings and sugges¬

tions to our own private formulation. W» E. Orchard says it

this way in the Introduction to The Templet

They (the prayers) are therefore recom ended rather
as meditative preparations for private prayer with the
idea that they may stir the soul to adventure for It¬
self upon this greatest of all unexplored territories.

One can argue about prayer and religion indefinitely
to very little effect; and although the writer Is con¬
vinced that prayer is the highest exercise of the ra¬
tional ulnd and religion Is the very basis of all thought,
yet It Is Impossible to give a full rational account
of religion before one has awakened to the needs of
one* a own soul. And prayer is the very essence of re¬
ligion; and the only way to solve the problem of prayer
la by learning to pray.*

The Geatolt concept offers an Interpretation of

prayer, but what of intercessory prayer? Here we approach a

theological discussion, and our psychological principles can

only be suggestive, certainly not authoritative. The man of

Christian faith believes that he Is In touch with a larger

whole, ultimately the largest and best possible Gestalt; the

world and God. As Christians we are part of that which holds

the world together. The shifting of any factor in the whole

effects the total organization# That is, the Gestalt must

shift just that much to assimilate this new force and maintain

Its organisation. For example, the prayer life of Albert

Schweitzer has certainly many times been Intercessory. Who can

estimate the shifts in the total Gestalt because of his life

W. S. Orchard, The Temple (London; J. M. Dent & Sons
Ltd., 1913), pp. vl f. Cf. also trie introductory note in
John Baillie, A Diary of Private Prayer (London; Oxford Press,
1936).
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and action? Leslie Weatherbsad speaks of Intercession and

gives illustrations as well as beginning laws of prayer

which are not foreign to our idea of e Gestalt,1 Underbill

suggests the same Idea when she says:

Saeh Christian life of prayer, then, however, deeply
hidden or apparently solitary In form, will affect the
life of the whole Body* By the very fact of Its en¬
trance into the sphere of worship, its action is added
to that total sacrifice of praise and thanksgiving In
which the life of the Invisible Church consists « • ,

each distinct life of prayer, with its particular
rhythm, time-span, and capacity makes Its essential
contribution to that total response which Is the es¬
sence of worship, , * it Is only from within such Intensive
lives that intercessory power—the application to particu¬
lars of the Sternal Love—seems to arise,2

Perhaps the following quotation from George S, Stewart further

emphasizes the relationship of this Gestelt intcrpretatlon of

prayer to the ideas of religious writers, Hp, Stewart offers

his testimony about Intercessory prayer,

I have no evidence to offer beyond the religious in¬
terpretation of history, the example and Instruction of
our Lord, the revelation lie gave of the Heavenly Father,
and the testimony of those who have been so helped,
Those arc sufficient to give vigor to an assertion that
every earnest act of intercession affects the situation
towards which it Is directed so vitally as to create a
new situation. Through It circumstances are often changed,
and even if these ©re unchanged hearts ere changed, and
when hearts are changed circumstances ore transformed, till
temptations become alter stairs, and a cross becomes a gate
Into life. Ho situation remains the satne when prayer is
made about it# There ere influences of many kinds, good
and evil, operating in every cause and In every soul, and
each of these has power as an element In the battle be¬
tween good and evil, but the decisive and essential factor

1Weatherhead, on, clt», chap, vll, sec. III,

binderhill, Worship, pp. 164 ff.
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In each case Is the loving power of God called forth, or
rathor made way for, by the Intercessions and prayers of
Christian folk. For a time things may seem to go on
much as before, but the decisive power has entered in,
and even mountains must move. Prayer always creates a
new situation.1 * ~ -

We are beginning to understand the interrelationships

In the physical world? we have only begun to surmise the in-

terrelatedness of the spiritual world. It, too, may form a

total Gestalt, In which the whole is radically different

from the sum of the parts, and In which each part is depend¬

ent upon the whole. Such Gestalt interpretation may lend

contemporary enrichnent to Paulfs great image of the body

of Christ. "Now you are the body of Christ and individually

members of it.B®

J. Conclusion

Our Gestalt instrument offers us one interpretation

of religious experiences. That is to say, the basic experi¬

ences of religion taken individually as sub-wholes or taken

collectively as the religious life of the self as e whole,

are illuminated and understandable with the Gestalt concept.

Obviously, Gestalt does not tell us everything about

these experiences. There are other interpretations. There

is the advantage, however, that our interpretation is Itself

a Gostalt. Thus, we do not have to shift our argument or

^George S« Stewart, The Lower Lovels of Prayer
(London: 5. C. M. Press, 1939), pp. 89 f» Cf. George A,
Buttrlek, Prayer (New York: Ablngdon-Cokesbury Press, 1942),
chap. vii.

8I Cor. 12j27.
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technique at any point, but rather are able to refer to this

sIngle-minded interpretation* Such a unified position is a

distinct advantage* In our next chapter we shall see how

this unity applies in an interpretation of the types of re¬

ligious experience*



CHAPTER VI

TYPES OF RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE

A# Introduction

Wat have already boon confronted with the variety of

definitions of religious experience,* end so will not bo

surprised to discover that efforts to classify religious ex¬

periences Into several major types have proved vary diffi¬

cult# It often seems that the one consistent item about

typologies of any kind is the exception end overlapping which

is invariably necessary# This has proved equally true for

the psychologists of religious experience# It will also be

true for us, for Gestalt finds it necessary in the words of

Allport, "to accommodate the one disturbing truth that there

are as many varieties of religious experience as there are

religiously inclined mortals upon the earth#"2 We might

well accept the warning of another writer,

There is no shallower method In psychology than that
of those who arrange types in a neatly numbered series
and then proceed to fit the infinite varieties of human
life Into their rigidly conceived framework#®

*See above, chap# 1#
o

Allport, The Individual and His Religion, p# 27#
3Robert H# Thouloss, An Introduction to the Psychology

of Religion (Cambridget Cambridge University Press, 1923), p.
14 #

214
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However Inadequate typologies may 'be, It Is always useful to

attempt to analyze phenomena# Though the types are not a

final or authoritative division they do help us sort out

problems within the whole, and load us to a new understand¬

ing of the relationship of various kinds of religious experi¬

ence#

Our purpose is twofold: first, to consider some types

which have been a continuing concern of .religious psycholo¬

gists, and second, to observe how the type or pattern of

religious experience is In a sense a "whole" which determines

the "parts" or basic experiences of religion which we exam¬

ined in the last chapter# And, finally, to anticipate our

conclusion, the three "types" which we shall consider are

really parts of a larger #iole# If any one type Is exagger¬

ated as the type at the expense of the others, the breadth

and richness of Christian religious experience suffers. With¬

in the confines of this thesis we cannot be exhaustive In our

consideration of religious typology but Geatalt is suggestive

of an interpretation of this perennial problem# Let us look

at some of the typologies which have been used#

William James did not rigidly systematise his findings

in The Varieties of Rellr.lous Experience# but In general he

found two main classes of religious persona: the healthy-

minded and the morbid-minded with many sub-species In both#

Two fundamental types of religious experience correspond to

these classes, the once-born experience and the twice-born

experience or conversion# To these two types he adds the
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mystical experience, asking tliro© great classes with many

species in oach#^- James did not elaborate a typology so much

as he gave us masterful descriptions of the religious expe¬

rience a of certain Individuals#

William Adams Brown suggested throe main types of re¬

ligious attitudes: imperialistic, individualistic end demo¬

cratic#

By imperialism! we agreed to understand the type of
religion whose representatives believe that they serve
God most acceptably -whan they submit to the control of
some existing Institution, the supremacy of which In
the world they identify with the triumph of God's will#
By individualism we agreed to understand a type of re¬
ligion ufoose representatives despair of satisfaction
through any existing Institution and find solace in the
immediate communion between the individual soul and God#
By democracy we understood a type of religion whose rep¬
resentatives are convinced that they serve God best when
they discover His presence in other persons and unite
with them in the progressive realization of the ideal
social order which it is God's purpose to establish on
earth through the free cooperation of men#2

These three typos aro not unrelated to the two types

which Srlch Fromm develops: authoritarian and humanistic re¬

ligious experiences# The essential element In the former Is

the surrender to a power transcending man#

• • • the reason for worship, obedience, and reverence
lies not in the moral qualities of the deity, not in love
or justice, but in the fact that It has control, that la,
has power over man* Furthermore It shows that the higher
power has a right to forre man to worship him and that

•'•James, op# clt., pp. 131 ff# and 477# Cf# Uren, op,
clt., pp# 80 ff#

2w. Adams Brown, Imperialistic Kellglon sftd the Reli¬
gion of Democracy (Hew York: Scrlbners, 1923). ——
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lack of reverence end obedience constitutes sin#*

Humanistic religion la centered around man and Ms strength#

Religious experience In this kind of religion is the expe¬

rience of oneness with the All# based on one's relatednoss to

the world as-it Is grasped with thought and with love#

Faith is certainty of conviction based on one's ex¬
perience of thought and feeling# not ascent to proposi¬
tions on credit of the proposer# The prevailing mood
is that of Joy, while the prevailing mood In authori¬
tarian religion Is that of sorrow and of guilt#2

Martin Buber's Two Types of Fa1th.5 adds a further dis¬

tinction to our analysis# He finds In the end that there axe

only two kinds of faith; both are accepted by the individual

without hla being able to give a sufficient reason# One Is

trust and the otherls the acknowledgement of truth# Buber's

own contrast of the two types will Illuminate his meaning#

In one the man "finds himself* In the relationship of
faith# In the other he is "converted" to It# The man
who finds himself In It is primarily the member of a
community whoso covenant with the TJneondltl>nod Includes
and determines him within it; the man who Is converted
to It Is primarily an Individual, one who has become
an isolated individual, and the community arises as the
Joining together of the oonverted Individuals#^

We might go on multiplying these attempts at a typolo¬

gy of religion and religious experience# For example.

*Krlch Fromn, .. aychoanalysis an 1 Religion (New Haven:
Yale University PresJ, 1566), p. 3S.

8Ibld.. p. 37.

^Martin Buber, Two Types of Faith (London; Routledgo
& Kegan Paul Ltd#, 1951)#

4Ibld.# P. 9.
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Hocking^ distinction of revealed and non-revealed religions

is useful in some situations,^ He is in agreement with Soder-

blom here who discusses two types of revealed or prophetic

religions particular and general. Soderblom also adds the

religion of mysticism.2 Rudolph Otto recognised the great

changing patterns of religious experience, made even more

complex by psychological and cultural factors. In consequence

we have correspondences and "convergences of types," as Otto

calls them, which manifest Interesting and instructive simi¬

larities and differences,3 Therefore, Otto attempted to find

the one basic element in religious experience.4 Henri

Rergaon made the Important distinction between static and

dynamic religion.5 Mooro suggested the possibility of divid¬

ing religious experience into mystical end non-mystical

types.5 A great deal of work has been done In analysing the

religious experience of mysticism, and it seems to be one of

the clearest types.

%• S. Hooking, Living Religions and a World Faith
(London: George Allen & Unwln. 1940). passim.

%. Soederblom, The nature of Revelation (2nd ed.;
New York: Oxford University Press. 1930). passim.

^Rudolph Otto, Religious trans. Brian Lunn
(London: Oxford University Press, 1931), chap. x.

%ee above, chap. i.

Sllenri Bergson, The Two Sources of Morality and Re¬
ligion (Hew York: Henry Holt and Co.. 1955). passim.

^Moore, op. clt.« pp. 190 ff.
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Such examples will suffice to demonstrate that any

typology must be a tentative thing, as MeKenzle1 and Moores
have said# Furthermore, any analysis will be Incomplete#

In line with our own Gestalt interpretation we can agree

with C# C# J* Webb when ha says, " • • • I would see In the

religious experience of mankind as a whole a genuine unity#"3
However, Gestalt will not let us rest content in any

comfortable feeling about the whole, for the various princi¬

ples of organization Insist upon an analysis to discover sub-

wholes and the interrelationships of the parts# Thus, though

we can agree with ?<?ebb, we must at the same time proceed to

the problem of discovering a possible typology based upon

our Gestalt principles and the typologies we have been re¬

viewing#

In considering this whole which Is the religious ex¬

perience of mankind, any part might be a logical starting

point which would lead us to the other parts# Because of the

Gestalt emphasis upon the process of reorganization, we

choose to start with the unique individual experience of rec¬

onciliation# Such a starting point also does Justice to the

Gestalt understanding of the individual's unique field and

perception# We shall designate this first type as the

*McKenzle, Psychology, Psychotherapy and Evangelicalism.
p# a ff# — .

%oore, op# clt«. pp# 187 ff#
SC# C# J# Webb, Religious Experience {London? Oxford

University Press, 1945), p. 3'?#
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evangelical. It Is marked by freedom and spontaneity, and

by knowledge gained through experience as distinguished from

knowledge by doctrineThis evangelical type has often been

the starting point for religious reform and new insight Into

the nature of God, The most Intense religious experiences of

this type leads to the founding of a religion, in the sense

elaborated by Joachim Wachu^ d$>, Dickie has given us a clear

definition of the type in Christian terms when he says,

A Christian In the full evangelical sense of the word
is not simply one who accepts as true certain proposi¬
tions about God and the world, man, sin, redemption and
the other topics which are ordinarily set down as belong¬
ing to the cycle of Christian Doctrine. Ha is one who has
made the Christian salvation his own, and thus knows him¬
self as reconciled to God through faith in our Lord Jesus
Christ, and knows God as reconciling the world unto Him¬
self ... A man ts not a real Christian, however correct
his views upon all these subjects, unless he has this
personal knowledge of the Christian salvation of which
God Is the Author and Christ the Mediator • • • for Chris¬
tianity has always lived and functioned In the world, not
as a body of ideas or doctrines but as a religion, th t
Is a felt peraaal relationship to God#3

The evangelical type Is akin to James* "twice-born souls" and

to Buber*3 "converted" type of faith. This type is also re¬

lated to Whitehead*s definition of religion as the "art and

theory of the Internal life of man," which he considers "the
direct negation of the theory that religion Is primarily a

*McKenzle, Psychol ogy. Psychotherapy and livenge11call am.
chap. 11. "*"** ~

2Joachim Wach, Sociology of Religion (London: Kegan Paul,
Trench, Trubner & Co#, Ltd#, 1947), pp. 132 ff, and pp. 347 ff.

3Jobn Dickie, The Organism of Christian Truth (London
J. Clarke, 1931), Introduction# -------- --
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social fact."1

Thus, the evangelical type results In the formation
of © Gestalt which becomes further articulated and differen¬

tiated. If this process remains a personal thing. In which

the Individual continually refines end deepens his own com¬

munion with C-od, then we can designate o second type of re¬

ligious experiences the mystical. J. H. Leuba defined

mysticism as

• . .any experience taken by the exporieneer to be
a contact (not through the senses, but "Immediate,"
"intuitive") or union of the self with a larger-than-
self, be It called the World-Spirit, God, the Absolute,
or otherwise.®

The mystical type of religious experience overcomes the dis¬

integration of the self and achieves a unity. It usually re¬

mains a private matter between the self and God, something

beyond communication to other selves.

The articulation and differentiation of the Individ¬

ual* s religious experience may take another course, in which

he shares his experience and enters into communion with other

selves as well as with God. This results in what we shall call

a third type of religious experience: the church-type. Doc¬

trine, dogma, cult are articulated from the basic evangelical

experience. Implicitly or explicitly, the way of salvation

becomes prescribed within the system of the church. This Is

equivalent to Buber*s man who finds himself within s community

*Whitehead, Religion In the Making, pp. 6, 48.

%xmba, The Psychology of Religious •■ystlclsm. p. 1.
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of faith# It may also be the experience of James* once-

born souls* Joachim Wach has described this process of re¬

ligious organization stemming from the primary religious ex¬

perience of the founder*1 The result Is that selves are

subjected to an exaggeration of dogma or what Thouless calls

the "traditional element in belief#"^ Examples of this type

of religious experience are to be found In the Homan Catholic

Church and the majority of major Protestant Churches, whether

they are author1tarlanly or democratically organized*

We turn now to a more detailed interpretation of these

three types of religious experience: evangelical, mystical

and church* Our Interpretation will utilize the Gestalt re¬

quirements laid down In Chapter III* It will be apparent

already that all three types must be somehow dynamically In¬

terrelated In a total Gestalt If there Is to be a genuine

unity In the religious experience of mankind as a whole*

D* The Bvangellcal Sxperlence5

This type of religious experience Is distinguished by

Its emphasis upon the first-hand experience of the self with

God. As we have seen In Or. Dickie's statement,^ the Important

thing Is not opinion about the subject but "personal knowledge

of the Christian salvation#" Through the centuries men and

1V.'ach, Sociology of Religion, chap. v.

2Thouless, op* clt*. chap, 11.
%
wSee especially, McKenzie, Psychology. Psychotherapy

and Evangelleallam t passim*

^See above, chap, vi, p. 220*
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women of varying theological positions have found themselves

returning to this primary emphasis upon personal experience,

J, 0, McKenzle Illustrates this type by contrasting knowledge

by description and knowledge by acquaintance.

The Evangelicals emphasize knowledge by acquaintancej
they believe because they have an experience; they re¬
alize Christ rather than know Him; experience Him rnthor
than believe in Him, The experience of the forgiveness
of sin for example la not reached by methods of ratio¬
cination; the assurance of salvation 13 knowledge by ac¬
quaintance, Strictly speaking, the reference of their
experience to God Is outside knowledge by acquaintance:
but It Is not outside the psychological experience of
realisation. The experience, whatever reference It may
be given, Is real.

It is this experience, this realisation, this know¬
ledge by acquaintance which the Evangelical emphasises,
and which the greBt leaders of the Evangelical Movement
attempted to evoke,1

*• t

The knowlecige which comes in this way is immediate; and A,

H, Whitehead would agree that all such Immediate knowledge is

Infallible,2
The contrast to the church-type of religious experience

Is seen when we realize that doctrine and dogma grow out of

these primary experiences. The emphasis la upon the experi¬

ence which the doctrine merely describes, "The contention

of the Evangelicals was that whet the doctrine conceptualizes

must be experienced anew by every believer,"3 C, G, Jung also

finds that though these evangelical experiences do not estab-

^McKenzle, Psychology, Psychotherapy and Evangelicalism
p, 24 f, — "

2A, N, Whitehead, Symbolism (Hew York; The Macmlllan
Co,, 1927), p, 7 f,

®5fcKenzle, Psychology, Psychotherapy and ..'vangellcallsm.
p» 25, ' ' ' ' '" " ~ ' ' " '
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lish dogmas or doctrines, they are the starting point for

both.

Religious experience la absolute. It is Indisputable,
You can only say that you have never had such an experi¬
ence, and your opponent will seyt "Sorry, I have." And
there your discussion will come to an end, Ho matter
what the world thinks about religious experience, the
one who has it possesses the greet treasure of a thing
that has provided him v?lth the source of life, meaning
and beauty, end that has given a new splendour to the
world and mankind. He has plstls (Faith) and peace, • *

Nobody can know what the ultimate things are. We must,
therefore, take them as we experience them,1

Whitehead also finds this primary experience of religion to

be the starting point for elaboration of doctrine.

The .fact of religious vision, and its history of per¬
sistent expansion, is our one ground for optimism.
Apart from it, human life is a flash of occasional en¬
joyments lighting up a mass of gain and misery, a bag¬
atelle of transient experience,8

It is from the most intense evangelical experiences,

that Christianity has received its new visions, Joachim

Wach finds this primary experience to be the beginning of a

religion! It develops from this original experience of the

founder,3 The evangelical experience may also lead to pro¬

test against the established forms of theology, cult and or¬

ganization Luther and Wesley protested because of their

own basic experiences, Paul Tlllich goes so far as to inter¬

pret the nature of historical Protestantism as pernanent

^Jung, Psychology and Religion, p, 50,

^Whitehead, Science and the Modern World, p, 275.

%ach, Sociology of Religion, pp. 347 ff,

^Ibld,. chap, v, sections 10-12,
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protest#1 Because of this emphasis upon the unique evangel¬

ical experience for each individual, Protestantism is always

in a dialectical tension between form and protest#2
The evangelical finds the source of his direct ex¬

perience In the Person of Christ and His Work and the author¬

ity of the Bible# There are necessarily great differences of

Interpretation, but it 13 from these two theological themes

that the evangelical draws his inspiration.3 Thus, "the real

mark of Evangelicalism is not so much a new doctrine as a new

emphasis on ancient doctrine, and in particular, a new fer¬

vour

The essential thing in the evangelical experience is

the inner conviction which comes to each self, regardless of

theological outlook# McKenzle sees the Cross as crucial to

this experience and also as symbolizing the unity of all who

experience this inner conviction#

It Is the conviction that something was done by God
in relation to sin and Its forgiveness, and not what wa's
not done that unites into one class men and women of' '
such different cultural, social and theological outlook.
This unity of conviction regarding the cross with great
diversity of interpretation points decisively to the fact
that it Is the experience that the Cross evokes—the con¬
viction of sin, its forgiveness, the final breaking of
the power of sin, and the removal of the last barrier
to free fellowship with God—which is the stable and

^Paul Tlllich, The Religious Situation (New Yorkj
Henry Holt & Co#, 1932), passim.

2Tillich, The Protestant Era, chap, xiv#

^McKenzie, Psychology, Psychotherapy and Evangelicalism,
pp. 27 ff# ' " ' = " ~

4Ibld.. p, 22.
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permanent element In evangelleal religion. It Is not a
concept of sin that Is believed, but concrete sinful
tendencies which are experienced, and which alienate
the heart from God, that divide the soul and burden the
mind. The Cross, It Is believed by every type of Evan¬
gelical, removes the alienation, lifts the burden, uni¬
fies the soul, reconciles the soul to God, and thus the
sinner and God are at At-one-ment,1

With this description of the evangelical type of re¬

ligious experience In mind, what Interpretation does our Gqs-

talt instrument lend to this experience?

1, The evangelical type of religious experience em¬

phasizes the process of reorganization and the achievement of

a new Gestalt by the self. We have already developed this

process In several sections of our thesis2 and we will not re¬

peat the discussion here. It Is essentially the process of

Insight as we related It to conversion, whether gradual or

sudden*

Gote Bergsten has admirably described this process

of conversion In terms which are not alien to our Geatalt in¬

strument,3 He utilizes the life of John Wesley in Illustra¬

ting this primary religious experience* w ... at his con¬

version John Wesley moved from a state of Christian living

governed by low to another marked by a strict and single*

1Ibli*, pp* 39 f*

2Seo above, chap, v, especially the sections on Con¬
version and Reconciliation, PP* 166-180. Cf, also chap. Ill,
section 7, pp. 92 f., on Reorganizations and chap, iv, The
Self In Relationship to God, pp, 138 ff*

3Gote Bergsten, Pastoral Psychology (London: George
Allen on t Unwln Ltd., 1951'), '"Part" chap. 1, "'Conversion and
Growth in Grace."
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minded evangelism#wl Thus, May 24, 1738, marked a boundary

line between a religious past and present#

2# The evangelleal type of religious experience ful¬

fills the general Gestalt requirements of recognizing the self

as a whole as authoritative for Itself, within e unique

field#8 In the evangelical experience, It is the personality

as a whole that Is involved In conversion#

Conversion is not simply the eradication of a com¬
plex or the correction of a few faults# The whole at¬
titude to moral and spiritual reality is changed. Con¬
version, whether slow and gradual or sudden and dramatic
Is a Hew Birth In the literal sense of the term#®

McKenzle Is also aware of the unique field within which each

self must discover his own new Gestalt, He agrees with Freud

that It is one thing for a minister or psychotherapist to

know what la wrong with a soul, and another thing for that

soul to know it#4

The maintenance of the Cestolt principle that the

self Is finally authoritative for itself, Is a difficult one

for those who espouse the evangelical type of religious ex¬

perience# There Is a tendency to generalize from the Initial

experience and expect others to have the same kind of experi¬

ence with the same perceptions of form and content# Such an

attitude is more akin to a church-type of religious experience

1Ibld., p# 204#

8Sae above, chap# 111, pp# 73-77#

®McKen*le, Psychology. Psychotherapy and Evangelicalism,
p# 85#

^Ibld#. pp# 83 f#
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In contrast to the evangelical experience which Is marked by

freedom and spontaneity, Bergsten and McKenzie In the books

already cited seem to be aware of this, though their thorough

descriptions of the process end content sometimes causes the

reader to forget this Individual authority.

The author of the thesis speaks out of his own person¬

al experience and conviction at this point# He grew up within

an Evangelical Church which insisted upon conversion, and thus

early In adolescence he went through the experience. But the

process and content were all cut and dried. Although called

evangelical, such an experience is more like a church-type

experience which wo shall discuss later. The authentic inner

experience of conviction did not happen until much later,

because this denomination was not willing to let God's power

work In lt3 mysterious ways and allow the Individual self to

ccmeto its own unique Gestalt, It was only after the writer

had left this denomination and found a fellowship willing to

respect his unique nature, that the Inner conviction of an

evangelical experience occurred,

3, The evangelical type of religious experience Is de¬

pendent upon the Gestalt principle that behavior Is determined

by the forces of the field including those within the self.

Bergsten recognizes this fact when he speaks of the "pre¬

history of conversion"1 In John Wesley's case In particular,

and also with conversion In general, Wesley's conversion

^Bergsten, op, clt,. pp. 203 ff.
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was a continuing development within his own church. In 1725

he underwent a revival according to the law; while his evan¬

gelical conversion which was maked by increasing insight and

spontaneity came In 1738. The external forces of the field

are important forces In the evangelical experience. Indeed,

conversion Is usually not the Introduction of new material

so much as It is the seeing of the old material in a new

light and relationship; that Is, Insight,

The most important forces may be those within the

self. An urge to completeness or felt need for reconcilia¬

tion1 may drive the individual on toward the unifying ex¬

perience. Thouless has a long quotation from Dr. Jung about

the conversion of St. Paul,^ which lllustratos the work of

these field forces. Though the experience on the road to

Damascus was sudden, there had been a long period of uncon¬

scious incubation.

4, The new Gestalt which is established In the evan¬

gelical experience is organised through the operation of the

principles of organisation which we have previously examined.3

Perhaps we can illustrate this simply by referring to the

evangelical experience of the Apostle Paul. The factor of

closure was operating in Paul's zealous search for salvation.

^f. MpKenzle, Psychology, Psychotherapy and -Evangel -

icalism. pp. 85 ff.

2Thouless, op, clt., pp. 189 f»

3See above, chap. 111, pp. 85-91.
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With the coining of the Insight that he was justified by

faith and not by works, Paul attained a sense of direction
as to how the whole would fit together* The factors of sim¬

ilarity and proximity were operating In that Paul began to

perceive many of his old beliefs in the light of Christ and

this new insight of justification by faith. His subsequent

letters and descriptions of the life of the Christian draw

heavily on the factor of past experience or habit. The now

Gesfcalt was not a bolt from the blue, but a new perception

of all the old forces, seen in relationship to the central

fact of Christ.

5. The Law of Pragnanz1 operates in the new Gestalt

acheived in the evangelical experience to bring about equil¬

ibrium and precision. The articulation and differentiation

of the Gestalt will be as good as the field conditions will

allow. Thus in the months and years which followed Paul's

primary experience, he articulated and differentiated his

Gestalt until we can speck: of a Pauline theology. Such dif¬

ferentiation leads to the mystical and church-types of reli¬

gious experience. In the Roman Catholic Church this elabora¬

tion of belief has been carried to such a rigid extreme that

it clashes with the other Gestalt requirements for the author¬

ity of the Individual self as a whole.

Thus the evangelical religious experience, though

recognized as basic by all churches, is often frustrated in

*See above, chap, ill, p. 88.
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fcho practice of the churches. Baron Von Hugel claims that

even Roman Catholicism is "essentially a twice-horn temper*"1
David Roberts describes the dilemma In these words#

The practice of the Christian Churches, however, has
often been at odds with what Is thus acknowledged In
theory, Even when doctrine is explicitly regarded as
derivative from the experience of conversion and from
continuing fellowship with God, It has nevertheless been
employed as a norm for evaluating the genuineness and
depth of such experience and fellowship. At the worst,
the Churches have acted as though Christianity could be
transmitted by getting people to say "yes" to dogmas.
But even at best, the primary aim of Christian education
and evangelism has been to evoke religious experiences
and conversions which fit Into accepted conceptions of
God and Christ, instead of to uncover at the outset
whatever is olng on at the deepest, most immediate, and
most' genuine lovel"#2

The Gastalt Interpretation of the evangeIleal type of

religious experience shows us that It Is not an isolated and

self-sufficient type# Rather it Is Interrelated dynamically

to the other two types of mysticism and church#®

Cm The Mystical Experience

We have already suggested the direction which a Ges-

talt Interpretation of mysticism would take: namely, a more

intense experience of the self In relationship to God, pos¬

sibly developing from an initial evangelical experience# If

the new Gestalt la differentiated mainly In terms of the self

^Baron Frledrlch von Hugel, Essays and Addresses on
the Philosophy of Religion {Londang 3, M# Dent & Sons Ltd.,
1921), first Series, p. 2o3#

^Roberts, op# cit,. p# 69*

3Cf. T# H# Hughes, The Philosophical Basis of Mysti¬
cism. pp# 11 ff#
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and God, and not comnunally, mysticism would be the result#
Before elaborating our Gestalt Interpretation 1st ua look at

some of the definitions and theories of other men# We are

immediately confronted with the same variety which we have

discovered in other areas of religious experience; there seem

to be as many definitions as there have been men with the

experience

We noted Leuba,s definition of mysticism as contact

or union with God#2 This definition would be something of

b half-way house between two extremes: on the one hand mysti¬

cism which denies the world and seeks union with God, on the

other hand mysticism which gains intuition into all things of

the world through its contact with God# Frlodrich Heller

represents the first instance when he says: "Mysticism is

that form of intercourse with God in which the world and self

ore absolutely denied, in which human personality is dissolved,

disappears and is absorbed in the infinite unity of the God¬

head,"5 A similar conception is described by John Oman when

he says

The essential marks of this mysticism are, first, its
attitude toward the Natural, an in no form a manifestation
of the Supernatural, but a mere confusing manifold, the
illusory evanescent; and second, its attitude towards the
empirical personality as the source of the unreal. It is

•^Cf# James, op# clt». p. 3GO and Moore, op# cit«. pp#
190 ff,

2Sso above, chap, vi, p# 221.
5Frledrlch Heller, Prayer, trans# Samuel McComb (Lon¬

don: Oxford University Press, 1932), p# 136#
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the mysticism for which the teak of religion Is to rid
ouraalvos of the Natural, both as the world and as con¬
crete personality#*

Such a view has had its extreme expression In Eastern

religions, especially same farms of Hinduism, but it 1ms also

been Influential in the West, resulting in what Canon Haven

describes as a negative mysticism, as contrasted to positive

mysticism which discovers Insight into this world through

its contact with the Divine#^ The pathological accompani¬

ments or characteristics which have sometimes marked the

mystical experience would be of this negative klnd#3
Bertrand Russell marks the other extreme when lie goes

so far as to say that "Mysticism Is, In essence, little more

than a certain intensity and depth of feeling In regard to

what Is believed about the universe#"4 Such a definition is

obviously too broad# A more adequate psychological explana¬

tion of positive mysticism is given by H# N# Wleman who feels

that it occurs in subjects of favorable psychical constitution

when something Interferes with the Individual^ ordinary hab¬

its of response to tin environment# Then one no longer reacts

to habitually selected data but "becomes aware of a far larger

*John Oman. The Natural and the Supernatural {New Yorkj
Tha SaoHlllan Co.,1331), p. 411.

p
C. E# Raven, Gifford Lectures, Edinburgh, April 21,

1952#

3
Cf# Moore, op# clt., pp. 197 ff. end James, op# clt#.

Lectures xvi and xvli#

4Bertrand Russell, Mysticism and Logic (Hew York? W#
W# Norton & Co#, 1929), p# $#
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portion of that totality of Immediate experience which con¬

stantly flow3 over one,"^ He also describes mysticism as a

• . • state of diffusive awareness, where habitual
systems of response are resolved Into an undirected, un-
selectlve allvaness of the total organism to the total
event then ensuing,2

The experience Involves temporary dissolution of meanings,

but It has positive value In that It may help one to develop

new meanings and values In life or to reinterpret the old#

On this view mystical experience is not necessarily religious,
but becomes so only when through it the individual finds mean¬

ings which attribute to the religious quest for the apprehen¬

sion and attainment of the highest values,

Evelyn Underbill combines these negative and positive

forma of mysticism and feels that both aspects are necessary,3
For her, mysticism is

• , , the reaching out of the soul to contact with
those eternal realities which are the subject matter of
religion. And the mystical life la the complete life of
love and p.nyer which transmutes those objects of belief
Into living realitiesi love and prayer directed to God
for God Himself, and not for any gain for ourselves,'4
With these definitions In mind we must look briefly at

the process which seems to be involved In mysticism, William

*H. N, Wleman, Religious Experience and Scientific
Method (Hew York j The Ma cm11lan Co,, 1926), p, 2>8,

2Ibld., p, 39.

°Canon Raven reached the same Inclusive conclusion In
his GIfford Lectures, Spring, 1952,

^Underbill, Concerning the Inner Life, p, 35,

A
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James mads a broad attempt to designate the psychological

criteria by which mystical experience may be marked off

from non-mystical experience. Mystical experience, he

maintained, Is characterized by two principal marks, lnef-

fablllty and noetic quality, and t¥?o somewhat less important

characteristics, passivity and transiency.1 This Interpre¬

tation extends the boundaries of our subject too far to be

definitive.

Many writers^ have worked out a doctrine of the amys-

tlc way," which divides the mystic life Into three main stages.

These are really various methods whereby such experiences can

be Induced or strengthened. Three stages ore commonly dls-

tlngulsheds (1) the via negetlva or purr.atlva. (2) via Illum¬

inative. and (3) the via unltlva. Obviously, each stage is

capable of subdivision and variation, but they give the con¬

notation of process*

First, the negative or purgative stage Is essentially
the awakening of the soul from a smaller into a larger world.

It may bo roughly equivalent to the conversion process; but

every conversion is certainly not the prelude for a mystical

experience. This awakening Is something which happens In the

intellectual as well as spiritual life. The life of the self

Is swallowed up into a larger whole. Purgation is mors

1James, op* clt*. pp. 370 ff.

2Cf. Selbl©, op. ctt.. pp. 255 ff. and Mellone, op.

pit.. p. 180,and T. H, Hughes, The Philosophical asis ofWat 1cIsm, chap. 11*
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clearly a unique part of mysticism. Here the self begins to

slough off its aelf-centeradnesa and deny some of its self¬

ishness.

Second, the state of purification loads to that of

illumination# Here the consciousness of the self is sharp¬

ened and intensified to such a degree that direct contempla¬

tion of the unseen and eternal becomes possible. There Is

not only a joyous apprehension of the absolute but e nan?

awareness of the meaning of everyday things. Rufus Jones

describes this stage with this quotation!

I only remember finding myself in the very midst of
those wonderCul moments, beholding life for the first
time in all its young intoxication of liveliness, in Its
unspeakable joy, beauty, and importance. I cannot say
what the mysterious change was—I saw no new thing, but
I saw all the usual things in a miraculous new light—
in what I believe is their true light • . • Onoe out of
all the gray days of my life I have looked into the
heart of reality; I have witnessed the truth; I have
seen life as it really Is—ravlshingly, ecstatically,
madly beautiful, and filled to overflowing with a wild
joy and a valuo unspeakable#1

Third, this illumination and vision leads directly

to the unltlve life when the soul is opened and it is at rest

In the One, the absolute, God# The self "feels an overmaster¬

ing conviction that actual contact Is attained with a divine,

life-giving, joy-bringing Presence#"2 The mystic lias estab¬

lished union with the Divine end he feels a flood of power

come into his own life. The love of God has encompassed him

•**Jones, The Inner Life, pp. 176 f#

2Jones, Pathways to the Reality of God, p. 24#

A
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about, giving him peace#

What interpretation can Gestalt make of the mystical

type of religious experience? The clue is certainly found

in the close parallelism between the stages In the mystic life

and the Gestalt process of Insight# The some general move¬

ment is to be noted, though we do not intend any rigidity

about the Interpretation#

The first stage in which the soul moves from a

smaller Into a larger world. In an experience comparable to

conversion, is the Involvement in the field# We see here a

further reason why the evangelical experience may be the be¬

ginning of the mystical experience, and thus the Intel-depen¬

dence of the two types within a larger whole# The initial

experience may well reveal glimpses of vast unexplored vistas

in the soul<s pilgrimage toward God, and this brings us to

the period of moditatI on in the Gestalt process. The time■of

..purgation and search in which the self engages in intense and

random effort, is filled with brooding and meditation# The

self may well feel as Underbill says, "poised uncertainly be¬

tween two orders#w2- There la a straggle going on between
r

physical and spiritual values# The alas of the soul are more

clearly formulated, albeit they are still baffled# Resigna¬

tion, times of quiet and stillness, listening, are part of

this period#

And then the moment or period of illumination, so

^Underbill, The "olden Sequence, p# 53#
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clearly related to the Oestalt concept of insight* The self
feels Itself to bo In the presence of God or In actual union

with God# Now meaning fills the life of the aelf. Completion

and fulfillment have cow# Hocking describes this practice

of the presence of God, ss the characteristic mark of the

mystic's experienced verification comas In the individual

self's testimony of the presence of God, and also in new

Insight into the everyday world. The self lis a regained its

poise and It3 sense of value. The idea of verification in

the arena of human relationships may be one way of guarding

against the extreme esoteric and negative type of religious

experience# The great mystics have done just this, object¬

ifying their hard-won visions la torus of social action and

practical living# Suso on his apostolic visit discoursing to

multitudes upon the love of God, Catherine of Genoa managing

her hospital as a good Samaritan, St. Theresa engaged In her

life work as founder of the reformed monasteries were all

objectifying the Illumination of their mystical experience.

It will be obvious that the mystical type of religious

experience Involves the self as a whole, and that the self

is authoritative for Itself, Generally speak'ng the church

has recognised this latter principle (which we have also

found in Gestslt) and left the mystic free to go his way#

William Janes came to a similar conclusion#

Mystical states, when well developed, usually are,

1

^Hooking, The Meaning of God in Human 'Experience.
pp. 352 f.
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and have the right to he. absolutely authoritative over
the Individuals to whom they come ,•*•

The mystic Is, In short, Invulnerable, and must be
left, whether we relish it or not, In undisturbed enjoy¬
ment of his creed, Faith, says Tolstoy, Is that by
which man live. And faith-state and mystic state are
practically convertible terms,2

James goes on to say that no special authority should
emanate from the mystic's experience which forces others to

accept their revelations uncritically. This raises our Ges-

talt concern with the total field. The mystic has related

himself to God, but what of the world and other selves? We

noted that the great mystics had attempted to do this In their

action, but their actual experience often remains Incommuni¬

cable, The "good" Gestslt In the relationship to other selves

will require a kind of sharing and understanding in which the

mystic may not be able to engage,3 thus frustrating the largest

possible whole.

Furthermore, the mystic's behavior is determined by

the forces of his field, Including his self forces. Evidence

of this Is to he seen In the fact that most mystical experi¬

ence occurs within the Roman Catholic Church, while Protestant

mystical experience appears to have been almost exclusively

sporadic,^ Why? Is It not because the forces In the field

of the Roman Catholio include many references to mystics and

their experiences along with a methodical mystical theology

1James, op, clt,. p. 414,
2Ibld,. p. 415,
%ee above, chap, v, pp, 187-198,
Cf, James, op» cit,. p, 397,
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outlining a discipline for ell who would make the venture?

The forces In the field of the Protestant include very little

reference to mysticism and certainly no discipline. In fact

the Protestants have almost been embarrassed by the subject

In recent years. Consequently there are very few Protestant

mystics. Furthermore, as we shall see In the next section,

the Roman Catholic experience Is a ehurch-type, within which

tiie only alternative to acceptance of the authority is mys¬

ticism, which is tolerated by the authority#

Thus our Gestalt Interpretation of the mystical type

of religious experience has shown It to be dynamically Inter¬

related In a larger Gestalt to an evangelical experience on

the one hand, and to the church experience on the other hand.

If we are seeking the BgoodH Gestalt for all the forces in

the total field of self, world, other selves, and God, then

the mystical experience cannot be considered adequate,

D, The Church-Type of Religious Experience

In contrast to the evangelical and mystical types of

experience where the self organized a new Gestalt for Itself,
the self In the church-type accepts the Gestalt of some ex¬

ternal Institution for Its own. The self Is born within or

adopts a system which guarantees salvation to those who ac¬

cept Its Gestalt# Doctrine, cult and organization are im¬

portant parts of the Gestalt, and often the sacramental sys¬

tem makes for a once-born type of experience. Granted that
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moat churches make room In theory for the twice-born and mys¬

tical experiences* In practice, unique Gestaltsn on the part

of individual selves tend to be rare and are often frowned

upon by the church group. The self finds himself within a

community whose faith he accepts uncritically. David Roberts

describes this dilemma of an Institution very well.

Yet no Institution or tradition can be maintained
except through the assent of Individuals, one at a time?
the only question is the extent to which this assent Is
free or constrained. Even Roman Catholicism recognizes
that each Individual must make the basic decision con¬

cerning acceptance or rejection of Its authorltyj but
It specifies that once the decision Is made affirmatively
the believer Is under obligation to accept unquestionlngly
whatever the Church teaches as essential, and to confine
his critical and independent thinking to areas where the
Church has not recched a closed verdict* Obviously the
same question concerning the freedom or constraint of
assent can be raised In connection with Protestantism.
Allegiance can be transferred from an Infallible Pope
to an infallible Book without abandoning the theory of
religious authority outlined above. And even the liberal
theology of a creedlaas branch of Protestantism can be
so taught that any child growing up In It comes to re¬
gard It solely as a deposit external to him*3*

This last sentence sets the problem for the church-types the

danger that the Gaatalt accepted Is not a life-changing shift

In the organizing center of the self, but a mere external,

sur ace allegiance. Whenever this Is the case the real center

of the self will be found in some non-rellglous Idea or value.

Bergsten feels that the Roman Catholic Church at ,he

present time emphasizes this acceptance of an external Oestalt

to the complete frustration of the unique self.

In the Roman communion the care of souls Ms ceased
to be a concern for the Individual or for Ills growth In

^-Roberts, op. clt.. pp. Q7 f.
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personal freedom. Between the officials of the Church
and those to whom It ministers there is a gr^at gulf#
The laity are the object of the care of souls, and its
purpose la to discipline them. Opposite to them and
contrasting with them are the clergy, e privileged class,
a spiritual aristocracy. The priesthood has the know¬
ledge and the power of mediation. Those who seek salva¬
tion are referred to the priest, who is related to thera
as the doctor Is to his pat lent j and as the qualified
physician is alone authorised to prescribe dangerous drugs,
so the priest alone Is authorised to prescribe remedies for
the spiritual disorders of mankind.1

How does such a situation of uncritical adoption of a

prescribed religious experience come about, either in the ex¬

plicit Roman church-type or the more implicit Protestant

church-type of religious experience? It Is the result of the

articulation and differentiation and refinement of the orig¬

inal "evangelical" experience or unique Gestalt of a founder

of the religion or of a group of like-minded individuals

sharing their common experiences. In speaking of this de¬

velopment from the "founders of religion," Wach says,

In the vision (prima intuition) of each of them Is
contained a germ of theory, later to be developed into
doctrine and from there possibly into dogma either by
the founder himself or by his followers."

Wach elaborates this development,^ but the essential process

can be described in our CostaIt terms, as differentiation of

the original Gestalt and possible solidification of It. Such

a situation violates our Gestalt principles of the dynamic

nature of all Gestalten, Thus, the church-type of religious

1Bergston, op. clt.« pp. 17 f.

^ach, op. clt.. p. 25.

3Ibid., pp. 132-198.
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experience in practice tends to give him his Oestait, rather

than allowing him to farmulate his own within his unique

field. If it is an imposed external Oostalt for the self,
then it obviously will not affect the self as a whole. Cer¬

tain parts of the self will be organised around other centers,

Hughes analyzes the results of such a situation,

Religious truths and theological statements arc always,
In the first instance, interpretations of religious ex¬
periences, It may be possible for men to accept tradi¬
tional statements, or to believe a creed without having
the experience which the doctrine or creed sought origin¬
ally to express. Such acceptance, however, is not really
religious. It has no more moral or spiritual value than
any other piece of credulity. We may perhaps speak of
such acceptance as "faith," but it is faith of the lowest
grade, an Intellectual assent to certain beliefs which
have never become a vital reality in the soul, never
stirred any real experience of God In the spirit of the
man who aocepts it,1

Furthermore, it will be obvious that in the church-type the

self is not authoritative for itself. Illustrative of these

conclusions Is the discussion by Bergsten^where he quotes an

American priest and psychiatrist, Or, «X. R, Oliver, to the

effect that he is convinced that the priest usually hears very

little about the serious mental and religious difficulties of

the penitent* The talk Is about the legalistic aspects of the

sacramental system, and not about the things which are really

concerning the self, and out of which a unique Gestalt would

come,

Yellowleas has an interestin point about the effects

•^Hughes, The Philosophical Basis of Mysticism, p. 403

%ergsten, op. clt,» pp, 29 ff,
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of auch "repentance."
It is psychologically much more important that a

man should be true to himself than true to an Institution,
and it is s matter of history, as well as being psycho¬
logically obvious, that progress comes not from the in¬
stitution as such but from individuals,1

Tims far we have belabored the faults of a church-

type of religious experience, but we realize that there are

some positive and necessary values in the Institution# We

see these values In relation to our Gestalt principle which
-v

says that "behavior Is determined by the forces of the field,

including the self as a whole#" We have already seen that

the evangelical and mystical types are to some degree depend¬

ent upon the field# Baron von Hugal struggled with this

problem of the individual within the institution# He found

three difficulties in Institutional religion# First, the

churchmen were too much attached to temporal power and riches#

Second, the large place given by God to laymen ws3 practical¬

ly unrecognized by the Roman Church# Three, It was the

church's duty to welcome light from outside her bounds, but

In practice the opposite prevailed#2
But while recognizing the defects of the church, he

gladly acknowledged three specific needs which It fulfills,

First, other disciplines such as art, science, philosophy,

etc., are developed in and through academies, schools and

■*" David YeHowl©as, Psychology's Defence of the Faith
{Londont Student Christian Movement Press, 19^0}"p#" i34,~

2Von Hugel, op# clt». pp# 232 f#
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traditions# This Is necessary In religion too# Second, if

you look at the history of religion Itself, you find that
the creative religious personalities sprang from religious

institutions# Von Hugo! mentions Josus and Paul, and wo

might add Luther and Wesley# Third, there is an impoverish¬

ment of religious experience whan the social intercourse

within an institution 13 rejected#* In other words, the

field forces within the church can be helpful and formative*

for religious experience#

A# N# Whitehead comes to the conclusion that there

must always be a tension between dogma and new forms of

thought, because of the process nature of the world in which

we live# Both are necessary#

Dogmatic expression Is necessary# For whatever lias
objective validity is capable of partial expression in
terms of abstract concepts, so that a coherent doctrine
arises which elucidates the world beyond the locus of
the origin of the dogmas in question# Also exact state¬
ments are the media by which identical intuitions into
the world can be identified amid a wide variety of cir¬
cumstances#2

• • • (But) though dogmas hove their measure of truth,
which Is unalterable, In their precise forms they ere
narrow, limitative, and alterable#3

Kurt Lewin was also intensely aware of this tension,

both theoretically in terms of the field concept and Gestalt,

and practically from his experiments in group dynamics# We

have aires iy noted some of the concern to protect the unlque-

*Ibid#, pp# 259-265#

^Whitehead, Religion In the Making, p# 144#
3Ibid#, p. 145.
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nes a of the Individual within the group#-5- Law in, however,

was vary much aware of the Influence of the group upon the

Individual# "delongingneas" is &ti important determinant of

the individual# Human beings cannot escape membership in

some groups# If the church Is not one then some other group

will be#

This dependence of the Individual on the group for
a determination of what does and what does not consti¬
tute "reality* la less surprising If we remember that
the individual's own experience is necessarily limited.
In other words, tna probability that his judgment will
be right is heightened if the individual places greater
trust in the experience of the group, whether or not
this group experience tallies with his own# This is
one reason for the acceptance of the group's judgment,
but there Is still another reason. In any field of
conduct and beliefs, the group exercises strong pressuro
for compliance on its individual members# W© are sub¬
ject to this pressure in all aroas—political, religious,
social—including our beliefs of what Is true, or false,
good or bod, right or wrong, reel or unreal#®

W© gat another indication of the overpowering influ¬

ence of the church if we recall the factors which operate in

the formation of the self's Go .stalfc#^ The factors of past ex¬

perience and habit will condition the self so that its objec¬

tive setwill be towards the Gestalt of the church# Once the

factor of direction is established, it will be hard for the

self to change, to see things in a new and different light#

The factors of proximity and similarity will cause the self

to adopt the Oestalt of the community In which it is born#

^Sqo above, chap# v, pp# 187-198.

^Levrln, Resolving Social Conflicts# pp. 57 f#

*%ae above, chap# ill, pp# 85-91#
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So It Is that the church-type of religious experience can be

perpetuated only at the expense of the uniqueness of the self

as a whole*

But ouch perpetuation is slao at the expense of the

church Itself. If the church as an institution Is going to

exist In the world, than it, too,must be undergoing reorgani¬

zation when new forces enter the world field, or else the

Church*a Costalt will be less than "good." Generally, churches

have not developed a method of incorporating new Insights

into their Gestaltsn. They have tended to remain rigid, thus

forcing individual selves with new insights to leove the church

and sot up new institutions* This gives us a Gostalt inter¬

pretation of reform, denomination and sect developments*

Our conclusion In respect to the church-type of reli¬

gious experience is that it must b© dynamically Interrelated

to the evangelical and mystical experiences* These latter

two experiences provide the corrective for the church* They

allow room for the uniqueness of the Individual self and they

contribute to the reorganisation of the Gestalt which is the

church Itself, allowing it to maintain and enhance Itself In

a world of process* Hew light from God's Word Is continually

breaking forth* Both individuals and Institutions must be

r««.iy to incorporate man's Insights ©bait the nature of eter¬

nal truths Into their Gestalten*
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E» Conclusion

First and foremost Is the conclusion which we have an¬

ticipated, namely, that there is a unity to the religious ex¬

perience cf mankind, precisely because It is a Gestslt. We

have seen the lnterrelatadnes3 of these three "types" of re¬

ligious experience, and the Indications are that the same

condition would exist with any typology. Thus no typo is

self-sufficient, but is a part of a whole.

Second, the types appear to be parts of a whole. They

are a point of emphasis for an individual self. In a sense

one type is figure while the other two are part of the ground

within the whole which is the religious experience of the

self. Churchmen are not unaware of this, though it may be

an intuitive feeling rather than rational consideration. When

they object to peripatetic evangelists unrelated to the churches

of a city, they are expressing the fact that the evangelical

experience is only part of the whole.

Third, the Gestalt suggestions for the interpretation

of religious experience which we developed in Chapter III are

only fulfilled by all three types, when the three are part of

the total field, contributing to the "good" Gestalt. The

church must allow consciously and practically for the evangel¬

ical and mystical experiences, and the latter must be seen as

part of a whole which includes the institution.



CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS

Wo have completed our task of Interpreting religious

experience with the Gestalt concept in psychology. All that

remains Is same assessment of the usefulness of the Instrument.

We cannot enter into a detailed criticism of the Gestalt con¬

cept either on psychological or religious grounds, or into a

comparison with other psychological Interpretations. In¬

teresting as such discussions would be, they would take us

beyond the space and scope of the present thesis.

Another difficulty arises when we consider a summary

of our findings: the thesis Itself Is essentially a Gestalt.

When one tries to dissect out statements for Inclusion In a

summary, It Is Impossible to stop. For this reason we have

carried our conclusions along with us throughout the body of

the thesis. Therefore, we shall content ourselves here with

some general statements about the Instrument and its useful¬

ness.

1. Psychological criticism of Gestalt theory has

usually fallen under two categories: a) Gestalt-theory Is

vague and Inconsistent; and b) Gestalt-theory Is mere repeti¬

tion of what Is already well-known. Critics of the first

kind say that no satisfactory definition of the term has ever

249
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been given# What Is tha nature of the whole and the parts

and the relationships between them? Such criticism la In

port true because no exhaustive definition has yet been

framed, and for a very good reason# Gestalt is true to one

of Its own tenets, that of being in process, and not dogmatic#

Gestalt theory is based not merely on theory but on

careful scientific investigation of a fact; the fact that

segregated wholes, both psychical and physical, do exist as

wholes, with parts which are real, but not more and no less

real than are the wholes# Now any theory which deals with

facts, which are proverbially stubborn, and not with artefacts,

which can always be made to order, will necessarily be vague

at seme points# It Is a situation comparable to that of the

physicist with his atom theory, which is still necessarily

vague but very useful and not to b8 discarded. The Gestalt-

theory has also produced results# What theory worth anything

ever came full-blown into the world? Geatalt will work toward

its own clarification in continued research and application#

The second criticism, that Gestalt-theory Is mere repe¬

tition, must also be accepted as containing some truth, not

only in the sense that there Is nothing new under the sun, but

also because of resemblance to other theories# Soma critics

have compared it to Plato*a Idea or Aristotle*s Form and to

s variety of subsequent theories# In our limited space we

cm only say to this that Geatalt obviously, like everything

else, Is dependent upon all that has gone before# But the

Gestalt theorists have stated a consistent and unified
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theory In a way which had never been done before. Further¬

more, as we have seen In the application of the concept made

In this thesis, It Is a generalised Interpretation of all

psychical and physical phenomena, and thus stands beyond any

theories to which it Is compared. It may not be the only

method of Interpretation, but it has proved a useful and

consistent one,

2, The Pastalt concept has proved to be a useful in¬

strument for the interpretation of religious experience. We

are not making a claim that It is the only method of interpre¬

tation, However, It has afforded us a unified interpretation

of all the experiences of religion and the problems raised by

our survey in Chapter I, This unity would seem to be a real

advantage, for the psychology of religion has often lacked a

consistent approach, Various psychological theories have

been used to interpret the experiences of religion, resulting

in a kind of hodge-podge of interpretation, which could easily

be sloughed off by the theologian or the church.

The Gestslt concept gives us a consistent framework

and hypothesis within which to think about the problems of re¬

ligious experience. The value of this can be seen if w© take

the liberty of paraphrasing the Biblical statement, "Where
there Is no vision, the people perish,"1 Without a hypothesis

the student flounders around# Whitehead has said much the

some thing someplace when he says that a theory Is the most

XProv, 29*10.
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useful of all things# Thus the Gestalt concept provides a

consistent frame of reference within which the theologian

or minister can view his task and to which he can refer in

seeking to Interpret and foster the religious experiences

of the people#

5# The importance and worth of the Individual Is em¬

phasized by the Gestalt conoept# The individual within his

unique field must be the final judge of his religious experi¬

ences* Thus the Gestalt concept leads to a pluralistic In¬

terpretation of religious experience# However it also suggests

that inasmuch as meaning comes hrough a "good" Gestelt in

the largest possible field, the Individual has a responsibil¬

ity—even a demand—to enter into relationships with all

other factors: other selves, the world end God# The genuine

fellowship experience can lead beyond pluralism st least for

© small group and theoretically for ell persons,

However, the finite nature of men effectively Halts

his ability to know ©11 truth, and the Gestalt theory is a

firm reminder of thl3 flnlteness and understanding of it#

Truth comes through a sharing of the meanings each person

finds within his Gestalt* This is essentially what happens

In the scientific field too# Ho self or group of selves ever

comprehends the total field of the universe or the stresses

and strains therein. Certainty, therefore, must always be

tentativs and not final# The Gestalt view therefore supports a

progressive revelation theory in such a way that it brings
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together both liberals and neo-orthodox people. It does this

not by deciding whether or not God was finally and completely

revealed In Jesus Christ, tut by recalling all men to their

own finite nature. Thus even If Jesus Christ was the com¬

plete revelation of God, finite man's limited perception

would always keep his knowledge of God limited.

This leads us to a Gestalt way of saying that we are

saved by faith. However all of the experiences leading to

this state can be interpreted by our instrument, though as we

have said the Interpretation must be provisional and not

final. This brings us to the task of the psychology of re¬

ligion which John Baillle calls Its fundamental business.

The truth Is that not until It (psychology) has
tackled this cardinal problem—the analysis of the
real and Inward nature of what James calls overbellef
and most men call faith—has psychological science
begun its real and deeply significant task with ref¬
erence to religious experience

It Is fair to say that Gestalt theory does tackle

this problem and affords very real Insight into the process

whereby faith or religious experience comes to the individual.

It would violate Its own principles if It claimed this was In

any way final, but It Is a beginning which goes beyond the

descriptive efforts of the earlier psychology of religion.

If some theologians are inclined to reject Gestalt

theory as "scientific" and not relevant to Christianity, then

they have interpreted their task in a different manner from

Paul Tilllch, for example, who says:

Ijohn Balllle, The Interpretation of Religion, p. 138#
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But the task of theology Is medlotIon, radiation
between "the eternal criterion of truth as it is mani¬
fest In the picture of Jesus as the Christ and the
changing experiences of Individuals and groups, their
varying questions end their categories of perceiving
reality. If the mediating task of theology is re¬
jected, theology Itself is rejected} for the term
"theo-logy" implies, as such, a mediation, namely,
between the mystery, which is theoe. and the under¬
standing, which is logos*3-

Oestalt theory con lend important help to this task.

4. A dynamic interpretation of religious experience

Is suggested by Gestalt theory. The only dogma of Gestalt

would be that of continuous recognition of the need for re¬

organization within the ever-changing field. Gestalt re¬

mains neutral on the content of this Gestalt but does lend

an interpretation of the process. No particular Gestalt or

religious content is deprecated. In contrast to some other

psychologies, acceptance and understanding is given to any

Gestalt. To the extent that there is a value judgment In

Gestalt, it revolves around the value of the individual and

the "good" Gestalt.

An understanding of the processes of Go3talt forma¬

tion could be of great help to churches In their understanding

of individuals and the provision of the kind of setting best

calculated to allow the individual to achieve his unique

Gestalt, and thus his peace with God. This would be practical

help in all the areas mentioned throughout the thesis, for

it would give the church a hypothesis on which to operate.

^Tlllloh, The Protestant Bra, p. xili.
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5# Religious criticism of the Gestalt concept is like¬

ly to come from two sources; first, those who deny the valid¬

ity of any scientific instrument In the field of religion,

and, second, those who misunderstand the Intention of Gestalt

theory and the kind of interpretation it makes. With the

first criticism we cannot argue If this bo their point of

view. We have both made our assumptions which do not permit

of intercourse, except in the sense that Qestslt theory car¬

ries its own interpretation of why people would hold this

viewpoint, and thus has its own defense.

The second criticism is more one of misunderstanding,

Gestolt does not support a definite theological viewpoint or

illuminate the objective claims of the creator, unless you

wish to push the Interpretation to an extreme. It may bo

that the claims of God and the nature of His universe can be

Interpreted in Gostalt terms but such consideration must

wait for another thesis. What Gestalt theory does, is

offer any person interested in the religious experiences of

individuals, one way of look?ng at the whole gamut of these

experiences; the process whereby these experiences have come

about in the individual and the resulting content. An under¬

standing of the Gestalt process must forever make each one of

us humbly recognize that God works in mysterious ways Ms won¬

ders to perform, Gestalt theory gives us some understanding

of the wonders of God's way with each man, from our human
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viewpoint, but also reminds us that In the Infinite field

of God's universe where we live, no finite man will ever

understand all of God's view of the process.
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